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G~ori?-etown ..,"...
set§ r,~_cora,s '., ''"'"'·

GEOEGETOWN:!.....:~,,,;i,
Georgetown Colleg~.his set
..funiHliising'records in all
•fiitegcirieiffot'. the 1995;96'.:
'· fiSCal :y~~~~-·::::;~:::.:.:~. \&'t:-..:!~·Donations to. the· annual
fund.an11illllted to $902,210,
. an ,mcreiise of $101',775'ofa13
··perceiittliver:th~·prevlous·
fiscal year.w~icli. end~it~June.30,:1995. The college.
; exceed~dits goal of $900,000.
Gifts' to>,the.annual fund-are
Liliirestricted and are used

, for_ i:eiieral:o,perations!ffl

. Gift commitments from
; '.all,sources.exceeded· $7;5,"'
-millfon'.'·included in tni;.!;';,
-tcifill.,wer~gifui both•.-'·'"'""'·
~restricted and :unrestricted,
· funds from the Kentucky:
Baptist Convention,, .. ,,e:...,..
··gifts-fii-kind and planned
:gifts, .which include wills;,
insur.a,nc.ejiolicies;\ . ~of\'\".'
. annuities and trusts..The·
:.face..value.ofplanned gifi{'·i
iwas morll.'than.$2.5 millfoil,.
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jBlack-white education gap closing
In 25· 29 age group,
near-equal IlUffibers
finiSh high SCh001
By DEB RIECHMANN

Associated Press
WASHINGTON -- The rate of
blacks In their mid- to late 20s who
have completed high school rose- to
nearly 87 percent last year - the
same rate as for whites, the Census
Bureau says.
The percentage of whites between
the ages of 25 and 29 who have
earned a high school diploma or
passed a high school equivalency test
has hovered around 87 percent for
the past decade.
·
·
The rate for blacks, meanwhile,
has risen from 80.6 percent .In 1985
to 86.5 percent last year:
"They're getting the message,"
said Sandra Ford Johnson, director
of school attendance and recants for
the District of Columbia's public
schools. "They're realizing how
tough it is to get emploY'!lent out
there without having a high school
education or without some secon.dary schooling."
.
Ten-year-old Rayford Myers, a
black fifth-grader at Stevens Elementary School In downtown Washing;
ton, has gotten the message. He
wants to be a lawyer when he grows
up and plans to go to either North
Carolina State or Howard University.
When asked if he might drop out
of school before college he said: "If I .
dropped out, I couldn't be a lawyer. I
need my diploma." .
..
Third-grader Candace Benning, 8,
said she would tell people who were
thinking of dropping out that they
need to stay In school so they can
"grow up and be smart.'.' She said
she plans to become a lawyer.
The findings released yesterday
are based on a March 1995 survey of
55,000 households, Officials said the
margin of error made the figures statistically equivalent.
The accuracy of census reports
has often been questioned because
they are based on Information that
people provide about · themselves:
But the new report is based on one
of the most widely used polls conducted by the Census Bureau..

The poll, the CUITent Population .
Survey, is considered highly reliable.
In it, the bureau asks a random sampie of Americans a variety of queslions. One of its uses is to determine
the unemployment rate.
The report says the high-school
education level for all adults 25 and
older reached nearly 82 percent the highest since it was first measured by the bureau In 1947.
The percentage of adults .25 and
older who said they bad completed· .
at least high school peaked not.only
for the entire population, bilt:-for··
each sex and for both. blacks
whites, the bureau said. The proporlion of adults who had earned a bache\or's degree also was at a .record
high - 23 percent - last year.
,•
-· In the general adult population; the
. high school completion rates .for men
and women were ·roughly equal, at
about 82'.percent. But 26 percent.of
the men . had ·earned college bachelor's degrees, •compared with 20 per-cent of women.
• ---,; ·
_
InctJ;e ·25 and ~Ider category, sizable differences ·m ,the· numbers. of
people · wh«! had . complet~ high
school re!Dfillled between whites '!'Id
blac~. ~ghty-three percent of whites
were , ~ school graduates, com_p11red with 74 peroent.f~r blacks.
.. ,~_1!_1-Jihen tl_te ~~ JUS!_lo,<>~.at .
~~~u1:~est ,~g~~g'.'/:!1!i3sdulf_
· blacks and whites were-almost equal·
1 last year, at,87.4 pl!IOeilt·for.whites
an,_d _§~~ l)!!rcent for"blacks. ·__:;,'.t;,\j

and

!

"This is a very profound change in
one of the country.s long-running,
deep-seated problems - the disparity
between whites and blacks in education," said Michael Casserly, director
of the Council of the Great City
Schools, which represents. the •nalion's 50 largest urban school districts.

.

.

He credits the change to schools,
. particularly In urban areas, having
, done more to keep students In school;.
tailoring programs for students faced
with having to drop out and work or
le~~e. school because of pregn~cy. ,
Fll!allY, the eff~, are showmg_ up
m n~tional_ ~cs, __Casserly said.
. Hispanics have the lowest propor' lions o~ completed. ed~cation, the report said. "A contributing factor may
be· the ·large proportion .of foreignborn ·Hispanics with less than a high
school education," it said.
Fifty-three percent of Hispanics age25"and older are high school graduates, ilp_from 48 percent In 1985, the
report said. The rate rises to 57 percent for the 25, to 29-year-old Hispanics, but that's still too low, says Gloria
· Zamora,_ director of the educational
programs office for, the Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities.
She said'any_gains reflect Increased
awareness of the Importance of education and •efforts. to keep Hispanics
• i'!,5.5h<>?l; ___ '?•' "'"' -·::••~,.,~•.l _

.

, _lnfo!fflation.for this Glory also was·
I g~~red__by J:l!e ~ew '(ork~- .
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'E.o~er.',ijollege 'o~ciar·.
gets·_y:ear ·in loan scarii·-·
1
:Asformer East~~ie~tu~ky ~~lle~ of:ficiai was ,c' '
sentenced to -a year in prison yesterday and was or-. .
dered "to pay back $220,000 in fraudulently obtained
federal student loans. Btit the chance of much of that
money being collected is slim, Bobby Price, 44, a for- .
mer Pikeville College financial aid director, admitted
he ,used eight fictitious names to collect the student ·
loans between May 1991 and January of this year. The
Pikeville man pleaded guilty in June to a one-count information charging hinf w_ith obtaining students loans
by'fraud. College officials 'cliscovered the·scam_.when ...
they found paperwork on one.of the fake students on
a ~opying mac~ine. A 'p(qse_cufor said Price also ob- : ..
tamed
m· loans m. ·h1s own-name. . --,._, ...
•· ....:~~·.
"~'
.
- $18,000 ~--·•~·-·••

.
l

More financial aid will help
collegebo~d, not tax breaks
tion, is this th~ best way to invest
E. GIADIEIJX AND
tioll or widen opportunities for
D. ~EISCHAUER
higher education. For families who it? A far better alternative to tuition tax schemes is needcbased
ore than any president
don't have quite enough to send
student financial aid. The existing
since Lyndon Johnson, Bill their child io college, the tax relief
aid programs, imperfect as they _
Clinton has linked his pres- may come too late to make a difidency to strengthening and broad- ference. While those families could may be, are a much more effective
\vay to equalize educational opporening American education. He has
adjust their payroll withholding,
argued persuasively that the namost won't Thus any relief would tunity and increase enrolhnent
tion needs to increase its investbe realized in year:end tax refunds, rates. More than $40 billion could
ment in education to spur econom- long after families needed the man- go a long way toward restoring-the
purchasing _power of Pell Grants
ic growth, expand opportunity and ey·to pay the tuition:
·
and-other proven programs, whose
reduce growing income disparities.
■, Will they help moderateHe has cert:ainly·earned the right
and low-income-students who have benefits inflation has eroded by.as
much as 50 percent during the past
to try to make-eaucation work for
themosfdifficulty meeting tuition
him as an issue· in his reelection
costs? A tax deduction wciuld be of 15 years.. Need-based aid-also is
campaign, and that's clearly what . no use to those without taxable in- less likely to increase inflationary
he plans to .do:·
.
come. On the other hand,' the pro- · pressure on college prices, because
Unfortunately, one way' the - ·. posed $1,500 tax credit - because such aid goes to only a portion Of
college-going population. . , , ,
president has chosen to pursue his it would be "refundable" --would. the
.,, ,
.....·
_. .
goals for educ:;ition is·tax cuts. The benefit even students and families ·■ Lawrence E:.Gladleux is execucenterpiece of his education agenda who owe no taxes. But nearly 4
tive director for policy analysis ·of
- tax breaks for families paying
million low-income students would __ the College.Board.'Robert o;. _ ·
: college tuition _:_ would be bad tax largely be excluded from the tax
- Relschauer is .former director of
policy and.
education policy. credit because they receive Pell
.. the Congressional Budget. Office.
:Grants which, under the Clinton
·-?._~ _: ~ · _T~~ASH1NGrciN P~~ ..---~; · ·_:-;:·.:
1 While tuition tax relief may be
wildly popular with voters; it won't , plan, would· be subtracted fy9m __
achieve the president's worthy ob- _ .their tax-credit 'eligibllity, :· \ · _'
jectives for education, won't help -_--a-!- ■:Will the plan lead tci' greater
[,those;most irr.need-an¢.will;~ti!t-s>lfaieral;ilftfusioii:futo:~·eaifca,'
I'ifuire-.p¥66t'eins-\iimitlso'i~N%,EJy1i6n?,Th~I,ntemiif•Reteiiui Senrice
·; ::•,µ~~ th~ px:~id/!nf~ p ~ '°a' ·wou_l~;)!ave to certify the.~o!-1Il1i,w
\ fain1hes co~¼] c~~se !P.<ledu~.];!P,:- of W.(tl(!l!.stud~nts_aclu!!llY)/atd,
1 to $10.000 _m:fuition fiiimtl\eirJax,~
the;size.of their Pell Grants,and, .,;;
'able income or taxe' a'fux credif(a" whether they maintained Baver' d~ect offset againstc{ederal in!],m,l::;;,..ll/les. Tllis£9_uld ~P,OSe c_O!JlP!~
'~tax) of.$!;500for.tl)!l;Jirst Ye3.!'
~regulatory btjrc!,~ on.~tr_S}ties
undergracluate education or traint ·_-and turther,complicate.the;tax,,
ii{~ Tlfe credit woiili!'Be available ··c~-e.. It's'iio'.· onder theTeaii
"!.<i"J,,,_.
~--_ ..-~!11•"'-"'"~"."'i'""''_'""=t·,,_,,_,..., . --- '.,;,;,,.w.. ..,, ~·"·"0 '""'1t'Z,',J.1IY•..,
~ o.r,.a.~n Y¢n_!!'"'!t:'..Su,iuel'.! _;);}Wi, :pa,rtment·has:long,r~IS cu pro-••'
~laihs];!3'ii~~~f;c,#<zr.~1l,i)fjiosa]s'fo( tuition tax br~. ;. : • ·,j
.,,~:rhe =of. maJontt;o&payen,'.;,=· •.,., ■,W111 the prograrn:encourage
wilci'in~tioil~; ici@"' .stillhig]jei iuiti6ii-level~ and)iiore
fi!~. witl\,mcomes u io
_de inflation? While the tuition '
1 $l00,000
antrs:ingie'Jf!l':"5©P,,ti $7Q;W') ....:
marEl!:fuodera~)jigptly,
•~l'we,~l_t!~\jJPgf~---:s:
c,~lleed_glc PrICf,;-:';_c,t'twi~ .~~tea);erf',;,"!
, _
· """"'1'11!'.lue\lliiUOD'.lll-c .... -,ag _-more.·uu1u . ce .. ,e.ra .0 ''"'
fests;ihi'$4:fliilli~tlia_titlie'ad-_ ~- -~, iriflation dunrig tneI990s. :With-'.
- C. . .,
minisiranpn says'this_pla1pwill·· · '.1he vast majority':ofs!uderitsre- -: ~
'>c,_He:~id he S!arted young
cost 'over .the'ilexf six years, the -: ':·.eeiving tax.ieli~itolleges might · -.,
~':iingt:man_:the~~~H:rnsat~d.canther~
public should·demai'icl' that policy ·'have less incentive· fo:hbld down-, J
makers answer these questions:
their tuition increases:-'Gtades;. . '
more--tlianJd million ·compu
■--Will tuition taid:redits and-·, --which have been rising alriiost as:,·
gamble!'. younger than 21.'
deductions.boost postsecohpary en-'.'- 'rapidly as tuition, might get ari
·,'"It's ;only the tip of -the
rollnient? Not significantly._Most of - tra;boost too if professors hesitate
!ierg." Wex!er'said:'"lt's onl}
the benefits'would.go to fan)ilies of· 'to deny theit·students the B need- ·
i-:~~~--erwocamrse,:,e"d'.,_·""w''arn"'"'m··'g.
students wha;w'oiild have:!J.ttended ·,___ ed;tii'renew _the'tax credit.:- . . ·
college anyway~For them, it wi_ll;'· :. : /_■ ;If more thlin:$40'billion in·:
lhe:foniij?f s~es about dozei
be-a winafalLTiiat won'tlift the. ' new resources really can'be found_
professional and college ath
country's· ri'et.iiiv~tm~tin edtil:a-,~ _'l&~d aca:ss to higlielPduca~
wh~ 1~_t)ots of money - an,
..
-'::·. : .. - ..~-;--==~•=~~-----"· -•-·~----- -~----~•
ten·theu-.c;areers- to gamblh
lEXl~?TON HERAlll-LE@ER,J,µ!Nc;u,QNJSl,•• ,F,~ID~Y•.SEmMBER6,J,996
· ':~Thefdon't b 'Id 'Ir
01
"'._,• .,.,~'-/.l\= , :. So,-he• inv_ ~ed a_--~_'l'?l_ll_P_til_s_·rvf ~- :"The: tlmeTs:_s-: lai~casll!P5__ sii p:p1c:°::a1~"
gambJmg expert, Af.jile;:»'exler,: ''ripe- and;\\'f.; theu--.m(!ney home," Wexler!
- -- ___ , ..
_, --· • .- - --- , _,_ to come to -UK to talk_. to. the. _ '
'"'"'' "09n't.kid-yourself." :,;;c/i''i'•- •"sdchool'sb'athleth~dipif;o_}!i~_:i_•.s_
?1t:_;_lb!e;_
l)a!~_ -aJi!>ut 5. percent 0
ent;; a 01;1~-~ e, an~ef§,C!t--CORl· . < ,:-,-ci.. ,:'-'~- gam_ ers•mtlfo country are c
___ .. . , ,-, _- . '.. _,_, '. . _,.\'' _ _ . ,puls1ve , gam.hling., .:A.~(l_!ld,~n,~~;;_· -.,(P.M:
-p~s_we.~ut he said 'that nun
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··s:cholarslii_p'Zs'earch·=-scanis-•fitr.ge-fect
}. ''" ,-,.,- · ''h ·-d aid~~~ore<lbythe;NationalAssoci- -thesamefiunilie~thaflikelywillbe
5-~~Offi.Pal:Y.~,C
~g~, ,. :ition of Student finl!llcial Aid Admin- o~red the largest grants an~ sch~!ar·
·
•th
J..:ilkin' · ·..;·~•;;i· •,. - ·. istrators:and·mamtams a database,of ships from colleges and umvers1ties,
WI :.. µ
!,g S~_~y~P,1~ =complajii~i11bo%scarn artists.tb:ithe __.saiq David-W8!1'('_n, J)resident-ofsthe
0

,,,_.C:jf:' /.l/:,. ;_ - -~, . ;::;;,~. •si::~;. • sliares-:wffii·• !lie FTC. and National National Assoetation. of :Indepel\dent
By:.lj)EB;~~4\s};;,1'/;•.i?L : ,"Fraud•piformation Center:,•t,;jj~_,_,. - Co~eges IIJ!~-Universities. r<s:;"t;·,i :~S!)r;i~t~d i,-ess_ ·- .::'; i:11t,· ,'::},(,: · ·• "A~ good• rule of ·thumb:IS:if~o!'. Ihfo[!llation: 011 s~holarships·.,l!llil
fa,1(f;i._«;>;•_:.,•..•1,-c,-,..._ ·r":f"''f,,---L- : . ,have•to--pay moner, to get money;' 11 ;:_grants IS readily-available from hi~h
:"WASHINGTON-- Bogus:scholar-. might-.be,a scam,' Kantrowitz-said. school counselors;·-.college finanaal
shifse~ servi~ _bilk students ll!ld ·:"Nmety-n!ne perc~nt ~fall legitimate :-!!id_ 6!ficers;,~e)ntemet-~d_ publi_c
their families of millions of dollars ev- _. scholarship foundations ;., do_ .;mot . litiranes, •swd Diillas _Martin, pres1eryfyear;,the. Federal Trade Commis- ·•:cl!arae:,applications"'.fees: Lknow,;;of -, dent: ofrthe':National,Associatioil§of
sion. saidclast week·:in ,begirinjng, a -.only three,that:do:'.'.>,-':.,4,,,,,,:,.:;,,; ' ·: Student Financial.Aid Administrators.
crackdown on stich fraud.\, .. :,i,;,.;:-·,, ..-;.The'FTC cautions students toi'be_ .. In each case the FTe has obtained·
,..Latedast- month;-.the commission .: wary of companies that claim:·•·.""·' , , a temporary restraining order prohibfiled charges. in federal court ,against ,:. ■ "The scholarship is· guarante~d, itin_g. !)le company.:from en~ging in
- five companies -that. the government.. or your money back." • , :, ,,e- . actiVJties•1he agency has cliallenged.
claims ·stole nearly $10 million from ·• ■ "I ju,st need your credit card or· In addition, ·.!lie· companies' assets
college-bound students and their fam- bank account number.. to.. hold· this - have been .frozen, said. Jodie. Bernilies.Iooking for money t~ pay rising scholarship:" .:--·-,_- .-,:c.:. ,--.
. stein, director.of.the"TIC's bureau.of
tuition and fees. ·
.. .. ; ._._,_. . ,.; ■ ''We'll.do all .the work.' · ··
consumer protection': The 'FTC plans
;.,An:estimated,300,000-students,and. '<Peter)Narbonne,, outside~scholar-__ to seek permanenCinjunctions ·.and
P~IJ_ts fall victim everyyear,to 100 to ,•shil\s',coordinator;for-_Mas!111chus~ resti~tion for co~ers:_ ,,,;-- ,::, .
200_;.:fraudulent. scholilrship-seatch -:;Jnstitute~ofTechrlology,:swd.the-ns-.. .Suits werefiled·agamst: Career,Asseryfces, ,<according :&to.:c. Mirk~:-:ilig"cost'ofhighereducatiori .has Jeff : sistance1'1aiming,Inc.;'Atlanta:;:chrisKantro\vitz,. who,has written-~:· gttide ;,studentstin, a,-desp~rate~search:i for :rctopher.Ebere-Nwaigwe;::who lists,varto ;,sc!J.o]arsllips. ·-:These:· coinpai,iies'::c_mo_ney~Fraudulent.c!impailies o~taiji-. ious addresses_,Jil•;Washin~ori,':D.C.
~~:a;fee to !'ind-~-ofle1rguaran-_:;.umv~11Y,.:phol!e b~ks7and· majhfli--_-, and' Maryland;c-!,tiulent; Aid ..·Jnc,;:of
teel-,::,scholarshijls- or grantslfilr;stus__(:<ers to-prospective:clients;·he-swil.· _ "·New York;'C<illege-,.Assistance' ServdenW,but never•do,.;~..s,,,,,¼l-t,U;~. -- ·"·-These operati<ins typically'.prey:-oii". ices Inc. of Suntjse;'F!a.;·and Student
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to
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ing to testimony
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and how they plan to ·enforce it. ,
De~antis said yesterday he
Alan Desanns, "chapter director of.Sigma P1 frater- They also must noiify the lnterfra- • \hought the security precautions
temity Council, which governs ~keb' by his fraternity were suffiUK's fraternities, before on-campus c1ent.for the party.
parties and provide details about
"If we had to do it· again,0 he
the arrangements.
.
· . · said, "there are no other decisions
Those steps help ·minimize the we would make."
university's liability,. Stockham
■ ■ ■
said. After that, each fraternity. is
The Assodated Press conresponsible for . its activities,
. · he · tributed to this article.
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Official. at U of.L

aCCUSed
Of assault.
-·
The Courier.Journal ·
Patrick w; FI\IDal?D, the University of Louisville's vice president for
research · and , development, .was
charged· with· fourth-degree· assault
Monday after he allegedly struck his
wife at their home in La Grange..
According·to Oldham County,police, Flanagan, 53,--was arrested ·at
his home after telling an officer that
he had. slapped his wife because ·he
suspected her of haviru! an affair.

Michele~- Flanagan, 4~, told police
he had hit her several times before.
He was released on a $350 bo!!d
and ordered to have no contact with
his wife. He. ls to be arraigned at 9
a.m. Wedn~.
-. : , Patrick Flanagan, a native of Dublin, Ireland, holds a doctorate in bio•
chemisey and fonnerly directed the
National Science Fouridation's ecology division. He became a U of L ,
vice president in January 1991, ·and
until July he headed the llniversity's
~:~~ as well~_its_ re-
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Now's yo~ chance
to make if into
'The -Encyclopedia
Louisville' -- -

of

..
By BOB DEITEL

The Courier-Journal

..,,

E CAN'T bestow wealth,
wer or influence - at
Feast not directly. But
what John Kleber can
offer could make him a
pretty popular guy in Louisville the
next few years.
_.
He guardS the gate to immortality.
'"That's OK," he said chuckling.
"I'll buy that"
Kleber, a retired history professor, is heading up the compilation
of "The Encyclopedia of Louisville"
- a planned 600-plus-page, all-inone reference to hundreds upon
hundreds of people, places, events
and institutions that have contributed in noteworthy ways to the
Louisville area's history, culture
and character.
Make it into this book, and
you'll end up dog-eared and thumbsmudged in libraries, offices and
homes for decades to come.
"What this encyclopedia will
do," Kleber said, "is bring back to
li~t the things that have become
hidden. It will make them easy to
find, to see and know. That's the
greatness of an encyclopedia."
Pulling ittogether is no small
task
~
Scheduled to be published by
the University Press of KentuckY in
mid-2000, the encyclopedia will
contain about 1,300 entries, from
such mega-events as Jefferson
County school desegregation to
such trivia as the s~ecialty "rolled
oysters" at Mazzoni s Oyster Cafe.
It also will put Louisville in
exclusive company.
Clevela.Q.d was the first city to
get its own . encyclopedia.
fndianapolis and New York .City
followed. Louisville is in line to be
the fourth to gain such status.
Kleber, a native Louisvillian,
loves the tiniest threads of community fabric - from candy stores, to
watering holes, to bygone bureaucracies.
Did you know that the
Commiss10n of Sewerage operated
from 1919 to 1943 and issued
Louisville's first sewer bonds?
Some entries "are so obscure "
Kleber said, that " if we don't p~t
them in the encyclopedia, they're
going to be gone forever."
The list ot potential entries gets
longer each day. Kleber keeps a file
box with alphabetized index cards
listing the possibilities.
The A's recently began with "Abolition." The Z's ended with "zoning."
In between were about 600 possibilities, including Jennie Benedict,
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LOUISVILLE BY THE BOOK
Style: The book will be hardbound and similar to its 1992
cousin, ''The Kentucky
Encyclopedia." But page design
will be jazzed up, with maps,
graphs, charts and illustrations.
Subject categories: Art.
Architecture. Communities_
Culture. Economics. Education.
Ethnology. Geography. Geology.
Government and law. Literature.
Medicine. Politics. Recreation.
Religion. Sports. Transportation.
Women.
•
Price: To be determined.
The Kentucky encyclopedia
costs $35.

Your role: To offer cash
support, you can donate to an
endowment fund that helps the
University Press of Kentucky
publish books about-Kentucky.
Send your pledge or gift to: The
Thomas D. Clark Foundation
Inc.• 663 S. Limestone St.,
Lexington, Ky. 40508-4008. Or
call: (606) 257-8432.
- To contribute ideas tor entries
in the encyclopedia, write to:
The Encyclopedia of Louisville,
University Archives. University
of Louisville, Louisville, Ky.
40292. The phone number is:
(502) ~52-0149.

sandwiches; Central High School;
jockey Pat Day; Episcopalians.; Fort
Nelson; General Electric; jazz legend
Lionel Hampton; Irish Hill; Jewish
Community Center; Knights of Columbus; Louisville Hand Surgery;
McAlpine Dam; Naval Ordnance Station; Oxmoor F.arm; pollution; Rubbertown; streetcars; the temperance
movement; Ursuline College; vaudeville; women's clubs, and the YMCA
Documenting the role of minorities
and women is a priority, Kleber said.
. So is covering the area's ethnic, religi~ ~d national heritages, from
German and Italian to African American, Jewish, Syrian and Lebanese.
The encyclopedia is Kleber's second effort of il'S kind. He was editor
in chief of the "The KentuckY Encyclopedia," published by University
Press in 1992. Sales of that volume
have reached 34,000.
Kleber has set up headquarters at
the Department of Archives & Records at the University of Louisville's
Ekstrom Library. The Filson Club
historical society also is providing office space for research.
One of Kleber's first duties has
been to talk to veteran observers and
chroniclers of local history.
He is collecting sources and leads
and is visiting smaller libraries, kept
by firms and community groups.
Kleber will be assisted by three associate editors: Thomas D. Clark,
Kentucky's historian laureate; George
Yater, author of "Two Hundred Years
at the Falls of the Ohio"; and the
Rev. Clyde Crews, fellow historian.
!3eyon~ that, a group _of consulting
editors will suggest entnes, find writers, edit and check for accuracy.
Some graduate students will help
with fact-checking.
Kleber, who taught history at
Morehead State University for 28
years, is ultimately responsible for it
all.

"My nightmare always is accuracy," he said, recalling hearing of one
encyclopedia that listed Jacksonville
as Florida's caoital. nt's Tallahas.c;pp)

"It's one of those things you hope
will disappear," be said, empathizinJ.
"Of course, it won't AD encyclopedia
is forever." . . ..-· · •
The longer Kleber compiles history, the more critical he becomes, be
said. People love to boast that this or
that happened here or there first
And often they're wrong. "At the same time," Kleber .said,
"that's the fun - of it What is the
truth? What really did happen?"
One historical revision seems likeir
to favor Louisville: There's ample evtdence that the Lewis and Oark Expedition to the West began in Louisville, not St Louis. The two explorers
"joined together here, recruited some
of their men here and started out toward St. Louis from here," JOeber
said.
"So Louisville in some ways becomes not only the Gateway to the
South but also the Gateway to the
West"
Kleber hopes the encyclopedia will
leave readers marveling.
He also hopes the book "not only
will be a celebration but also will
provide self-examination of the city
- the good and bad - so that Louisville will better understand itself."
Don't expect to glad-hand or fasttalk your way into the Louisville encyclopedia. You'll have to meet some
tough standards - especially if
you 're still alive.
"Some people look important now,
but in the long run .. .." Kleber noted.
He smiled. "I'm pretty tough to get
by."
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VISU police force accredited
efits of the accreditation is
that "it helps you in a court
setting. It helps give you credfor them and us," he said.
an on-site verification team ibility."
It also will provide a more
Two other university police from the association. The rattangible benefit by reducing
departments - Western Ken- ing is good for five years.
tucky University and the Uni"We're pretty proud of it," the department's liability inversity of Kentucky - are said MSU Public Safety Man- surance by at least 10 percent.
among those in Kentucky to ager Richard Green, who has Green said.
share the distinction. The pro- headed the department for the
Nugent said for a university
gram was established six years past 6½ years. Officer Rita police department, the acago, but many law enforce- Harris, an 11-year veteran, creditation is significant "bement agencies hesitate to served as the accre\!itation cause the university environapply because of the time it manager.
ment is very used to the word.
takes to prepare for the evalua"We're a small department 'accreditation.' It's another
tion, Nugent said.
and in my opinion, the smaller step toward professionalization
About 150 standards must be the department, the harder it of the entire university commet, dealing with all aspects of is" to meet the standards, munity."
law enforcement, including Green said.
Representatives from the potraining, equipment, evidence
MSU's force consists of 12 lice chiefs' association are exhandling, policies and proce- sworn police officers, two part- pected to present the acdures. The paperwork docu- time non-sworn officers, five creditation to Green when the
menting the department's per- dispatchers and a secretary.
university's Board of Regents
formance is then checked by_
Green said one of the hen- meets Friday.

v'Ieets standards of chiefs' association
' MA!>ELYNN COLDIRON
·THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - The Moread State University Police
!partment has become the
th law enforcement agency
Kentucky to be accredited
· the Kentucky Association
Chiefs of Police.
The MSU department is be,ved to be the first police
ency of any kind in Eastern
mtucky to receive the aceditation, said Lou Nugent,
creditation committee chairan and chief of police in
·ospect.
"They have a very good
cord - it's a very big honor

TmioroifAaiAIB'-ID6Eli;-Lexf~ii™FKv~iHv~~EPTEMe'iil"'I:i'.;'l.996

Contraetsio :·-::aiial~e education
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,,_FRANKF6ifr-:'::.:''rh~ii~I

\ssembiy will spendJ~76;290-:o_n·
hieF'coiiffiii:(s":, to:apalyzEi::Kenucky's: edljcatjo}Ciystent aiid get
,ublic ·opiillort-Cbcy;:_it:.aWeffo~· that
,ome"legisiafoi1i'-fil'e•unqj,mfqrtable_
,bout.- -, ;\ ,;,;,-;;ig,f:.;f)~;,'.;,f;f:\.;,'
Mtimliers:· 0 r 'tlie'clegislature's
,wn Personai-.ServiceJ,ontrad·Re,iew Subcommittee ~appro\'ed · the
iroposals· yest~day but had '.reset;
rations. :-.,;.,: · _ ._ .. . ·
__ .
. "It looks' like these• ate things
:hat legislators ·shou1d}bf:doing, ·
:barcurrerit staff'shoil]d be:doing. ·
11 just seems .._like a waste," said
Rep. Bcib ;J:Iel~ger; R-Louisville. · Heleringer and_ Sen. Barry Met::alf;R-Richmondi_voted against-the
:onfrads;'.bufthe;questim\s were
bi~.:f•''7"-:::J,,"·_.-~-. --.':.
"If they want -a focus group,
they can walk a few subdivisions
with me and they'll get it," said
Rep. Marshall Long, D-Shelbyville,
the subcommittee chairman. ·
The 1996 General Assembly
created the Task Force on Public
Education and the Task Force on
Postsecondary Education: Both
are composed of legislators and

·; \ . _;;•,.,.:-S,.",-~':!:'-~ • -

"jepresen!11tiv~.-cif ;the exe~uti;e
branch, mcludmg Gov. Paul·_Pat,_ton:~:..,~_,-,.:.,;__,_-"•~--.-.'C"'-":,;_,,
,._ ---The·_ptiblu::ed)lcatmn ·group-is
1 examinin1ft1ie' status of the:Ken'"tticky,~ucat,iop',Refonn Aci:;six
'.iyears.)ifieri!(~ception·•~nd. w_as
: ·l'a.tton's. campaign, proposaJ.,m re-. spori_s~ :lo crjt_i¢ism of the,overhaul
, of e1!!_ll_1entary and secondary ~uca. tiori)-'f.-:"~,-·--- · ·:,
_
.'·.
~. .One. o,f the_contracts, _with_ !he
·Kentucky Institute for Education
Research in_Frankfort for $22,000,
will be to conduct a telephone 1.w:·vey of public opinion about the

·:__,_;.

..-i. • ;

-~•

•,-.! •

.schools,,,.~~c,;~;.,=,;.;_;,;.;-'~~,~.=:.-- :-.-1t-lo_o_k_s_·1-11<-ii
. The study of the states educath se are·
tion system beyond·high school is
e
.
largely a Patton project. One -~lmthings tha1
tract, for $46,800 with.Horizon·.Re> - leglslator:5.,
search International of Louisville, should be ':'~
will be to put together focus groups ·_rng .;~ It Jils~
to determine opinions about ,the ·--seems llke ·a·
post-secondary system, - ---···· ··•- ..;
waste.''- ....
· The third contract, for, $107,400...: _. . R · 11o · , with_ National Center for Higher'Ed='" ·
_ucat1o_n ___ Man~ge1:1ent ,Sy;stem_~...9/- ._ .·R-Louisvilie .. · Boulder, _Co)o., will study the.cur- ~- - ·
,.
rent system of post-secondary edu, ..
cation and offer analysis and alter-:
0
. nativ~s:' ''' ,__ ... '' · -< ' ' '
·' -. '

rm'.'."~o!., : .

Dole to ijpeak. at·_: : ~ ,- ,
Georgetown-: College _
•

•

•

•

•

•

+

••

AssoCIATED PRESS"

GEORGETOWN - Republican presidential candidate Bob Dole is scheduled to make his fourth visit of
the 1996 campaign to Kentucky on Thursday. ·
A spokeswoman for Georgetown College said Dole
· is expected to appear at the Scott County campus for
an 11 a.m. speech Thursday. Few other details were
available.
·
.
.
Dole also is scheduled to visit Cincinnati on Thursday, according to Eric Parks, a spokesman for the Republican's presidential campaign in Ohio.
. Georgetown Colleg~ s!JC)keswoman Emily Williams
said the Dole appearance was scheduled to be held on
Gidding3 Lawn at the school Thursday morning, but
said the campaign had not provided any details about
the visit.
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MOREHEAD - :.Enrollment
; down slightlY..,af ~orehead
tate University"',t )ll~ f~. but
1ere are· signs that the uniersity is recovering from its
lu 19p -·of tne: ;»a~
evera l
ears.
, .
The un'iversity's
li.minary
ead count for th semester
hows an increase, in"ftesbmen
f nearly 12 perce.ni..l'll.ere are
.275 first-time .frp~en a t~nding _M~~•, c.~°':~ ~ th
.140 last fall.., fft
,,
And, pointed c;,ul;,l>_
r. J ohn
hilley, the universj.!Y;
stop ac1
demic officer, 'tliat total does
ot include 56 other first-time
-eshmen who began their col1ge career this' sUJ,DIDef ." . .;
Preliminary figures show an
verall enrollment of 8,217 stuents, - comparea'wtlli a final
illy of 8,454 last fall: ·
That's 83 students short of
he 8,300-student enrollment on
, hich the university's 1996-97
mdget is based.., bj.it Ph illey
vas cautiously optimistic. ,,.
"When the tma\tthlly is in ,
Ne believe we will be very
:lose to the 8,300 enrollmen t
igure," he said. ' . ·
MSU's enrollment h as been
)n ' a slide since- peaking at
J,169 in the fall of 1992. Presiient Ronald Eaglin's goal is to
~et the figure back up to at
.east 8,700, a number he says
_..,ill ease the unfversity's budget crunch .---~,
Of the total number of stu1ents this fall, 10.7 per cent are
from out-of-state, compared
with 9 percent last fall. More
significantly, 18 per cent of the
new freshmen h ail from ou tside Kentucky, which Philley
said will provide diversity.
One factor in the increase in
out-of-state freshmen is the relatively new Tuition Assistance
Grant program, which provides financial h elp to academically talented out-of-state
students, said J udy Yancy, director of instit ution al relations.
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The mcr
.
. • th.e fr-esh ease m
men class was good for the
un iversity's h ou sing budget,
which exceeded its target by 90
s tudents. MSU requires its
first- and second-year students
) live on campus. Occupancy
/in residence halls~
at 85.3
percent , compared 1with 81.6
percent last fall. .,
••
,
Eaglin had h oped enrollment
n umb ers w.o uld b e h ig h
enou gh to reopen dormitory
r ooms at Waterfield Hall, but
that didn't happen...
..,_,
Michael Mincey, vice president of student life, said the
building was closed for student
h ou sing at t h e end of last
spring's sem ester, wit h the
idea that it could be re-opened
if enrollment dictated. .. -, _
Although 100 students wer e

is

last fall's

assigned to Waterfield when
classes began_ last month, the~
wer~ 1!1°~ed _!-IltO _o!!ier dormitories wher e there were vacan·
h
id
c1es, e sa . , .
Off-campus at MSU's extended campus centers and regional sites, enrollmen t was up
by 69 students for a total of
2,069 _ Philley said some of that
increa·se could be attributed to
the 20 interactive television
classes being offered this fall.
The Ashlan d 1'rea Extended
1
Campus Cen~er's head count is
478, an increase of 23, while
t h e Big S a n dy Center i n
Prestonsburg reached a m ile1

•

•

stone by br t:!aking the 1,000student mar k . Enrollment
there is at 1,048.

-
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Three universities announce enrollments

of

LEXINGTON, Ky. - The University Kentucky reported its fall
enrollment is 24,200, down less than 1 percent from last year's
24,378. The freshman class was estimated. at 2.650, a 1.5 percent
' increase over last year's 2,610. .
. ' . .· , -. 1'
The preliminary enrollment for UK's·14 community colleges was
estimated at 43,600, almost exactly the same as last year's 43,619.
Morehead Stale University officials said that school's freshman
class Is 12 percent larger than last year's, according to early registration figures. A p ~ head count showed 8,217 students at
Morehead overall for tlie rail semester. Centre College bad a record opening-day enrollment of 972, up by
two ~r last ~ · - .~
... :
o
~ .
_ , , ..
.
.

LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER: LEXINGTON, KY. ■
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1996

~ llment stays same at UK: The University
.<entucky reported that fall enrollment remained staJ(e, with 24,200 students signed up - less than a 1
percent change from last year's 24,378. The preliminary
enrollment for the 14 community colleges was estimated at 43,600, almost exactly the same as last year's
43,619. The freshman class was estimated at 2,650, a
1.5 percent increase over last year's 2,610. UK also
noticed continuing improvement in the quality of the
freshman class. There are 73 National Merit Scholars,
125 Governor's Scholars, 118 high school valedictorians
and 61 salutatorians, figures all comparable to last
year. And the state's flagship university was excited
about a 10 percent increase in black freshmen. There
are about 185 blacks in the freshman class, representing about 7 percent of the total class enrollment. Morehead State University officials said that school's
freshman class is 12 percent larger than last year's,
according to early registration figures. Freshman
enrollment jumped from 1,140 students last year to
1.275 this year.

lExlNGTON HERALD-LEADER, LExlNGTON, KY.
.CAY, SEPTEMBER
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Morehead hires two
basketball ~istants
SPECIAL TO

'!}if

H ERALO-WOER

MOREHEAD - Marc Joffe and
Kevin Smith have been named assistant men's basketball coaches at
Morehead State University.
Joffe joins the Eagles' staff after
spending four seasons as an assistant coach at Sacramento State University. He's also worked as an assi .
tant coach at Moorpark Community
College, Oxnard Community College,
San Jose State University and the
University of California at Davis.
Smith has been an assistant
coach at Eastern Kentucky University the past two seasons. He also
served as video coordinator for St.
John's University men's basketball
program for two seasons.
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=· Buftlie new awnmg·onthe reilfod-

By GARDINER HARRIS ,,, -z,:;;:··.'
The Courier-Journal,,,·:·· . . ' "'"

JACKSON," Ky, -- It was a bold
crime in· broad ·daylight, and it surprised !lie community/ ,, •'· · ,,.
' Two ,men-in business suits ,walked
up to· ii newly refurbished building on
.the campus,of the community college
on Aug, 30·at tp,m,with a stepladder
an_d a can of0 red •spray paint, police
sautoc: ;:rm.B3n ~-\m~'n!G•.. ! ·,:\t.,r-l: ,
While one·beld·beld the laddertthe ·
other sprayed·the words "Lees'.'College Campus!'. ,across ·the. building's
new. blueHawnlng,,police,said:'Pre. viously,
oniyTetieiiiig. had· been
1

"lJK."'.

tiie

(ltaj

,("·-::Tl-

-;.•._;.

'~ .....:

.

The scrawled words seemed , to
spring frorir the wounded pride many
in Jackson felt when the local college
was taken over,tbis. summer by the
state community college system,
, Perhaps'·few had more pride for
Lees College·•tban· Greg Lemons, a
.. former trustee•of'!he college and the
executive ·vice president of First Natioruµ Bank of· Jackson. Lemons, 51,
, •was arrested ,Tuesday .on a felony
· charge of criminal mischief, accused
of spraying-the paint. His accomplice
has not.been charged;:3 · "·"'··: , '
Founded-~by.a;preacher;·in ·11183(
Lees College.had.been private for 113
years.,But:its'fimmces grew shakier,.
and its trustees'decided they could no
longer keep ihfl,oat. Swallowing their;
pride, they asked University of Ken,.
tucky President Charles Wethington'
. for help. He agreed for UK to take the
school over, making it a branch··of
Hazard Community College. , ·· · · .. .
, · But the Jackson college'.s trustees ..
insisted that UK keep the Lees eo1, ·
lege nllll!e on_ tiie ...campus. Wethington agreed~'it,'::'~-~~~.j~~:.-:"""·- ~.:-_,-;, :;:.·}.,.-At a ceremonr'm June to'make_the ;
transition official, S8¥8riil of· Lees' ·
trustees• took painS to point out- tliat
the school would officially be known
as the Lees College Campus of Hazard Community Colle~. · . , .. ,.
. J. Phi\ Smith, chairman• of Lees'
board and also chairman of the First
National Bank of Jackson, took pride
in this concession.'- • . .
"UK was polite enough to keep the
name," Smith said then. . .

eled McGee Building made .. no ,men•
lion of Lees College. In addition to·the
"UK'' stencil, ·a small banner below
the awning had proclaimed "Hazard
Community College.'' The banner was
quickly tak~li '.down:'';'""':.·'''"'·;:'.·.
· Several people watched as the two
men'insuits altere4 the awning.to.stilt
themselves. One. was Ernest Shouse,
an art teacher at _'the col)ege. "'
· ·"'You see someo,rie in a suit doing
something, and you assume he's doing the right thing," Shouse said.
Shouse took little notice of what .the
men were doing .until he noticed later
w~at a poor,1ob th~ had do_ne;"he
satd. - •1:H1'.t-t'"tPt J~o;.. ir,.r:r,·,,J.-r•~,,,,T
A contractor working' on
build-

the

g ¥ej0jo~;~~~~~c:,:ri:::

tb:e contractor returned, the scofflaws 1
were~gone;-;•,-: .bBJ!~s 1.rnr: t~1-.• t.:·1 ;::!i ·-1
Several days" later," that contractor 1
had .business , in ,the bank. building.
That'.s·when. he,saw. Lemons, again,
· and decided to. go to the. police; May; ,
or Frank Noble, said. Noble wouldn'.t !
give.,the,name ofthe,witness, W'.•1' s·,1
But·the :officer ,who ·took -thec:wit:.
ness' statement went on vacation: Sgt. ,
Noble said, ,And, no, one else:in, iown
,would· niilp· with'.tlieiiivestigilllon'.
0
Th1f front ·page:-of, the .Jackson
Times carri_ed a statement that police
_were _lookm,g for,,!)ther "1itness.es_:._, _
. "We· didn't :get ._omr phone .call,"
Mayor Noble.said. ,re,r .:,· •,s,,1 ,:::'"
. Fiii_~': oif
"iji>lice
s~d a sworn st~tement,. tJ:\e mayor
. said. Lemons was ·arrested about' 5
· p.m:•yesterilay arid 'filke1'i'to ·jail:' He
posted a $100 'bona· and 'left, Jailer ,
0

Ju,~~Y. • (

Hubei't-HoUOn
saia.~a.~n .... ;~;,.<;l]..,;·,'
-~
. . ·' t·· .,.,,.,
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,,,,-~~ ►

·Pnde 'i:,l''not;"iiOWevei,-feW· peop1e.
0
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Students at the college were dumbfounded. )>y. it.· Qecause of the popular- ,
ity, of' UK's,basketball·team, :defacing.
a UK banner m:Eastern Kentucky is a
bit' like· burning art American flag. "I
think it's· disrespectful," said Mattie
Spicer; 18... '' ,. · ·. .
.
. ,Spicey: fuid''iibiiost .all other Stu•
dents at Lees. like 'the college's new
, stal\ls,: T!'i~?.\!;, has_ .!1Iopped. froin .
$2,400 n,er semester to $500: Teachers ·
are"edals6 ........
pleasoo'because
,......., most
" .receiv

P~Y.~~~i!:!hS l.~,(!IJitJ

.

Not one•.studenfr11r teacher inter-.;.
viewed ·recently::about .the vandalism
·was sympathetic:td.the:.thought behind:it~ic-J-, o~; x!t.-·t!J:s-}n )JJ't!.:j
·
· "Ii's·kids' stuff," siiid'Elizabetb Ba,
ker, 28, a studeri't:' ''fwas able 1o·come
back and get my education because of
th8 lower tuition:'? i:)ab:·::.f ,ni,.:
. Pro~nen( ¢'i6zeiii( i>rlva~ely grumbled thatthe perpetrators would probably get aw,ay., with ·tlie crime. But
Mayor Noble. said he .never' intended
to'let .-it _,,,..,,.",:J.(.
slide:};,.;;,..r,;.:::,
-.,.,:.l,. ./7i.-• l»• .< •.
· "Everybody is going to get the.
. 5111!18_ g_eajn),~qt.ip this ciJ:y," he said,
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Brake _on· tuition increases needed _ _
'"J1i.-~

ing the value of these tax breaks
his may be a rotten time to
rising at about twice the rate of in- and offsetting them with more tu•';
be poor and in need of wek , flation. Several factors are driving
itio11: increases. Any plan to assist"'
fare assistance, but if you are . tliis trend. And simply shoveling
college students, tci the extent that::
a member of the college-going-·:· '"'oufmoney to college students so
. it encourages· tuition,increases,
class or a tuition-__s!1-3PPec! parent, ___they can•tun_ijt over to col)e~e: "''-_'•'_sho-uld at least. \1: ~ted to,&it · ,.;
you're on the political A-hst... ,- : ·_treasurers will not reverse 1t
.:-•,,; 4'uly needy,._ - -, :.,.;,,.. ·. . ,,.President C)ijiton 1¢ Bob Dole . Any plan to make higher edu- -____- 'Colleges ahd'uri/versities C)IllW"J
in the dust.with'his proposal for· ·:cation more available to Ameri- _·' ·:their revenues"froni a variety of-·'"-'
tuition tax breaks. But this week
cans must, as in health care, ad- · · · sources, including gifts, endow- - ;i
· Dole proposed ii'iiew ·er Bill for•
dress the problem of runaway
-•,ment income; state appropriations .
education and declared that "edu-·_ _:·.costs. When state legislatures; _~:: . and federal grants. But evidence i$.,
cation must be the,centerpiece, or ... ::faced with fiscal problems, raise · ·~--'clear that today's college adrajnis-~;
th_e keyst~ne, or ~!lit ~hat you ·.. ,:!:tl~ons ~t state institutions, th~Y. ~-,,.Jrator_!! !11\~~- ~!Ile p~~ ·,;
will," of his admuustration.
· · ; · _mvite pnvate colleges to do the· ~ '. generation of tuition 1tlnk1es.@. .··,
:;. Call it what yo~u will_because,_ .,~,:~e. When mo~~ _moiiey is ~df'·--·f:199~,fqt;,the:first,tirii~.tuition.fuld :;
Dole was entirely vague about
·.,available for scliolarships;-itin,~ · -,Jees exceeded state-government ap:;;
what he-meant by.a GI Bill or how· ~vites colleges to raise-tuition on/' :,.J'propnations as the largest single: ::
it.would be. paid :£or or,Jor that · .:.,;'.•.tiietheory that Jlie truly needy· .....;: source of-bighei education mon¢Y: _
D¥1tte!°, what ~ y good it _would;--_ wcin't have to p)iy iE If veter.ins:' i" _;.;'Iji-the '1980s, total' fiiition ·and fees~'..
· do for. non'veteraris who would . -'V"are;'given expanded.benefits, it:pre-~-cllllei:ted oy colleges and universi--:
.lilie ao·education; too. Still,,he's . "".':;_'.serl!s colleges with;a;whole new~' ':;. ties.quadrupled. State-:md,f~etaL;:
got time to'ilecorate.and embellish.'.. -batch of students \vh:0.· don't care :'-''.:supporfbarely 'doubled..-Eiidow,' :0 ,Ti
his keystone arld'6y Ncivetrilier, ' /<!OOJ.!Ltuition increasei·because--':"' 1::ment inoomi which !inngii-:ii}'-·only)
who \mO"".S..he,J:!li{Y _be-proposing,,, ::'.they aren't paying·them:Besides;. ,' :~about 3 Pet:!=erit of.collegefey,; '· c'.iJ
fedeial ·sch6larsliips· fcif cheerleaa:"' "mirig,members of the armed .. '·- .enues;'a'l!ttle.more'tlian tloubled_-.v
ers·.and·. taxbfeal(s'for _fraternities:. ·~@tees.already e)ljoy ,vast-and gen-,,,;:::,,--,Aiiy .plan ror,tuilion"felief·tha~"
- ~--'!~fit neither~-.didate seems ..
higher
tiori'.beiiefits~__,_·. ";1i~'jf'~ 'not include some'.meas_·ure,obci
willffig to take:pn",,_,:. directly, at .; -:oi~*-:Cliriton's p)am" 'ouldjir9vid{r · -~ ~, on restrainf is in ~ ' o f !J¥';':
~--' ed'ts '· d.f'.l ' .... •., ·-..-.·-- .... ,,~;_;..d,.,1 · d" _,e · ,,...,,:f--11
r, .. t th • '-'-'' bl' '
.. ~ ~ -~!'-'.~t:i.u.~ p,r~ fil! C?n-._ .:f..~.cr _1 . ~. -~" ~~d,<?rf~~~~:-:(;.;,;~~~~y~~ ~- .!1l'f.l-!~~~.~;_·f~~
. fronting higher edµcat10n, which.is .- _1tion pa1d ·by·households:earn!Ill; -- -~"-;-,--,·--~:.,,,,, c. -,,, ···'.' · · ;-· -- ;,' '•.,~
.\ll~t-of-co11tr0Ltiiitfon. Even after~'. ;·;_~; fo $100,000. cButtnere js noth:·■ •Robert Re~o _.is.. a coluninjsi,fgr~
'moderating ~~g~tli:;since _the _ ::t::::~t'!it'!R.c§!l~~!tcim calculaf ·_ .• :N;iw~day.: · ::-~''-!::.1£1. ',;,,,_:;,,r,: h:'::'~
BY. RoBERT RENO

.. '. --1980s, college tuition costs·are still
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,lloomlng debut._

Kentucky's· education reforms
to_ be showcased in new program
--

The Courier-Journal Bureau

11

FiiANKFgRr/Ky:'' ~1ucki'~

Teacliers Association..

.~

..,

!,e:~tJ~t~:c;}i,,Jt:~~g

made strides iri preparing its teachers is responsible for teacher certificafor the classroom, putting if in a posi- lion, training and discipline, was anlion \O help other states do ':he sa!!1e. other reason Kentucky was chosen.
I~ IS one of seven states, m':luding All teacher preparation P.rograms at
Indi_ana, chosen /o _team up with !he colleges must be accredited" in KenNational Co111m1Ss1on on Teaching tucky
and America's Future to develop ways
'
",
,,:: ,-,to better train teachers. ·, -~,
,·' · · She also credited .the . Kentucky
Kentucky bas done sevinif.~ Education Rt!form Act, . which put
to address the problems·the COlllllllS• more money into professional develsion reported on iesterday_ that are opment-f(?r teachers and gaye them
Americas·. schools - . "!1·, more say,m how that money IS spent
and unprep~ -teachers m
Kentucky applied to be a part of the
room, said Betty Lindsey, as• pilot· project and besides Indiana, it
sociate commiss-_ioner of the _Offic,e of will ~e joined by'Illinois, Maine, Mis' Teacher Education and .Certification, soun, North. Carolina and Ohio.- Ken: For the past 11 years, Keillucky has tucky's application had the backing of.
had an intern program that helps Gov. Paul Patton, the Kentucky Edufirst-year teachers with mentors and cation Association, the Council on
others who offer guidance.
.
Higher Education, the Kentucky Asso"That's just a wonderful program ciation of Independent Colleges and
for the young teacher," said Diane Universities and the Pricharil ComPrice, head of the Jefferson County . mittee for Academic Excellence.

" Morehead State;Uftiversity'' '.
·sophomore Jeff Frasure was.
one of the Eagles' few, briglif· ' ·'=}
spofdn .a season-opening 52~ · "'
loss-to.Dayton. ~ ., ~: _.,, ~-"'~" ' c,
Frasure, a former Russell
~
•'High,Schoohitandout,,aver- . S'
aged 48:'(yarils"'.on t!ire'e pµnts g"in·a· relief tole, His longest .
, kick was 61 yards: Frasure re'placed starter Bryan · ·
· · ·gi
,•Meredith, who hurt his ankle r
while covering a kickoff.
-ii:'
, · A:!1,o a key special teams
i
player and backup.lhiebacker, ::i
'Frasure was credited with two _c.
tacliles and six assis~! • · -- :;:o_ • "is

,a:

a·

,. ·•(:

. --

. ,· , ..

. . ;:!.,

~; ,}
1 MSU _adds assistants
,; Marc Joffe and Kevin '" ,.
/'Smith· have been named as.
·.-sistaht men's basketball coach- ,;I
"es at'Morehead'Sfite:--~-- .,.,,,::'.'.:'·< r,a'
' Jqlfe spent the·p~t four sea~
sons,as an assistant coach at
':".
, Sacrainento.State.Iffil.versity:, · en
He 1has also did:stirits·as an. as- CD
•'sistaht at Moorpark'C<im.. S
. munity College, Oxn!ll'd Com·munity College, Sail"Jose State 9l
. University, Uliiversity·of Cali- _;:;
·rornia-Davis 'and"Joliii'F:(. ::, .i.
J{eimedy_High Schciiillif:Los'.'. -. ID
A·~eles--~••..:~·~ ~J.~~.~~~~~""-; a,.

lit

i

9Mir« har~ork&i1~~~'1' "'
wito;John. Wooden--:imd X:uift:
Olson at their respectiveb!W:'
~et~~ -~mps . . -i:~~~~[..~~;r~:r,1{:~~s~
_-. Sinith:arrives·ftoin Eastern.·
Kenfucky.lJiiiversity/wiiere'.' :
he,was iin'assistant for two. ", !

-Y~~;.:"'_i}jJ~i~f{;t~1j~~~

~alutatorlans,i figtire1' lilli"c'olh.~

parable to ~st Yll~,. ,,, ; ,: ~ i.;il
. The state s,,p~Jµpnl\ni.l!er,i
slty was excited about a 10 per,:·,
cent tncrease tn .black ,fi'esh2i
men. There. are, about 185'
blacks tn the fi'eshinan c.iasst¥
representflig_a'1Pµt,7,.~rceiit 1:irJ
the total class enrollinen~.'.,',h,i ,i-~.
!'

1
,.,J
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Newt9n, ;f
Pitino out::'.
of sex bias
lawsuit·

Both Barker and Keith said
· they did not think yesterday's ruling would have any bearing on how
Noble will rule on UK's motion to
have the suit thrown out
. A UK spokesman said neither
the univer~ity nor any university
employee would have any com.
. :
ment.
;c;~.~ . ~ l~~.
·, ~ _:.1)1',<\·
· Pitino was on a recriliting trip
,t:'
. ..,....,.
and out of town. .
.:· '. · :. :-;·· Hauser, UK's men!s basketball
:~:.
· BY MARK STORY
: •§;:!; , : trainer for four years, left the uni.,,HERALD-LEADER STAFF W~ITER
:-,:,;:. ,
versity in the summer of 1995 after
University of Kentucky Director
Newton attempted to reassign her
of Athletics. C.M. Newton -and basfrom the men's to the women's basketball coach Rick Pitino ·were .disketball program. . •,, ,:,... . .
missed yesterday as defendants:in
Hauser considered' the 'transfer
the sex discrimination- suit filed;f;,y
a
demotion
'-and;; ih''the ·. lawsuit, ·
former . men's basketball trainer.
claims
it
wiuf
part oLa systematic
JoAnn Hauser.
, , : · · ·· i'f,: . attempt tci elimii:ia:te
women from :
. The ruling by Fayette Circuit
non-traditional
roles.
in
·t1ie.nien's·
Judge Mary, Noble doe,s not imply
basketball program
•.. a...;:-either guilt or innbcence on the part :
• ·•• - "<_•; ,•••
••,:_:_•,)••◄w•~::•:.~•~ti
of Newton or, Pitino, and it leaves
,She also claims she was trans-',
the University of Kentucky. and the:, ferred- Jo -make· room for'. Edward •
University' of Kentucky Athletics
"Fast Eddie'' Jainiel, a .mend ilf Piti- .
Association as defenclants. . . . . :, . no \vqo was hired to replace Hauser· But-it .does mean that neiihet. at a,higher·salary, though she'con- 1
Newton. nor: Pitino tan be JowiiJ
sidered bim,:less qualifi~;-,::;.c.,{utl
personaUy:.liable should.Hauser.win
. UK ronteii:cls'Hauser's transfer--~ges. S)le. is seeking _$2 mi!liol!'.,
did. not''represent a deiiicitioh.. rior '
· Attorneys for ~ haye filed,to
did it create a work environment so ·
have the lawsuit dismissed, but.Ni}
hostile that it justified '!iei'dedsion·
ble has. ijot ru\ll(I ~ri t)!at. moiigii
t<i'leave her joli: · -m·:i :;:_ :,:;.:.,:c:t:
yet-· . -:,,i~'.-'-'t~·,.~:,. :~ :-;,.:.~i.:;,,._:1c;:;:.,.-:,-~ .
.;,J{fu'~"ii;keitfi%a,i1 'attorneyJot
Hauser was . trans:
'Hiiiisei, 'siild''sbe~i!o~j:irisea month.
· that. the,:)u\1ge:.fi~1ve/;f~111ew'fon' ferred, slie }Vas offer~ _her: old jcib.·
back. UK' contends it would set a
and Pitino o~nal lliibiliJy~~
poor legaj-preceden( it an e1_I1ployer ,
• -~She just.followed the,curret\t
who
had offered an employee .their ·
1reict'mJhe;1aw::~Keitli"saioi,"lly)
job, back was su~~equendy --Pl!I':
s~irtg Jhe-ifnfrersify of Keitfui:ky
,shed because the employee refused
and_ Uriiversity,pf,Keritucky Athlet· "
the ·o·ffer. .-• c:;i!-:.,'.--·-:.:: :;,.·,. •_-::"!,:'.,::~,,,.:
ics Association; we:aori't,necessiirii
ly need to sue (Newton arid· Pitinof
individually." · ~ . . _ ..
. .:Stephehi;!Barker,.who~IS repre'l
senting,:UK:/ Newto~ 'and· Pitino,
said he was pleased ,vith Noble's
~ 1f!',,;.,,~ ~:i=--....,. ,~ ·- ....,._,,_ .. -,.,,,
rul- incr
-t~· ... ,. __ ,.u,J ',> It-.:. ;.i:~•~-Z- -.. .. .r~ .,:;;~ 1

',t,

. To;'ti;ivei's'if{niifu~~- thii?'1'
after

- Ll nc:>-c:,-- - , - I r.g -. I

Se.pt, It-, l"l'I(.

,,,.--. _MSU ARCHIVES.

JV/!JU Clip t;heet
A sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State Universitv
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. · ,.s -G ~- ·cHJPh- ii.Jtlu.a.~-., ... · ·.ft.,
·The·r•·e.. als---o· was·· ·som..·e~,~.•q--a·-:Iv MAIIELYNi(CoLDIRON:c-,.:::,_ ~. l
.
.,...
'
~~ J
· lion about.the aniirionllmr nl;OF THE'DAIL'f:INbEPEND&Mmjr , .~::;;. trate- and diesel fuel. stored"St

~ :70~Einf"'"J~IM1~;h!iJ __

.,,.~..

'

-::::i=~r~:m1.tabu~~
=
...

7
:'-.~e
State1Jriive'i'ii'ltv'l.n_
as"'clarified · ~
. - · , bi.classlfled
·,
-~----.
•·£t>?,!l;_i)'_--,.,, ...
as .lnsum,, .
·1!-" e:'15tm~;,':1~-'.?.cnJ.'~apons to 1·1n~•supplie8.. The two .sul>'
specificaU,y Jilc):~e. -~oncealed !·?stimces ain be mixed .to make
de;(dly'we~ns~fo enconi-)C:1lbo~~ il';-,;r,.-;,~ ./
'. pli$s'facultyan:'{iijii--~ ·0 :j ~- . _ .The_"pollcy' rurtiier'.. e°xeIJ.1pts
_. ~-~e=,.lffl~Sf~):~:s'...lj!oardi of: ·0~,:•equlpment-and· supplles-ap; ~~~~R!S m.t.9t.~W.'1.,J!Olic:y' prove_d .by the unlver_ slty,"
; Friq!l_.x, ,~,sffll!~f9re µie 1 - 'Y.hlc~:would_!)Over; !m,lyes and
state's new concealed weapons .. Q.ther._;_l~pJJ!_ments_:_µ~e_d by
-:Jawi-tako• ....w_..,,1+:>Tho+.,1•wi.al• 1I - maintenance wor)ters and

:;=~
•

•~ - ' " ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ! ' j t f "

•

1
t~ ~f;!~1t~~:.1i ~·~~f;t~bti~~~J; ~iiirii'1t. ---- · ...a~-"' · ----.- -· - · , . tlng·a crime with a. concealed
·r

H·,-AA1..-1

._.-~•.:. ',-JU~1.

~:.tU-£~1:J..:i

;.concealed.~ Like,local,,.
th.
.
unlsh
. governmen---Wve..- univer- ·1, . weapon, ere 1s no. P .
.
· ..
,,_.,,.,, .. '., .• ,.,.,. ··mentforviolatlngtheuirlvers1tles. may
create thell':
_._,,,~'""'",tl'"'·-.
- ,. own
. ' slty,s .rule. ·However, th.ose-vlopolic1es., ,,,·::.-.~·,, 7.- _. .~- :-~- · .lato~:.cart. be asked.to .leave
-Morehe~d- Sta~~ -poli~ ..
.campus, said Michael Mincey,
fleets an exlsl:ing ·bari . m the ' vice president· for student ·.life.
Student •Cod~_.-_of Conduct and I Student ,weapons . ar~ ·ccinfisadds· a provlsfo_n -making .it! · i:ated_.'ror safekeepijlg~_~ntll
clear tJf4 -~.P\'tsryl_s\!O!:¢; I ~ they·:~_.be ~-.h~~e and·,
• staff and faculty' likewise are ,--_ students also.are subJec:Uo. the ,

re-1

·~:!~~~~~)~~= r-~~~~~~~11i. l'

1

. pro:iiertyd'.h ~PI'!;vi!)l,1$.l~ h8Jl whorepresen_(~!!.~-~~lty
been no wrt !l'policy that ap- staff, noted thatJ!!er~~-~ ·lot
plied to th0SQ!gni1,lp~J)'.S' '·\ r, , -nf.married.-&tudents"..llvffig. on
, The new•;:l'llle:·hlsii:':Wobid' -··c:ampus who·would llke·to·take
apply;to~ conceaJed:.weapons ·advantage of hunting seasons,
;and· "deslructlv.e ,devices:~:;._It - but can't· keep hunttng-weapcovers all university owned or _ons under the policy,..,,.a·,\.;,
· controlled. proper:tY." and· facfil:. , •. ~We,:neeii ~tQ,_ look-,!!t_.._some
ttes.,"·"•'·,~,...s.,m- .....,.,~-'
way they·could possibly store
There al'e,-,a,,.few_, qulrks.Jn these· huntlilge·weaponS";" he
MSU's policy-that make,lt dlf- sald'";.,,_,..,>W,.;
o·, ::.JtTOfll .
····•·-- ,.,•. q•,_ .,,,., , .... f"'•-P'
ferent from the· types· of bans .: .But public · safety.. manager
being lmplement~d '·by · 1ocal .. Richard Green said that would
governments:.-For -Instance,' lt - take both· space and· manexempts ROTC equipment and · power, which he doesn't have.
university weapons used for
"We have to weigh the .lnmarksmanshlp c_ompetltton by
convenience of a few with the
-Its rifle team.
safety of the campus and envlro nmen t · of ·the campus,"
Mincey added. - .
';:·
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New president-sworn in at Union College
J½RBO~, Ky. - David C. Joyce, who was inaugurated
president of Umon College yesterday, pledged to continue a partnership with the community that dates back more than a centwy.
"We· demonstrale our balance through service learning, Appalachian studies and active participation in local affairs," Joyce told a
crowd of more than 1,000 people. ''We will continue this tradition."
Joyte was vice president for institutional advancement at Otterbein
Co~e in Westerville, Ohio, before being named Union's 16th president m ·May. He succeeds Jack C. Phillips, who retired earlier this
year after 14 yems at the helm. . · ·
·
Union College, effillated with the United Methodist Church, has an
enrollment of nearly 1,000 students. It was founded in 1879. .

Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
---The
~--'~-~----- ---....
Saturday, S!3ptember 14, 1996

MSUfaculty

J~.~1l~g~eil~
....
• MOREHEAD'~New -r..,-:-.-

,faculty.and admlnlstrators1;..
at Morehead State : " -. University ii.ow have the"_ .,
option ofch<islng a different
retirement plan than the .•:.•.
'one offered bf the Kentucky
''Teachers Retirement· ,:: .
System. !!:3u
....::... ..........
.- ,
•
• L • t' ·
. All ClllTl!nt faculty and ..
administrators-are in the
teachers' system. However,,:;·
MSU and-several other
.universities had sought for
,several years. to.be able tooffer other plans, because.... .
.the teatjlers'.plan is li.ot.. .....portable;:rio :ct-:,,;,.,,. · ,
... MSO-recenffy-ivas able to
.worlf out 'an ·arrangement
:with. tii.i'fteiichers' system,
:allowlng:thrl!e·other
· retlremel\t.Pl.ans - all
portable ...:::: to· be offered to
new faculti'.~d... , '
admlnlstrators. The new
plans, approved Friday bY'
· the Board of Regents, will"::
;not cost participants or th,P
,·university any more money
:thant~--ch·is,l!ow:pafd toalthde ,.·,,,.,,_:_
: ca
ers:·system, s
·-•::
'.Pqrfer Dailey, vice ,
president' for .adminlstratton ·andfisciil.·~---.f
·.
t.
... .
... ~-:The.optio1urlU:make the
. university more c.·· 1'8 \
competltl\'.e, he .said, .!;:
'; beca:use participants iii·. ' ·
· those three' i;>Ians will be
vested immedlately'end will
.be able to take their,-,,. ...
.i:etiremerit savings with
them if tli!!r' leave, "·.. · ·
4

¥
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New co,llege ·president

-makes-jjlan a priority

Union College's 16th president yesterday compared
the college to a bicycle, saying in his inaugural address that both needed balance, perseverance and direction to work. David Joyce, 43, using his mountain
bike as a prop, told the crowd that.one of-his priorities
would be to develop a stralegic plan for the school. He
also said the college must adapt to take advantage of: new technology, but must dci so thoughtfully. "A computer in the classtoom with access to the Internet is a
waste of money if we do not incorporale it into our
pedagogical paradigm," he said Joyce said in an inter- 'View afterward that he expects the strategic planning
· process to last 18 months to two years, Joyce, who had
been a vice president at .Otterbein College in Westerville, Ohio,_ replaces Jack C. Phillips, who retired.

-::~:-¾~~~=~i~-

suew.in ·milking•-their:a\\-ard,
.whiclris designed: to recognize
"exceptional journalistic work
which, combines iireativily

wttif:'To.fegrifY."'·""accoMng"'to

the auxiliary.. . ,_. -..-- , _
'Toin Lewis, WMiq:._ne_ws director, said Modaff's work •is
an asset to the station, notiilg
that· his commentaries ha\'e
been. broadcast for. more than
255 consecutive weeks on the
Morehead station•...•. _;, .,_ -, 2
"Many. of our listeners lopk
forward to John's commentar. ie,s," Lewis said;.riciting.thayie
is one,of several ,...anla",.VOl!iJiteer coiiiinentato~~°]Eidomite.
itheir time, talent and "efforttii
·. the station.
.
. ., .
• Modarf salit/he twoiiicm't ,'have· hlid oppo_rtu1jJty ·'to
.. achieve the recognition -with,
":out_ '.'the_ generc;ius .suppqrt,_of
'WMKY listeners:"'" --~•·- ··-.
' Journalists from' KBC Ne'ivs,
the San Francisco Examiner,
Glamour Magazine and the
Richmond Times-Dispatch also
received the award this _year.
Past recipients include. journalists from Life, Newsweek,
;Family Circle magazines and
National Public Radio.
.
.,. WMKY, at 90.3 on··the FM
·dial, is an affiliate of National
Public Radio and Public Radio
International,It features news
'"and .information· ."iifograms,- · classical and adult alternative
music and specialty_ programming.
• l.ExlNGTON:HERAIJ>l.EAoER; l.Ex!NGTON; KY. ■ MONDAY,
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Ae,otrt~i.tward ·gi.ffln.:~~to··i·EKIDteaclierWho

defilallds~~excelleiice ·
.-·':l"E»ir~i,:.::oo~

r.=k;"_,.')::-

'·•~.•:;•.:,a:,._-,-=::. t,•;.r;•!'····

-ar~ prepared when they leave, he
ERLANGER "-,- An Eastern said. .. , _.. ,,:,,, '•"'• __ . -. .
.
Kentucky University English pro-·"I am demanding because I
fessor whci says his classroom style know that what goes on in my
focuses. on .. being. demanding _and class will affect the future of my
concenied,was honored. last night students," he said:'"! must call for
as the year's outstanding -college their very best at all times befaculty member: ~--_.,.,,. · :·.
cause that is what will be expectHarold Blythe, ·who· has ·.taught ed from them when they begin a
at Eastern for 24 years,-received-the career." · ____ -.-.
annual Acorn award from the KenBlythe received a bachelor's detucky Advocates for Higher Educa- gree from Kentucky- Southern Collion at a banquet ht,ld _as part ~f the lege in Louisville, a master's degree
Governor's Conference on Higher, · from the University of Florida and
Education. · .'. , ·:;:·:.: -.. ·· .: . . . .
a doctorate from the.University of
It was the second year in a rciw Louisville. He has twice received
that an Eastern faculty member has EKU's Excellence in Teaching
won the award, which has been giv- Award
en for five years now. Merila L.
The honor also comes with a
Thompson, a professor of health ed- $5,000 award.
ucation, won last year.
Other finalists were: Dibaker
· Blythe has written a freshman Bhattacharyya, University of Kencomposition textbook and a forth- tucky; Rosemary Carlson, Morehead
coming creative-writing text He- State; Leah Dickstein, University of
also has written more than 30 Louisville; David William Forman,
novellas and more than 40 short Georgetown College; Margaret
stories for magazines such as Home Greynolds, Georgetown College;
Life and Ellery Queen's Mystery Benjamin K. Malphrus, Morehead
Magazine.
State; Linda Mayhew, Elizabethtown
But in the classroom, he fo- Community College; Ronald A. Pen,
cuses on making sure students UK; and Bob Ronau, U of L.
HERAU>l.EADER Srm REPORT" ·. " -
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'.U:S.-News.·&·world

·Report's:annual ·.
.-,-.;,•·1··

.,

i:.,_.

;;l,i

e, : :;;;::~~-~.h

·

:..!"l!ih,:_1,!•r-...:.:~. -~,-;~

and former U.S.
•

.-.,.schools
with pari. ~,. .o= -·-· ..... ,::,:··•·•';

:·-:1...-•.~:-·--··

time,
oiw:r..
.· sue
. .·h·as'
,U
,. o£L,..,..,..,
•students,
ro!ii
·,
-tf!i:.:h

~~~,;;e;;~~ ·.

. . MICHAEL JENNINGs'. '. :;·'c•"
¥1:e Courler.Joumal'•• ... ·: .•, ......
~:: ··y-:_. ·:-::-:::-.·-~-:-;:.~~ ··:,~~Z"'-;.....~;"':,\
· The University ::of -· Louisville's
. alumni include.two sitting U.S. sen~
, &tors, Louisville's cumnt congress. man, bis predecessor, ·a renowned
painter and:,tllitowner. of. the best· .
known voice OD National Public Radio;:..-.- ~:~.-.1'.'1 ».~;aai~.,.:";t; ..-.: ... :

. U.S: News· BiWorld'Report didn't
bother-to l!Sk,-cbem•wbat·. kind-:of
· education t)!.ey,;jol: tiefcire ft wrote
off u ofL'as;en:eradernic ilJso.ran.
• U !Jf L. _bas,·~ 11ioneering ,
canliologii:al.. rilsean:11 and surgeey, ·
Its . . eering internship and law•
.f~lic,seJ!ice Pil)grllDIS are
· models-of thmr· kinds.·~•,,.'"'·"'·'" .
.C '-~one of ~helps·the.univendty j
.when .the national new,, maf,l"zinA 1
gears up for:;its.-annual l'Bllking·.of:
US.· colleges:;liiid ·univemities.-· An• :
· other U ofL ·ua1r;..:: accommodation ;
of part-time and in-and-wt students, ,
many of whom take far longer than ,
the traditional four or five .years to '
~ - y.s.
the uni- .
versity · in Ille·
formula, ;
wblcli ·uses .wiinterrup .schooling .
.and graduation· rates ,·as---quality :
markers.:··.. ··;-·;;....,:~ .....~-·. __::.. <p ...
· The.lOth·:annual·edition·of U,S;''
::.News~··..~1AJJ:i~'s':',.11est. Colleges,'" '
released lastweek; classes U of L' in·
the lowest:of:-iuar. tiers of national

e!gbs=.:·.

-~~tti;!ti~~-

th
d tu,'' ...
esecon·=·-.-.~--"'·-·•··:<
, . AniO!Jg; popwl!r-CO
rankinl!S
and guides to colege ection, U.S.
News & World Report's; which this

.
.
I

:

~-c£Rrro;;:ar;:n~
- the widest influence= ~,
. · "Ours is the•most thorough,'· and .
.only .M~·-rnagazine's .. College
Guide ~ e s as serious competi- .
lion, S81d Mel Elfin, U.S. News spe. cial projects editor. He said college
admissiomofficemtellhimprospective students often show up for camPll!I visits carrying the U.S. News·
gll!de.
·"'-~i.-'l,';"".-;"..". ........ .•-:.
• •
.
But critics hotly contest whether

U.S. News' or any other ranking formula accurately measures educational quality. What the formulas
&J>pe&r to capture instead is "reputation, and maybe the effectiveness of
the (schools') marketing efforts,''

Rep. ·Ron Mazzoli,

Gilliam,
said Patrick Teremini, a Penilsylvania · and Bob .. Edwards, host of NPR's
State University scholar.who has tried "Morning Edition," count for nothto pin down how colleges boost learn- ing? "I would argue that there's nothing.
;
ing more accurate or more reliable
u.s: News gathers daia on all 1,400 than a satisfied customer,'' Shumaker
accredited U.S. UDiversities and col- said•.
leges that enroll more than 200 .stu• 'John F. Burness, senior vice presidenls. · Its. ~ t . formula includes dent. for J!ublic affairs at Duke Unimeasures· of entermg students' aca- vemty, SS1d a "halo effect" surrounddemic caliber/ facujfy strength and ·ing some well-laiown presidents can
educational spending.'•; ~,.,,_,,. • '
C"lntsminai,, ·reputatlonal · surveys.
· •It factom in the pemmtages of stu- · Duke President Nannerl Keohane's
.dents who stay ·in. school from one arguments in Congress on behalf bf
yeaz: to• the next, of students ·-who education and researeh funding "has
gra~ witl!in· six. years_ an~••Of. DOI h~ Duk~ at.all, given the halo
alumm who give dunng fwid drives. effect,. he. SS1d. ... ·· · --,-· •· • • .
·
This year it also includes a ''value
This year Dilke placed fourth in the .
added"- measure -.an effort to· com- u.s: News ranking of national imiverj>are actual educational gains with 'sities, the highest position .ever for a
what could be predicted from the cali- Southern scliool, ·· ·· .· ·· · :
ber · o_f freshmen and "instructional . B~!!55 also ~d ranldng fo~ulas
spen~.
.
.
discriminate agaiDSI schools, mclud- ·
. CrltiClSlllS of suchralings fall under ing urban universities like U of L and
two .major headings ,
- ,- , .• . historically black schools like Ken-One ~ faults U.S. Nm;" foi'. as- tucky State Univemity, that must re. suming •~" colleges are those main·.accessible to a broadly defined ·
where top-cahoer students enter from class ·of students. U of L's state-as.high school and attend full time until signed mission gives it "a special obli•,
they graduate. . · ·.. •..; ~ • .
· gation to serve the needs of a divelse
. Under those assumptiDD;S, U of L - pop_ulation, including many etbnicmia commuter school that libenllly ad· noritles and place-bound,·. part-lime,
·mils marginal,' part-time, older and non-traditional students,'! . ,, ·;.· · . ·
non-!legree students :and Jets .them
Even under· u.s. ·News' formula, .
pr_oc:eed at th~ IJ!lll pace - can't U of L's six-year gi:ailuation Tllte - a .
~ , In fulfilling its ~~ mere .ao percent·.m 1995-- would
DIISSIOD; said U of L planning director look much better if the magazine alLany Mehlbauer, the university autl>' ·lowed· for its high ratio of part-time
malii:ally nms afoul of the "one-shoe, students, Mehlbauer said. Among stu•
fits-all concept'' of excellence applied dents who attend full time for at least
··

ranki71g_'~~esn 't favor

.1:cP-:tse·.;;~.;:~~

,. ~-.!

I

. .

. both.D-Loulsville, artist Sam

_by;J:fiir=t~.;
~f~~~ ·ho1cis• ·:t~ ~,:.11:m~~
thathlgh,quality buildingblocks don't pen:ent, he said . . ·:· :· , ·
necessarily produce., an·. educational
castle. Resean:luhows that· such tra•
cfiti:onal quality markers,as freshman
caliber; the stu~en~ ratio, ~student ·.spending. and>lilmuy. size
"just are,not very stroniw,, ~ted to

Teremini said students and parents
, should ''not pay much attention· at
,all" to .college rankings. Instead, he
·said, they should visit ~puses,_ talk
,to students.and.assess instructional
styles and student-faculty interaction.
.~.happens to.students, S81d Ter- . . Elfin.agreed that. academic rallk·enzini,senior scleiltlst at Penn State's · ings shouldn't dominate·. decisions
<;enter.for.tile_ Study of Higher Educa- about college ..;.. ''we say flat-Gut that
tton.· •. · · ....,,~ ·"'
·
•
· . . the best schools· on our list are not
· Terenzinl is co-author of "How Col· .necessarily the best schools for everylege Affects Students,'' a review of 20 one." Still;. in an era· of soaring col•
years of scholarly research. Elfin, the lege costs, consumers ''need and .de·U.S. News editor, called the book serve the best guidance ·possible,"
"one of my bibles" and said a conver- . and, .as a mar,zine devoted to ''news
sation with "its other author, Emest T, you can use,'. U.S. News should pro"Pascarella of the University of Dlinois- vide it, he said.•-~ · · ·. , ·' !"·· •
Chicago, was the basis for the •.'value
Colleges often use high rankinl!S in
added" factor that this year aCCOUllls college guides as marketing ploys.
for 5. percent of. colleges' scores.
Wabash College in Crawfonlsville,
Things that do make an educational Ind. for example, issued a news redifference, Terenzini said, include the lease headlined: ''Wabash Coll~
extent and nature of student-fac:uity ranked number one by U.S. News.
contact and the int~tion of instrucIn fact, Wabash placed first only in
lion: with students' lives outside class. the-magazine's "discount price" cate'Illose are. tough to measure, and U.S. gory, where rankings depend heavily
News and other college-ranking pub- on the number and size of grants and
lications don't capture them; he said. awards to students. Centre Co1lege in
U of L President John Shumaker Danville, Ky.,. placed fourth on the
takes issue with anoth~r part of the same list, but on the scale of general
U.S. News fonnula: a survey of presi- academic quality, neither school
dents and other school officials, each made :the· top 40 of liberal arts
of ~om was asked to assign quality schools.
ratings to ot!'er schools. Terenzini
Indiana University recently issued a
called reputattonal rankings "notori- news release trumpeting the rankings
ously flawed," and Shumaker called of many of its undergraduate proU.S. News' "more poetic than scienti- !!rB;IDS in The Gourman Report, which
.fie." Yet it accounted for .25 percent 11 desaibed as "one of the definitive
of each school's score.
publications" that rank college proWhy, asks. Shumaker, should the · grams.
views of presidents of distant schools
Teremini said he's not familiar
count for so much, wheil the opinions with The Gowman ReJ!Ort, and .Elfin
of. alllDIDi like U.S. Sem. Milch has. a low opimon of tt. "That's not
McConnell, R-Ky., and Christopher serious competition for us,'' he said.
Dodd, D.COnn., U.S. Rep. Mike Ward
Some colleges have put up bill··
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c~,.e-g~s see -

qiore"liliing,
recruiting
.•

. ~-- .,
.
ffllLAI)ELPIUA- College recruit-

ment offices, sometimes quiet ~ s
during the past.fiv~ears, are• · nir~,~~lo~1:1°roke~~~~~year: ~d
by':'.'.lllcreasing hiriilg · and sending
more •. recruiters . to campuses this

year; a survey·found: ·'·: . . .. ' .
lit'· addition, employers offered

Seeondt1er·1"."·· z--:: --.
■

~~·r

-~•-t

Centre College - .

· ■ -OePauw_Universi1y

· -- -~----_:_ ·
Earlham College.-- -, _,.-,.-n, ,_ ,- _
111! Wabash College , • -. ~" -·
· Thlnl tier ,.,-- -• " ,;,-_
.', -·•
■ Transylvania University' -:.;;.:_::
■ HanoverCollege,.,-_._-.,-.~~-- ;,_
■

Founh (bottom) tier

■ Georgetown

College .a--_-c _
_
-

■ Franklin College
■ Goshen College

_In the South's top 10
■ Asbury_ College (8th)
,.. . ·. -:;, ..::;:::: ; , -:•. -·

In the Mldwest'lltop 10 - .
■ SL Mary's College (1st)·· ·: ■ Taylor University_ (5th) .
_::
• • I

'"-"••

,~

•

. .' ,-.,.·.~_:' . ..:e:·.
\

•

Other regional- rankings

.-.

-Top tier among Southern schools ·Top tier among Midwest schools
■

Bellannine Coll999 - ..

__ .

■ Murray State ~niversity , -':-· .

■

University of Evansville

&lcc1ridt1er"

_·

_

=· •»·•· -- ■ Purdue University-Calumet

Second tier - - . -

·■ Cumberland

.
-

College . _..
■ University of Indianapolis
__ .,,, · .· · · · -·
Union College·~•-' .." - ,,. - - · Fourth (~om) tier_.
■ Western Ke/l!UCkY University .
■ SL. fral!CIS College
,
--Th1... ..... · ·-· -··"· · • , - ■ UmversilY of Southern Indiana·,: Easte,u
.....~K•:·:f~?;!',:;,''Mf'."~..;.,::;-d,:.~.;,_ , _·_;· ■·Indiana Wesleyan University .
,■
rn en,u-1 •- o,.,uea ,~~-·"• ■'Jna··• · U · · It • N rth est; ;i-"',StateanifNorthem
~1-1J:-iliW.,.,, }an.a. ~•vers Yl!, l-...Vf.,,,.:J
~-"·"•='"i~l!'•~ri:,~•,i<t.~Jt·W-·"'''"\'· S011tl\easl,,J51?~mg,\,.,,.. ,,-.,,,.;;;,-1
■ SpaldingUniversi_tyct,·,;,

■

_~i~:sese··..~:g~--~.,,~~~IlrJ
l~t~.:i

0

r.~~~~~-w1~1(~
(3~~,.~
, · ~..~~~iifi@"w. · - · .'~"''>'·":~-THE MONEY RANKINGS - •· -.

. -,~-:·

Money magazine's annual college guide also appeared this month. It
claims to measure educational retum per dollar spent in tuition and lees.
No Kentucky.or Indiana instHution made Money's top-10 list of best
college buys.,._.. -·:•. ·
.
: Among Southeastern schools:
Among Midwest schools:

BY

boards to advertise their high. rank·
ings on the the U.S. News list.
And school boosters sometimes
react vehemently to slippage in the
rankings. Elfin said editors at Harvaro University's student newspaper
suspected "a major conspiracy of Yalies" after Yale replaced Harvard in
the top spot, and Harvard fell to third,
on this year's list of best schools.
"I spent a good chunk of Sunday
denying to the Harvard Crimson that
there was anti-Harvard prejudice at
my own magazjne,"• said Elfin. ·who
holds a Harvard graduate degree.
While the rankings enabfe some
schools to strut and boast. Centre College President Michael Adams said
!hi!)'._ '!'so _h~lp rei~ in still .ll!~re_o'!t·

STEVE OURBlN_ THE COURIER.JOURNAL

without some such reality check. .
Adams defends the ranking fommlas' emphasis on educational spending, faculty .degrees, student quality
and other resource measures. To argue that those things don't matter, he
said, bolsters Kentuckians' longstanding delusion that they can have educational excellence on the cheap:·
Shumaker accepts college rankings
as a fact of life.
"I think it's fair enough, and it's indeed inevitable, that people will try to
compare universities the way they
compare restaurants or movies or livable cities," he said. "But I don't
think the rankings themselves do a
good enough job in helping people
!11ll.~ :: ._e¥,ightened decisions about

higlier,.entry-level .salaries to recent
itraduates, especially those in technofoll!cal "fields,. the · National Aswcialioi'i' of· Colleges and ·Employers repot!~!1- l;lst week. •• : ,. ' - ·- ... - .
··Most wanted are computer,sclence
graauates, whose average starting. ~-: offers increased 4.5 percent
since.last-year to $35,222. - '
·- Of the more than 100 college career
officers polled b1 "the association,' 78
pereent said hiring was· up on their
campµses by an average of 13 pen:ent
co~d with• last year.
_.
S-ixty!five pen:ent of career-service
oftices':said ·more -interviews···were
done-0li their campuses;1llld job postof ~5 ~DI
·"Busi_nesses are growing again and
thef'!leed to bring those new people
aboaro," sald Dawn Traub, director of
emplliymen\ information for the. college-·and employer association. · ---Almost 8 percent- of a\! job offers
tbis~year-went to graduates in com•
puter•fields, up froin 6.2 percent -last
year;the survey'-fouiid.
· '
Also in demand were engineering
graduates; especially electrical, computer• and · mPCbaniral engineers.
Starting-salary offers averaged
$37,529 for computer engineers, up
7.4 percimt- -, the highest increase
mno11g engineers. Chemical engineers
received the .highest sala!y offers,
$41,443,>a 3.9 percent.increase.,,,.• ·
Among starting-~ offers :in
nontechnical fields, fore1gn-languaJ!e
graduates averaged $25,166; 6.4 percent: biglier,1tluui last year, and psycholo~ gmillr aveijlged $~,312 .,.. a
5.7-percent increase. .. .:·
Business graduates also fared well,
~ ~ in management-infonililtion systems with computer
skills. Their starting salaries, $33,837,
were·9 percent higher than last year.Offers· to economics ·and finance
graduates
to $29,432.
·-- rose 6,4 percent
.. ,
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By RAJU CHEBIUM
fHE AsSOCIATED PRESS

FORT MYERS,·Fla. - Rising among 760. acres of pal- .
metto and pine on the fringes
Jf the Florida Everglades· is· a
new state uriiversity,·-·the·
newest in the ·nation,' with an-·
eye on educationYin the_tyoerspace era. ·._.... ., ;;:..:. · ~- ,
The roar of the tractors
and· the~ thnd·~of'.hammers '
promise thousands .of collegestarved Southwest Florida
resideiifii" a university near
home next fall, C:,0. 'a'
But the sounds surrounding the building · of Florida
Gulf Coast· University are
even sweetef~To educators
who see an opportunity to try
new ways of teaching, redefine higher learning and explore avenues opening up on
tlie1ntemef.:~:.i'~l:,/l-.~-;~:
..~ .,. ·1
And where· better-0 to. over,
haul college .ed~n, than
at an institution-.< being'
built., :I
.
from the ground.upJr...,~• .,,,.,. ,. ,
"What I'm tfying ·to do is !
break down boundaries, be
willing to fin<Lnew ...ways. to
bring a6out Jeanii.iig for stu'
dents," ·says· Jack ··crocker,
dean of the CQµemt- of. Arts .
and Sciences;·.:itl',l'QP:don't·go '
belima·wnai's~eaci:y·There,
questjo~•:it, 8J!4';tjlap~.. }i;"if,
need ':be,C:then':'ther:e!_s ,no·
progress that's made:\'"'.''.'•-;.:.:-•.
The, big project,aLthe riew· •
school will be distance education, ·or the teaching, of students from afar with.the.help .
of video conferencing; high-·
tech audio, satellites, the, Internet;• e-mail.,aml:,othel"otele-...
communication . and digital
technology. • ··,:;;~_ •. . :· · ·_
In the past few 'years, colleges and universities nationwide have jumped on the distance-learning bandwagon, recognizing it as a way to ease
classroom overcrowding. Now,
distance learning has become
fashionable. Hundreds of campuses are redesigning classrooms and hiring technologically savvy instructors.
Florida Gulf Coast is being
built with distance learning in
mind, and the institution is
poised to be a national leader
from the start, educators say.
"It will be serving tens of
thousands through distance
·education," says state univer.sity system Chancellor Charlie
Reed. "So it will· be a place
ihat will have used technology
·from the beginning."
.
· The state has allocated .$15
million this year to create a
distance-learning institute at

.-.. - · - ·

.. - · · ·
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Florida Gulf Coast so it can de- tracts;.
· ·· '·.
··
velop courses along with FloriTenure, essentially a lifetime
da's other nine state universi- job guarantee, has been a fixties.
· ture on U:S. campuses for. sevClassrooms are being. ·de- eral decades, but the practice
signed' to·· accommodate com- is coming under · fire .as . _the
puters, video terminals and public demands that inefficient
other equipment. Multimedia and' unpro·d11c-Uve fac·ulty
labs are being built;'along with members .. be held more·· acbroadcast studios.. ;c '·.,,"
countable.'.·' :.:'. ..;'.i''.":'. ":· .''.'.: ' .
Heavy_ investment' in tech"Some: of· our colleagues
nology will come to naught un- have alleged that .the •world
less the university fulfills its will come fii-7 an "erid --1r· y'ou
basic mission ...:... prciduce well- have multiyear coriti:icts~:But
rounded ·students, ··crocker that· hasn't happened,'' says
says.·
·
~. :
university President Roy
· The facility will· hbe .encour- McTarnaghan, · ,, . : .
. '
aged to ·do researc in areas
Indeed, some 4,000 people reoutside their specialties · so sponded to a national adver. they' can pepper their lectures tisement seeking a handful .of
with ·an interdisciplinary. tla- faculty members, says univervor;." ""~ ..,, .... ,, --~---- .:' ·
sity spokesman Bill.Doughty;.
·Arts"-arid ·Sciences students
so why dicL.Florida. build~a
will"have to·take at least eight new university? The state says
upper-level li~eral ~ courses it had no choice:•f i'"; c•1 s·., ••. ·
after c?mple~g thell' general
Southwest Florida has about
education:equrrements:. ·
· 138,000 people· between the colIn fact, the c~llege will n?t lege-going ages of 18 . and · 44.
award bachi:lor_ ~ degrees · m The nearest institution,· the
any on~ maio_r. Instead, stu- University of South ·Floridai is
dents w~ ob~m baccalaure1;1te about 150 miles to the nortlr in
degrees ~ hbi:ral ~ with Tampa.
. . _- ·. '·'"'''·•: ··
con_centrati?ns m subiects of
In any case,· Florida badly
therr choosmg.
eed d
lOth
.
·ty ., f.
University oflj.cials also are n . e _a
. universi • o..
optimistic.they can establish.a fie~ say: Nationally, there is
strong environmental studies a university. for ~very 475,~
program within the f'rrst few ~tudents. In Flonda ~~ ratio
·
.
.,,. • •
.. · - ...
lS one for every 1.3 million, acyears .. ;..' · · ~- r -,-··-·.-,-,' --.~ .. ''
cording to the Florida Board·of
Consider the university's lo- R
ts _ .. · .,,.y_,, .. ,,.~ •ns~·,.cation - on:.the edge.of.one of · ~gen. · . • ·.: .. • .... ·
the w:orld'!i . most . endangered .. Flonda last built a umverecosystems.. , C<·, · ·: .,,,:;, .
sity _more- .than ~O years _ago.
"We see just a perfect op- F'.lon~a ~te~ational ~mv~r.. portunity. for the region itself sity m Miami and_ University
to become ·a lab " Crocker of North Florida lil Jacksonsays,., ·· '". >·•.- ,,/: :,·,:.·,.
~ebothopened~.1~2.'.
The university hopes to form
. Many of our mstitu~10ns
partnerships with the local said, 'Hey, let ·us grow bigger,
water district and environmen- we'll take up the slack.' Then
tal groups .so students can get 'the qu~stion became how · are
. credit for working with con- you gomg to serve the people
servation professionals. Also of Southwest' Florida," ~cTarin the works is a top-notch en- naghan says;
..
vironinental lab and plans to
At the turn . of this decade,
hire some big names in the the Legislature decided to
business.
build Florida Gulf Coast
Students will mit' be alone in . Initially, the university will
seeing unconventional prac- offer 17 undergraduate and
tices at Florida Gulf Coast
nine graduate programs and
In a radical departure from employ 300 faculty, administratradition, the university will tors and staff. Enrollment is
not offer tenure to faculty, expected tci be 2,500, and climb
only two- to five-year con- to nearly 10,000 by 2003.
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guar:r.T6r<::i1,ie-February:J99il-1

e.vent Fraterliity;niembers'cli.eclt~if
"';]J:)s . at.·AiJt;.dabr;:''.ThifvgtjJiipSi
.. couldn't :,~ye'"kegs;"--so--gllesfs':.1

brouglifilieir own·boozeic,1,i; · --~1

_ Il\lt'even so, Jbos_e.s'afeiiuar~ ·
-didn't stop two underage'lljen· ~·:.
' ~regoryJ&im~y,';19,;•lljl!i jq~tf;R_~ :'
naker thenao.;:- fr
tqgg to
>'ffie' p~.~c!in'!f: ~uh ~; :
• iiiony~ It ··01clli't stop ihem' .'from

:.~g;,1~f::~ :'.0'-:·

r ., ·ft

.': Both of them were more than
legally"diim""'f'.when they climbed
~,into .CoQ.~y'fJ:ar
go home -to
'.. NorthemJ<entilck'f rn·Boone Couii;
ty, ·Reiialiet, a UK student, lost
- troi..on .Interstate 75; The ·i:ai- ca1:"reeiied'.across 'the media11':where;a
1'"fractor~~ 'slamm~(f:fnto~'1t
;l~C:00,i\~y; wb;ci)worked'Iu!i ti!rie aiiil
i'"'.i\ttended ~iiffiiem-·Kentuclcy.
·. versity; died minutes later;:.;.,·-':.;,~.,,. ,1
_ · · Last week, a Boone County jury
- assigned
:fraternity
percent-;
·ofthe blamefor:Cooney's'deatli..It-0.
'filso said Cooiiey:was·s1 percent.re-"='
, sporisible ·and assigned the otlier-29 .
. percen~·of !'>lame to, Renaker, a Silt: I
, ma Pi ineiniier wno was'drivingt·'•· ·'
> Ev.en 'thoug4 the . fraternities
· didn't receive"J:he. majority. of the,
blame, the case could be yet anoth: •er. harbmgei; .!>f changes in_ the way
· fra. tern'ti
1 es ""',,_. ....:' ... ,;::,, ' - " .... ,
·
/ ··.··i
ful~ities I
·-.had better. wake up," said Lexing-_ .
·. ton attorney !(en Smith, who repre:_§ented Sigma Pi. "This was a warn-,
;Ing flare.","C[' ,,~'f,,,_~ •. · :'f~ ,,. · · '
uu• Bob Sanders, the Cooney familr,'.s lawyer, iii even more blunt
=-~ "If fraternities insist on skirting
Toe rules, the trial lawyers of America will stop it," he said. "It won't
'$fop in response to this one case,
.blit it will stop.". ·
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:changes beginning
But, students and fraternity experts say, the change is already in

.motion.
c: Fraternity parties, they say, are
less frequent and more tightly controlled than even five years ago.
_._., "I guess when you're a freshman and you know nothing about
the system, you think it's probably
Jike Animal House," said Tim
.Ryan, president of Lambda Chi Alpha social fraternity. "But once you
get into it, you find out there are
rules and they are strict"
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admimstrators, acknowledge... that t
soine students· might try· to skirt
stri
ngently
But consider some of the
c~ges that m_any ~~tional organizations and umvers1t1es are follow-.

;~~~~~~~~em
ing:

•.,:: ■

·,·

, .,.

Most national fraternities
idpp't let th~ir _local ~hapters buy·
:fcegs of lieer,for parties anymore. .
:ore fraternities can't buy any ~er
:5r"alcohol for their parties:'.X:(:~ht.'

~~:tses

~arti:tr;~:;?
bi:: ,
)1kohol, check it in and then receive :
:ttiater. Usually, each guest is limitto six beers apiece.
. '; ". ··•. •; I
::;- ■ National prganizations and .
-eolleges also are cracking down on I
:re"tting underage students drink:.:..:: :
:which was the problem at Kappa '
Sign:ia and Sigma Pi's party. . . .
: Some fraternities;
instance; 1
:have started using wristbands or
;liand stamps to distinguish be;nveen students who are 21 or older .
lllld those who aren't . They also

~-

for

tu:~:.~t~~~t:n=c!.tyT:ar:

:fraternities - Alpha Tau Omega
jmd'Sigma Nu - are currently on
'probation for serving minors.
". ■ Fraternities also have to regfflter their parties with the Interfra~ity Council, ·the governing body
for fraternities.fIFC officihls. must ,
"'inspect each party and make'ture
,... the_ fra_tenii.'ties ar_e complying;,,:;;-, :. . ,.
■ Open parties - where anyone cari wander in - are the<ireti-\
. cally ,a thing of the past. Instead,
: frats at UK must have a guest list
. : completed before the party. . '. .0, 1
li\ - ■'Fraternities at UK must pro-:
· vide lion-alcoholic beverages and ·
fo<id, and must have a list of sober
drivers available for guests who
need!FaCnPr·de ~dome. B--_-1·1-B. . ·:,,=,c :d·.
es1 ent I rassme sa1
nationals and chapter alumni are
constantly raising standards for· local chapters, usually much higher
than the national officials faced
when they were in college.
.
"They understand that times
have changed. ... A lot of members
now feel like (the ·alumni) were the
ones that screwed it up for them,"
Brassine said. "The Animal House
era is long gone."
..
-

". ·

Judgments are big

The reason, fraternities and college officials say, is simple: fraterni:
ties were being slapped with civil
judgments in the hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of dollars.
The fraternities involved in the
Cooney case, for instance, paid
plenty - even though each was assigned only 10 percent of the Iiability for Greg Cooney's death.
Kappa Sigma settled with the
Cooney family for $600,000 while
the jury was still out, said Sanders
and Wilson Weisenfelder Jr., who
represented Kappa Sigma. Sigma Pi
must pay the family about $120,000
- 10 percent of the $1.2 million in
damages the jury decided on.

their attitudes• said David Stock' ham the Univ~rsity of Kentucky's
dea~~~!11d;~~· jud~erits also
have sent liability insurance for fraternities skyrocketing.
..
In the last decade, fratermtles
and sororities have risen to the
sixth-highest: risk for insurance
companies - ·just trailing h'.12·
ardous waste disposal compames
and asbestos contractors, according
to the Fraternity Insurance Pur1
~f;:fi~i!tri~~~tifo~ a
portion of national fraternities: '
in fact, many insurance companies refuse to insure fraternities altogethei:, and those that offer it are
expensive,''saiii MilreMoran, executive vice president for the Interfra- ·
ternity Council;"the student group
that governs UK's fraternities,, ;
Chapters pay ·an annual premium of at least $75 a member for liability insurance, and usually carry
$5,000 deductibles: Those numbers
can rise - sometimes as much as

~;~~

: %i:1Jns ·~ ~r~~ ~ pri-

"Someday, iffi:afernitieii° ever do
become extinct, it will be because
the insurance companies _will drive
them out," Moran said, . . · · ·" .
Wild parties soaked in alcohol
. are becoming too risky.
..
.
"It's from :the old school,"
. Lambda Chi
Jason Kauf, man sai_·cl,'". It's_som,ething insuran.• ce_
comparues Just wont put up with.

member

Problem Is enforcement ,,.-

But .

. .
mah~-~::.. including the
.. Cooriey' family and their· lawyer ·argue that fraternities still haven't
done enough to crack down on underage drinking or excessive party. ing. .
,,;_.,; ., . · ·
.
. he thBoinkbCoos.anl'leyth;Gereregguslfaatth1_oerns' fhayst
the UK frats technically followed
the night of his son's death were
good ideas. . !
.
The problem, Cooney says, is
that they weren't enforced enough.
"l have to feel it was almost
there to be violated," he said. "It
was a guideline, but it wasn't being
·enforced."··
·
That's not uncommon, says
George Kuh, a professor of higher
education at Indiana University
who has studied and written about
fraternities.
.
"It's kind of a big game that fra.
. ternities end up winning most of
the time," he said. "The Friday and
Saturday (enforcement) patrols are
kind of symbolic sometimes."
The Cooney case is a key one
because it illustrates that fraternities have to actively enforce their
rules - not just have them, said
Tim Burke, a Cincinnati lawyer
who produces a national newsletter
on legal issues involving fraternities.
-:::--,.
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Having the BYOB piijiy is generiilly. a good plaii;~.Burke: said.'But
· because .underage'.jcstu<ients still
were able to· bririg .alcohol and
drink it, it didn"t.stop the' fraternities froin being held liable, he said.
"You still have to watch· for illegal drinking and you still have to
put a stop to it," said Burke, who
was not directly involved witli the
Cooney case. "This makes the point
that BYOB parties don't allow you
to act like an ostrich."
•._
Weisenfelder. and Smith, the :
fraternities' lawyers, both acknowl- ·
edged that more could have been
done to stop Cooney and Renaker
fro
"'m. drinking'.

,..

But Weisenfelder said .he
thought the jury's decision to hold
Cooney 51 percent responsible for
his own death demonstrates that
students ·also are accountable for
their actions. ·'
"There was a message sent to
the fraternities," he said. "But· I
think _the much stronger message is
there'i a sense of personal responsibility, too~,""""'
, · .._. ,.
But some university officials
and professors say they fear that
some fraternities.might try to evade
university- or IFC regulations: by ·
trying to make their social events ·
look like a private party; instead of
a campus evenf::._'a.concern ·that:
fraternity national officials also:
have acknowledged::·•'·"'·"~'-·
Af"Eastern Kentucky Univehity,:for instance, officials are investiiiatipg w~ether a j)~Y tl_iat ended '\
·m a·shooting' two weeks ago was a
fraternity event, said Skip'Datigher- ,
ty, dean of student development . .
.. But Daugberty,.Satd)ie doesn't :
expect fraternitiesTto:ijj,: to iake ;
their parties unaergroi.iiiir;....:.. in : '
large· part because it's not that hard ·
to get caught,. · :f:~:tf;T::-f _·· -~-·
"If it has feathers and webbed
feet and quacks, • it'ii"':ca · duck,"
Daugherty said. "There's just too
much risk involve<l-in ·trying." Moran, the UK student IFC official, said most national fraternities
want to stop those activities, too.
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'Out of our Jurisdiction' ·· ·· '
If a fraternity member holds a ,
party off campus, and a large per-'
centage of guests are members,
then the national chapter usually ·
requires the fraternity to take responsibility, even if it didn't plan
the event •
Brassine said there is a limit,
however, to controll\ng these
events.
"It is a problem, but there's no
way to stop it," Brassine said. "It's .
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to conform to the new stan.,
dards p4lced on them. ··
.,.;
.For iru!tance, his fraternity w~
placed on probation about threl}
years ago for alcohol violations,
Now; the fraternity uses a mode,\
for parties that officials say will 00:.
come the new standard on campus:
. ,
He said he believes fraternities
will get tired of the problems and'
eventually embrace tighter controls
for parties.
·;
"I thinlf- it's excellent," Ryai
said. "I think it's ·a great way .tostop the things that are going oathat (are) wrong.:;~.:;: r ,
···. Brassine said many fraternities
are trying to develop other projects
and activities to. provide a better;
balance for members.. 'h~ .. . ~
"It's a lot different than when I
went to school, but society is differ;;
.
~: if~;;.,.,.
:-:_
~.
ent," said Susan West, a UK assisi
tant dean of students. "I think there
New standard '·
::is
::·· . Tim Ryan-: preside~t- of UK's a shifting, and they are returning:
,:
Lambda Chi; said fraternities are to their basic valu~."- ·

·•.out; of· our jurisdiction. '.TJiere's
-nothing we can do'about it"·--.,
, ... · Fratemit}:. backers :als~: argue:
°tthaf tlieir ·groups_: ai:e .unfairly;sin-·
_,gled out as easy taj'getsforpeople
' concerned about students drinking.
"It's fur' deeper than· pointing a.
finger . at the Greek system,"
Weisenfelder said: "This is· going
on all over campus. It's a social
problem."
Burke, whose firm represents
· ·several Greek organizations, said
fraternities " are higher-profile
:; groups that get publicity after an
:: accident or death occurs: , ::,.,
:- ,._".The vasimaioritr ·of"&~t~typarties go off without a problem,"
he said. "Hundreds of them occur
every weekend and don't result in
tragedy. You hear about the ones
that do." .
·
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W's .Fimnhouse still holds'

parties.ai.off-campus sites·...

~JJI

BY LANCE WIWAMS
HERAll>-LEADER STAFF WRITER

While many fraternities struggle with alcohol and
parties on campus, Farmhouse social fraternity has a
:Simple
answer: Just ban booze from' bashes.:· · ··:·
11,..1
··-· The no-alcohol rule has been used at Farmhouse
·c!i'apters around the country §ince it was established in
1905. University of Kentucky Farmhouse·president
bu-is "Skip" Henning said he thinks the time has come
·when other fraternities will start to do·the same. ,·
"I think that's.the way it's going," Henning said.
!It's a lot easier:on,liilbility: }~;. ,,-,:· , _,.. : -· ..- ~•-, ..
The frat~fy:still°i;icls part!~ with alcohol, but
those events are":Ji"eld off campus, usually in rented

clubhouses.:,-.:;~~f2J;.t\'·;::: :- -·, · _ ··. -. ·__ -~- _;:[:'. _ .

"We do our fair share," said Henning, .who said his
chapter has abouffive parties a year. _.· . , i ,:~;~: .
. He said the'irff-cimp11s'partles''a'i-e pref~bi~-because of the,
~~1:1ction ll! liability.~;;;(.;
Although the'fraternity still can be held liable for
things that ha~at the party, the liability is reduced
compared y,,jtlt parties.· in· an· on-campus fraternity
,house, He~g ~~j~~t/?'.~~~\:· ,-_"-,,:~ ~
With the SQ.plus members of Farmhouse, the pol(•
cy has been fairly"1>9pular. But would it fly with other
UK fraternities:>-',:",
'• ~,..~ '-,:!:'r-• .
.
.
.
"I think you would see chapters having a hell of a
time filling houses," said Bill Brassine, president of the
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He said a majority of residents in fraternity houses
are over 21 and wouldn't want to live in houses where
they didn't have the option to drink' · : :·;;:·::·
"I don't
anything
that happenhlg here any0

•

see

like

time soon," Brassine.said...

·,:!,:•- :.... • .

__ ;_ •:.,...

~;. Still, Henning thinks the.increasing worries about
ljtinking on campus could make some chapters think
!'Yice about an alcohol ban: , ·
;.,.. But he says the policy probably isn't· for every
i:\Japter. If a fraternity isn't having a problem with alcpjlol, then it probably isn't needed, Henning said.
University officials are pleased that students interested in fraternities have an alcohol-free option in
farmhouse.
;· :: "That fraternity thrives with that policy," said
.>avid Stockham, UK dean of students. "It's possible to
be a successful fraternity and be competitive without
having alcohol served in your house."
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· university hli<i fo1i:Ire more-·fu-:
tors for the Academic Services
Center. · ·
· · ~-•··- · ·
.. ·· · · ' f •J~ \r~ ~,.,,<lilfr r~, -"'r • ;.,·
As for its impact on· hini;.Ea:
glin said he finds himself making more eye contact and smiling at students he sees on cam-
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MOREHEAD- Morehead
State Universiit!President·Ronald Eaglin is using the university's tel~~~...~f~~Pb..tR •
reach. out. Jg_ ~}1-ghJ0~~<?nc.e ~
make. that, lo~'someon~~~ L,
' "'Each'' wi&k- 1rl'c'eclasses
' 'b'egan "ia~t-!mo ti&" "_sju~ep~~
,klio-uveY Be' ~pus~have
found a message from Ea~
• nn their__ ~l~}hlnie"'~swerili~i
machines. ,(,i~ ,:t :jt=. ,,.._ '
.._, -..;.;_--. '1111:
~ MSU's telepho .
St~tt
.inits gt caini . '
de vofce> mall
time~e .
. ""w ~Qut of
~
-v..;~t ··
.,...
clll~-i-:~·
aUlllilllS
e
eac-;¥.S!
:.
month wh~r,_:~~ !i,;p~d fo!," ~fr
ter commru1i~®n was ·discussed. Eagllif~·otjginal.lt intended to use :.the system to

pus.

, .

~

... . J=- - •·

. •.

"It makes me feel good it's almost c a ~ ~: he said.
"I ~ow when 1 see these kids
1 w~g !-fown-;tll~Jull fro~qie
· residence halls· tbat:I!ve called
every one of them. l just feel a
;.,.little: closer."".an!\:tv~ had :stu-

a

dentscoiiieaui>-t'oliUf'fo· me

· that I think· m~y- not have in
the pas.l": · - · ~ · - · '

.

. ..

f"coriiniiiiitcate-,"wftlf faculty, bufJ

when he: reallzeai°it:didn't permit·studeritsJo.~'filtered oul,
he·decided to~
afni1iis messages
~-, -' ··· ?,J::,h~-. at them•:.~,..':.
...
if:l' , ....- ,_ :
"Good luck.
"the coming
;,:ye~~~ :ip~onal wishes
~ t this_~ ~- a . successful
• 011f f9XJ"
~d- _in ~e
first :~~~it lt'9W' • , -. ·. .
, ,·...Tl;i~ P.~.\. ~,;a~· featured · an
upbeat message ..congratulating
' students'
,.,completing their
second week of classes and listi., ing several' sources of help for
~ anyone having, trouble with
·· courses.
.. ·•-;..- 1 •.
.
"Successful people take respoisibility and seek help
, fr..§m others," Eaglin told

yg~~,!_e-

t>n

4

them:-- ·

·

The third · week,, be was urging students to: ·s tart planning
their research papers and not

, procrastina~$.:.L~_].~ _:__~_
" Throwlng something together at the last.minute is for
losers. Be a winner, start
now!" he said.. ___. _
Last week, Eaglin was encouraging students to make
new friends. He also asked students to wave at him on campus so he would know his nies="
sage was being heard.

~iir~~~a~ . ~t~te~.

pres(~ent~seeks

Pers0na,(_t91lc1:t 7 via.YQice mail
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.MOREHE~:_~Eo~~-~-ta~~tJ~i~~sity freshman · Jamie Doom was pleasantly·
surprised when she-got the message. .
There it was, on her voice mail, during
the first week of classes: A personal call from
the president of the university. _ •
"Good luck in the coming year and my
personal wishes that this year is a successful
one for you," Morehead State University
President Ronald Eaglin told her.
·
Well. actually, it wasn't all that personal.
Each week since classes began last
month, Eaglin has been leaving a voice message for all students who live on campus.
The university's telephone system permits a campuswide voice mail message, so
Eaglin can record one message that is left on
every student's voice mail.
Eaglin followed up his first greeting with
an upbeat message congratulating students
on completing their second week of classes
and listing several sources of help for anyone
having rrouble with courses.
"Successful people take responsibility and
seek help from others," Eaglin told them.
After that message, the univO"Sity had to hire
more rutors for the Academic Services Center.

,..,. ,•••- - -
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·Good luck in ~th~ ~o~ing year ·and.my .
personal wishes that this year is a successful
one for you,• he said in the first week.
■ ·successful people take responsibility and
seek help from others.·
■ "Throwing something together. at the last
minute is for losers. Be a winner, start now!"

planning their research papers and not procrastinate.
"Throwing something together at the last
minute is for losers. Be a winner, start now!"
he said.
Last week, Eaglin was encouraging students to make new friends. He also asked students to wave at him on campus so he would
know his message was being heard.
Boarding a shuttle bus with the Board of
Regents on Friday, Eaglin saw a student
waving wildly.
"I thought he wanted on the bus," he
laughed, until the student reminded him of
his voice mail request
But not all students care to receive week•
ly calls from the university's head honcho.
"} didn't rP;illv li!':tPn tn ThPm .. <:f'lnhnm nrP

:.JH~UfflllALr• WEDNESP1W;:SEPEMBER1s.1!i&,

0:orelien:•·~ ·i:esiaenGia1t1»~~.sffi8ents~:,regwar1j.~~
:g, ' . ·.,· _: ·-_ ~~
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year is a ·succes'$1 one for you,", he demlc Semces:Center. --~-;~_: . . ing students to make new friends.
· : •':•''"'-'~·"' ·" --,~?;;>.~
--said in the"first~,_-.,,,. • ' .-~e.university's·telephone system He:elso• asked ·students to ,wavei:at
MOREHEAD1'Kf::.i61cir:ag.''·~ :Tlif"nex'fg'f~am'1q1beai. permits a ca:.~~wide voice-rdinail hish!m OD campus sobeing~e
,i,-· president• of Morehead .. State message comoatu)ating studerits on message, so .
can reco one
message was
Diversity; found"a'wli1'fil'•keejl m' completin1f~ir second week,·of
thl!t.1Sm~31!~;;~~-~
Bosrding.a.
shuttle b!15'with tl!e
5• voice
,uch·with· students'living- on cam- classes ancl listin2 several sources of .
.
bosrd of regents-on Fnday, Eaglin
JS: Use the telephone.
..
help for anyone liaving trouble with
The third week he W!1S urgm_g stu- saw a student waving wil<lly.
.
.
courses
dents to start planmng their re,. th
ed th b ,.
Each week SJDce classes bel!BD . ..
· .., . •. .
search papers and avoid procrastiI ought he want on e us,
st month; Eaglin hu-bee~·leavmg _'_'Successful people take responsj; nating, · ,.. ·. ·
. ..
11~ laugh~,. untjl..the student, rem ~ on the stu~ .~r- · b~. and seek help from others,
''Throwing something together at mmdecfhim of bis request.
,g ma~_.·.---·~!·"'",.::· . : J!aglil!,_tol.d them.;: ,.· -~'- .cc.:
the last minute ls for 1~ers;·Be a· As 'for its impact on him, Eaglin
"Good luck lit-the·coiiwig year : Afterthat message, theunivemty winner;·"Start now!" he said,"•:'·'
said h1ffinds himself making more
1d ,~ ~k~·that,~~ t~~ ~~~A?-.., Last~ ~-~-en_~-· eye_ contact antl_'T.!illng at_~dents•

'/:1?""-~

·-

r~know

-~:f

. iill'J1lt,1BOD■••
~11an1mtem•■1iiM'
--

• -

• , • •

. .

.-..1.:.•

~ ·.;~g!:tl'!t!lli:g~~]~<fY£°~1is~~~i~i~
''The" Morehead: State· Uni- ·: Twenty-five years ago, ··.the
vei-sity_·:Police··~Depai.-tm~nt · department consisted. ~ofr;a:
has.· earnea·,~a distinction ·..,. handful of officers who main-·
shared by only a· handful ·,of. ly ·provided traffic control 'on
. law enforcement agencies ·m . campus. Today, the camp'ils
Kenµic~y:· ·Accreditation. by-- .. iioli.ce·dii>ilrtiiie11fconsis4!,bfi
:the Kentucky ·Associatim:i of .. 12 filll-time officers, two. part0 .
Chief~ .of. Poli~"",, ~1c i"
.
·. time non-sworn o~cers, five
., .. ·~though the 1accreditation; difil>a,tchei:.~: apd·: a secretary,
. program has been offered for · ·They · 'do· everything from .
:: six y11#s;, niariic:lavi'i~~or~••-: writij).g_J>arkiµg violations to
ment agencies have been hes- conducting ·criminal investi•itan,! to applfJ~.e~use .of the·: gations.. ' ;r_::::,)-0 ;~~-""
, •
,
time ..it takes ,to prepare for·
Accreditation:. is based on
the evaluation;' . "'. .. '.'1"i · ''.''~ .
''standards' involving · all
The· MSU ·department .. is . aspects of law enforcement
the: firsf' law.' eiiforcemenf .An . e X tens i v.e 's eU~
· agency·,in eastern. Kentucky,' · examination is· necessary~:to ·
·. tel' be
accredited
and' 'it. : joins
achieve the distinction:
.•
.• ' .
.
.• • ,
-~•-<:;.,,~n--· .:4 ., ...... -.• •.• ,~· --- ... •
· Western :;Kentu,'*-y ··univer-:;; ··' '.Accreµitation means_ tl?,e.
• si!X .~~.,;.!P,-£~J,J}l!v:~Jity of -MoreliiiacJ~~S!a,te campu~:is_
~'.J!!lmckr. ,iy,; .m~ of.J,1-t.CE'JIIPUS _protecte~ by _.a w~ll-traine.a:.
;;p9lil!tl1,cdenar.tip~tj_1~ear.I1 pi:ofess1onal, .police force.
•'the distinrltiiin~ ' . That should ·ease . an .. fears
b~Thir'·MSU~ffie!;-:-d!ipart:_ .. sfildents ' ani('tliefr · :arents ·
~ m:~lnlt )t~_JJR-I>!~V~_dt-ar~~j;,:~: may;hllv~,ilQ_O?~ ~af~ty on tb1:.
:.ca
y ..1n::recen '.·y.,aru1-.,. campus.. :;,.>_. c-·: .,,.. ,. : ~"'·· ·
•
c.-·-; _ _. __ ,,. __

·1so

9.,W;i11~
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.,,,,..,,_, ~~~.-.-
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.conealifes::.:noifoPl,:
tw«rtnc:iio1i,ilf¥i•·· 1'lf,!f-l•··•·:J'.'~',;;;,~
~tr

. · ·· ·
U

'tai1¥ht at UK since 1970.
fK·--~;£;~ ·-'
He 1s known as a one of
1_1ivrity o entu...,., g~- the preQJier scholars ·in .· ·
rap }'. professor Kar.1·~tz the field of cultural geography:·His
.
and history professo~ Roliert research. has specifically focused
1rel!'Ild h:ve been r~~,-by on Appalachia,- the American
:hell' colleagues for d1stingu1shed • South and Kentucky. He wrote the
Nork at the school.
··
·
Raitz has received the distin- book Rock fences of ti": Bluegrass.
~ished professor award, and Ire. Ireland s · award 1Dclude~. a
:and has received the dis•
.stipend plus money for professmf!•
:inguished teacher award.
al development or teaching matei:iRaitz will receive a seals. Ir~land, w~~ area_~ study 1s
:nester of scholarly leave
Amencan legal ~?ry, l_ias a docIDd will deliver the annutorate from the (!mvers1ty of Ne11 distinguishjed . profesbraska and has !'llu~ht more than
,or lecture. He has a doc20,000 students ID his 29 years at
mrate from the University
UK.
. • . HERALDWDER STAR'

THE COURIER-JOURNAL'
··ruESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17.-1996

Campbellsviiie enroiiinent= a record
CAMPBEllSVILLE; Ky. :_ Campbe~e University set an enroll•
ment !'eC!lrd for the fot,irth consecutive year with a 12 percent increase )his fall, the school announced yesterday.
The Jwnp_ puts ~nrollment at the .Taylor. County school. at 1;530
sruqents, s111d Pfe51qent Kenneth W. W1Dters. ..
.
Smee W1Dters amval at Campbellsville nine years ago. enrollment
~as grown ~ore than /30 percent, making it one of the fastest-growmg ~olleges ID t~e region. The school is affiliated with the Kentllcky
Baptist Convention.
..

woutd' be run by.. the

that the project

ersitr ))T~f.s; :m"iileathijt UJ\iversi'

J'

f ~,... Pres1dent Charles T:-Wethingtbn Jr:0op;f-:.-c,,: ,. , ~e__sugges!ed a bo_<!rd ~de up of mem.__.~eii·fui''D°tnblic, :~1./il>~:;,-t~'"'/:~)l'<., - , ··• · '.
"l think
have· a signifi~t higher education en'!fify~ !feri!'~th'lit~deserves-a'i:itlblieiloara,• Weth'iffgtbn
. said. He' also·said he was worried;aooilfbureaucracy if
the presidents ran the board.
' '·'
.. -_ But Morehead State President"Iio~ald Eaglin said
.fie
didn't think a separate'
board
.
.
.
. was'needed.
.
':)'i;.
"This
is.
not
a
free-standing
university,
and if.that's
. . "'ERLANGER..::..:: KerittickYs'ulif. !
·the·niessijge
we're.sending,
we
need
to
correct-that,".he
· ~-;.e¥sr· -·res'fdeiifs"a1r'fike...tlie"1iieii
1

'we

ti£~d_'i~'.~ -

i~~:~~~~~'._;1:;:~:~~- ::_-;;.~:::;i;I#,~~::ti~~⇒-· ;.:.;~ . _:t . -·

c""iof'il'-~-,iliuvmri.....-'~-• • •11 Nowthe· ... 'estiiin'1W(lilmf"'eact:-•· · !'"'ihiif'rif-1'&~ ai/it~o'fu7ttte
'. i~identssr~ fci':lfavii"'som:,..difl•
. ferent'ideas oft' that P!riiit;1'-''zih~f
: .. "':'Yes!er.daY:,"tlie •eoiimiiss1orr1ti'ii

"T!i1;"coninii~ion also _rni~-~oti:!~~iiie4 what tiie
P~~)V~~-~~:1ri':•:- ·" .I::.fbfa :jh1. -1fti$mt:!-. :~t•i~.,. ~.;z /.:·
·_ Loys Mather, chairman· of thfCoalition of Senate
-and Faculty Leaders, a statewide faeti1ty group, said
·that he wants to· hear more detiiils:J:lr.--.;,, .,, .
Higher Education Institutional Effi. .
''I'll be very'ihterestfid iii seeing'whai the c<istsare
.,, -t.ie!(cy-and:.GQoperatio1r continued-.
'golng
to be/ said Mather, a tJK itgricirlttire professor.
·_ its debate: oif'rei:ommendationsi:it
.
"Soine
preliminary figures I've seen·suggestit's a fairly
musf siibhiit hl'Gov:Paitl Pattoh·a
high
cost
ini~tive." · -- ·' ···· ·. · ·' ·
.
· task force riext mciiub.·;;~/~}:;.:;{'.,;.;
'The commission al~;-a:;~;_;';;j;{~i~~ from Gary
The cornerstone of their id..,,•,is
an ·ambilious·p1an foi-'all 'coUe~ Cox, the executive director of the Council on Higher
Education; because the plan doesn't-mention indepen•
. ·share courses clffered'through dis. taiice'l~·----=:suclfas-imerac- . .dent colle~es or Kentu!=~Y J'~h.schools.- -•. _. ,•
·· ~::tive·te~satellite'·brciadcast. _. ·-we trlide orie
·of ttiri protection for another
· courses•or· classes. on the.Internet...
whenever we· fail to include them,~_he said: ·
.
-.
!;: ..;;.Tbe:.stiite's:public.imiver,;ities. "'·· .: ; _. ........ ,- •- · · · ·-· •· ,-•:•a;~.. t: ...., ·'.;·
also criticized. other fecommciidations in the re. · · already '6ff~r460 sueh ·course's that . port, saying that it :'relies an.a 'trust-me' accountability
have more :!hail 4,530 sttidents:'the
sy~tfII!:". . . ,._ . .. .... •-·- ·- ._.. -~ -~- . - ..
· ooiriniission' saidiSttidents' also;cm
earn·five undergraduate arid seven
' · He also said ·the report "reads too much like a bud. :-TVdassei·-graduate'.degi'ee§
throiigh
get ·request" ~ a criticism that Education Secretary
._.,, primanl
,,._ .
·Roy Peterson liild voiced ·at the previous meeting. .·_ •. ·: :':'.· Mucli ofu:-~~!fJg~i~n. But Kentu~ky State'Ui-iiversity~~eside~t Mary L.
. existing .;,Kentucky .Educaticinal
Sinith;.the commission's ·chairwoman, said ·she dis··Television resources arid the'.Ken•
.
~gr~~.~• ··--~ji/';1,·: · · .
· ttii:kf'. '. Telelfnking ' ~etwork;~'IJa
"~y time there is a change regarding education, it
. . §liit¢wi~e liooJi:u,1- of chissi'ooiifs
is g~ing.to cost-some money_11):sgme,w.i!Yt' she said.willi!interactive'televisioii::".!",ll;,?'' .
_..• ;;;'!TNe. thinlt_'.ii'i; .:viable,".Uni;lerst,
· '.' ty.'ofLiiulsvillePresident]ohijSliii:. .
. 'l)iajfei- sai4'."We~thlnk itj._ii:-s~P:
"forward.'!.,£i:,h;,:i K .~W:./;:C-,,,u,;d:
~ - ,-;.LTheiplmi'.caJls-fnr. bcing.abfe:txf
· offer a baclilildr's"degree:in general-:
,.r•

type
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;Womall-1~tli-~;m1e··_,]iill:s··--:student

.loltfuiS~~ffielrsiit pa-state'
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COLLEGE, Pa.:-;-·,A:
woman. with a 1':'lohawk _haircut
iisl{~ iiiii:d:
spread out a tarp :n-t~~ m1ddI~:of
.the Penn State Umverstty. c:aI;IPUS
;..:~fi .
y_esterday _and opened fire with a
~1rsaicl',
nfle, ~tlhng . one student and
ii1SWe?ifro.,,.
woundmg '.1nothe_r before she w,as
..... '"""'•-_ tackled while trymg to reload.
'!0Vemol'JS11
i.,~,.. l'-d',.,,,,,·,-=, ,ve;
... .,, ·'-, 'thJ'll'
I tan Robb'.
ms, .19' a hunter
.....,.. 'JUS•as
A
R·
rra· ·
h
elling'.Jie!ip]e'irt~tlieifield;lfiut,f>' wt . nny es~:;"~
d t~i_ng w
sat
,our h"e.ids,togetlla;oiHb~m~f,( acq~\ntan~~
a ,s~ory O
::.. . ,j;,-,;',&,e1-sit~'t~~i'.ui\'t me~Ca pro . ~?1s anh w~ts 12. nedo"'.n
·_- ···,•~':&iz:c-1ilf~&$},wiwi':1;.d as . razy 1111 •. _was ospi a1 m
senous cond1t1~n wtth a stab
wound suffered m a struggle wtth
the stud~nt wh~ knocked her down.
No immediate _charges were
filed ;agams~ Robbms, who is a
longtime resident of State College
but no'. a student.
._
P?hce gave _no mot(ve f?r the
shooting and ~td Robbms dtd not
know her victim~-.
Robbms posmoned herself m
front of the student umon and_ fired
-'ii;

rift

... ,S'.f_AT~:

£o~

d

f

at least five shots from her nfle. a

•••

-'" •

•

•• ---v••

•

·

,,,._..:.._...-,,

ilreasof ·mgliteneii students arid
teachers·scattered
the lawn.
• he. HetzeI·across
Union ·Buildiiig,
outsi'clet
one of the campus' busiest areas..
k book in one student's· back' pack _stop)lfd __a b!)llet,,--,.I,~'.7".;;
Aerospace engineering student'
Brendon· Malovrb noticed smoke,
ran over and. tackled Robbins'. as
she· was putting in a second ainmunition clip police said. · •· .•... . Robb'
As the' two struggled
·
ms
pulled a kmfe from. her purse and
tried to_ stab Malovrh, stabbing
herself m the leg instead, police
said. Malovrh quickly took off his
belt and fashioned a tourniquet on
Robbins.
_
Melanie Spalla, 19, of Altoona
lay dead nearby.·Nicholas Mensah,'
27, of Philadelphia, had been shot
once in the_ abdomen. He was in
stable condition.
Acquaintances who spoke on
the condition of anonymity said
Robbins had a history of mental
problems, once spending time in a
hospital: They said she had been
........ -: .....:1
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"'iii' .. ~ ..1;,.-y.,,._11_
.s e·,.......,.,, ...._,,.,~e
goy~pi~rc_s_e_1:_s ,th~ . .task
force-'as'
.. .bJ a·mec~-to
• ..,.,__i...,. .... '•
getfouu~!e
.. lll!lll'W-.He,
ACC President
Charles
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·· AS~~-~J:ea~~s

,· at A_shligj( ~!lWilaj,\ty

'.~i~r;~:~~l::
. managemeD.,ti,_Qfj,K.en; I

tuclcy's !J,ighejj education :
program:·-:- changes tliat ·
could put community colleges into a · system .'Of\
their OWiiJ. Q.t";_ w.t~~e j
"'.oca~on~s~Jl<>MWit;-;-} ·
Jim· Miller, :tea:clierrepre:~ent~~,!ffi'.:.flt!l :
ACC :Adv1sO'ry- oard,
saic!;'.1).e 'tho~ s!li:i/ii?:· ·
tiorr from UKnvaV"'.not a I
'®lli1e••k
tion,"
politi¢all
. --X...2ll!'
.. .1.~Jl~,,.
. I'
.A: bill"pro~fistate ,

·1egeS'~mta/:i:'.s,;;.,aratt,i:irl
~l~i;Fiti~$&itfganizatlcii)'._':~~d 'i:ommi~~!l·:tbi!i'j,~;;.t3µt:the
concept
re~fi\s:;aJ.f\'.e,
... ~·
........... t~--""·
Millers
~f~l'F ..

··aov:· Pau'r·P.attoiFet:

lier this year:~reated a
new task force., on post
secondary "education
goals: aricCpi:intip'J.es! The
AQQ,; A_g._yi~qh! i'.,_.J}!)_!l]'.Il
. questioned that..:group's
relationshiJ?_ to. th(~ouncil ori Higher, Education,
which: _cive_rseeiJ.>!lblic
uniyers1ties .~4-%!1!.t£01ll·
munify college systeffi'i~
The taskforce..has been
directed. to collect .infor-·
mation. to help:
state·
lli any restructuring;,.,'...·:
Miller, who· also· serves
·as facillty representative
for all. community colleges on the UK board of
trustees, was critical of
proposals that· have been
floated by legislators.'___ _
"They just' sit .. on the
fence on this merger
issue.· They. say what
we're doing isn't working
but- make no positive
statement on what we
can do to improve it."
Martha Johnson, a
member of the ACC advisory board, said much
of the call for additional
input seemed to be a reaction to the experience
state leaders had in drafting the Kentucky Education Reform Act,.
"The word, which was
not true, was that
KERA's problems were
caused because there
0

tlie

4

0

Dassance.sai!Fl!atton was
attem.pnng~fo<tiiiaJra sure
_!'.eye~:Von,11_ yih~;s _inter•estedthas opP,ortumty for
n.npul"fuf~the final prod-

,

;'1-·~'#ff<'i!l!f.--;lnlrir '

"That "ougb.f"to~- substan~
tially documented .before· the
debate begins,"::.Maddox said..
'Miller said.'those figures ~e
being tabulated now. .,., ,. . .. ··
Miller said ~he ~was 'chit,
cerneii"iiboul: llie potential for
a special session of the legislature· next year~to.sact,on· findings by the task force. He said
he or other faculty leaders
would visit all community college campuses" beftire•1he end
of October "to raise the· key issues with faculty and staff ,....: ·
all employees - who have· a .
vested interest . in what will
happen to them."
.
He said·.the.legislature went
a long. way for' community col·
lege teachers last, year. by man· .
dating· a 9 percent salary increase. The . community col-·
leges got attention because.
their staffs had '.'for the first
time in tlie· 2li' years I've been
around,". spoken out. to lawmakers ab~ut the _pay and•.
other issues.
·
"We just-never were. organ-·
ized before,'' he said.~"'--:

. , . . ---- •.-

·"=

· "I think the governor

is serious:aboµ~ wanting

lfo" give" his attention~to

'b,jgh_e:r:.eA1;1~til!n. ,an.d
make som!l.._c~~· and
he's using this task rori:e to:decide ·what those changes
should be,.. Dassance' said.
"Any time'·•. the structure· or·
.
gov_e~ce r~le of ~er.·edu:,
cat10n 1s bemg discussed;: I
teth~, irs. ~-Jtn:. ~erli~~ .~t: '

Aa;~ B;~-~e~i;;;Ed

l

M~d~ox as:1ted how much,-ad•
mm1strahve · support ACC
would lose if di~or~ed from
UK. Dassance_ said .. 1t would 1
·cost ACC $1 million a year to'
create that same system ·..in !
,\s_hla11,!!.__

·

~~-·-·

•
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fOt!Q~~~L&~e_R1:ggr_~. · Cox said the jiro~~;.j,ifrii~- i
;,:i,;t.
ly ,the. one for .the electronic I!limhi
_&_~\;,f, e~. ~~~~ ...'. _!11onwealth.pl!ive1:i.ity.sb~d:_liiiy'e
... · ·• ..__,.,.,-,, •., e •. ,,, "'<-:::" -•; .-•."· .l_..
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_By RICHARD WILSON~.!e,•Jr.::
Th~~Ci!~r-:,Journal~.~--'11,,;q,!'2· :.

Iege•.officials. and·represe,ntatives:;of ·
the.state's technical schools..itjf''.'.

~~~-~A)lfc~!\i •\tfs::id~~~
i::S:~~e~-t~~f.
.!We must. meet, the nee<1s. io'ur

recommendations•· to•·· make . higher
education more efficient drew criti. cism yesterday for being too costly. Gary Cox, executive director of the
Council. ort Higher Education, contended· that · many of the proposals
sounded "like a budget-request dOCIIment, rather than proposed savings."
A group appointed by Gov. Paul
Patton- the Commission on Higher
Education . Institutional .. Efficiency
and Cooperation- - has been developing the recommendations, but yesterday it postponed final approval of
its report... s,-· , ..., - . • . : . ·• .• •
Yesterday's commission · meeting
followed the annual Governor's Conference on Higher Education Trusteeship, during which. university officials, trustees and regents attend sessions on the use of technology in
highe~ e~ucation. "We want the total
comnuss1on to see the final report
Oct. i.to see if any more changes are
needed," said Kentucky State University President Mary Smith, the commission's chairwoman.
The report will go to the Task
Force on Postsecondary Education, a
group headed by Patton that is work•
ing on higher-education reforms,
which are expected to go to a special
session of the legislature next year.
More than half of the 15 recommendations appeared to call for more
public spending, not less.
The proposals include not only ereation of an open electronic universi•
ty, which would offer courses on interactive television or the Internet,
but also creation of an electronic Ii•
brary system, improvements in the
c:t!lltP 1C:

il"lfnrn,.,,tinn<>I

;.,.,....,..,..._,-.,--

poorest.students finrt before prii;vidmg scholar.;hips for. merit schiibici,'.'.
Cox said. He said later he meanl that
· financial aid for. poo~ .but deslii:wu!
students was already underfunijed._ ~
But Smith contended that improvements in higher education are often
. costly. "To put together a repoi'.l'.(fgr
major.improvements) and.tliinJi';!i:;ts
not going to cost the state more mb~ey, I think, is deceivil)g oun;eW1!$;"
she said. .
. : . · .,- : ..· •:-·;· ·
The electronic university prdpiisal,
which the commission endorsed'.la!lt
month,. is predicated "on nmllliig
sure there is greater . access lllz, ill!
students" (to higher education):'!' · ·:
. It was the Commonwealth University proposal that prompted ailnlll!!r
criticism, from University ofr Ken•
tuckv President <;harles Wethington.
· Wethington said that govei:nance
of the institution should be throllgh
citizens, rather than university,pi;esi•
dents. He suggested that the .fel'Ol't
be sent to the task force with suggeslions for both types of boards.. But
other commission members votep to
have the presidents make up the goveming board members.
;, .... :·.
University of Louisville Pre,sident
John Shumaker, who headed::the
group working on the electronitiuiii·
versity proposal, ·acknowledge<! that
it still needed "much more worll."
Among· the presentations during
.meeting of trustees regents was 'one
reviewing steps to create a Western
Governors' University among 13
Western states. Each state has put up
$100,000 toward development oflhat
------•

lj'.entucky Wesleyan College placed
seqmd among Southern liberal arts
schools.in discount-price rankings.
UK spokesman Bernie Vonderheide
said his university has appeared on
several educational-value lists in recent years. "It kind of proves we're on
the right track, In some respects," he
said.
"
·
Reacting to UK's failure to place
high on the discount'value list, Vonderheide .said UK is "working very
hard" to Increase merit. scholarships
and need-based financial aid.
A story in Monday's Courier-Journal reported that some higher-education officials say U.S. News' ranking
formula fails to measure educational
gains or allow for differences ainong
types of sch09ls. Vonderheide said he
thinks such rankings "can be helpful
to students shopping for a college
choice" if used along with other information about schools.
.
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·. A former University of Kentucky employee .SUS·
pected of stealing more tlian $11,000 froni the· fraterni: ·
ty system pleaded not guilty yesterday. to 20 forgery- ·
related charges.
.
,
-·,Jay T. "J.T,?·McCoy, 28,,of,3530-Creekwood Drive•
No. 16, entered the plea ·during his arraignment in
Fayette District.Court.
_. · . · . · _...;,..' •,.,.,,,.~,.;,.,.,,i
. McCoy, a forn1er adviser".'.io:,ihelJK fraternity s#,1
tern, is charged with 13 .counts of second-degree criminal possession of a· forged instrument and seven·counts;
of.second-degree forg~, according to court rerords... '
·-The university recently' filed the charges against
McCoy after an audit uncovered ·missing' money froin·
an account used for fraternities.
The audit showed that McCoy· had written 45 unauthorized checks on tne.Interfraternity -Council's l'NC •
Bank.account.
. ·.... . .
. ··• .....·.
McCoy allegedly wrote $11,lOTworth of checks to.
hunself and made nearly $3;900 in'unauthorized pay.:
ments, according to-the audit,,.. ..".:...-,.•.'.,.,, -, ·; -~;:.:· .. ':1,
Healso withheld more '.than,,$600 '.in 'checks 'h;iteiid•
ed for the United Way,_accor9jjig't?_ the.~udit. · · . . '.'"·•·:
:McCoy faces one to five years m pnson- on each.of
the.13' cbunts, Fayette' Oiui\ty Attorney Margaret Kannensohn said. Each charge is a Qlliss fffelony.. · .• '
A preliminary hearing is scheduled· for Oct 22 to
determine whether-there is probable cause·•to. forward.
thii:.case to 'ii· Fayette County /romd jury, wliich would'
have the option to indict McCoy or dismiss t]_,echarges.
McCoy's attorney, William IC Fulmer III'of Coving-·
ton, declined to comment on the case. McCoy could not
- . h.ed ·!9r
' .~m~ent.
. -- .
.• '"'··.,:;"" ~ . '·.,. ''-'
be. :reac
. . ~·-.:,;·· .. ·- , · ~- .,·A·.
.--.,
McCoy 1s not ~etn)( hel_d_!!t)Jl.4, ,. ·"""'·s,1;.,;,, ,.<.~
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Eagles reailytofry_?

- --·

When Eastern Illinois joined tht
OVC, Morehead State departed. in
football .to pursue independent sta-·
tl/S while _dowi:i~~- g. to need_-b_~_ .
scholarships.
· , .-, . : __. _c:'::;. --c
.• The Eagles have had a week off
to lick ,their wounds. after a 52:5.
pounding :by;-: Dayton -and -are.
preparing for a visit to Valparaiso·
Saturday
,
' "'Valpo'. is another -Pioneer
League opponent," said Morehead·
Coach Matt Ballard "and it's time
to see how much·' improvement
we've made. We've harped on consistency in all areas, and it can't be
part of-us some of the time. We've
got to execute." · · · .. '"' ,; ., • : . ·
· ·Ballard.said -Morehead's open·
date came .~ta go~ time. ,"We're young and ·µiexper1enced up front,
aitd-we.neegeg_that time to work-<m

, assigrunents and tjrning. We're-still
· struggling on the offeosive line, and
I I expect us to.~much sharper_an~,·execute better: .
, . , . . _ .· ·
. , . }l!'tthe Crusaders ~efe1:se. w1l~
_chiill~ge Morehead with its ag
1 gres~1veness an~·man-to-man c?v:,
1
erage,_!~llard ~d. The-Valparaiso
r?ffense 1s averaging 505. yards and.
'1s,!ed._btqtJar!:ei;?ack N1ck_Brow:
: der.
.. . . _,,,·. · ~ •.:-- . _ :
.. "f!e. was the top quarterback in.
't~ Pmni,e~:__~~~ ~t year, and
he's got a rocket for an arm," Ballard sa!d, "They like to stri~e deep
and qmck! ~nd tJ:iey ~e ~1g plays
out of therr runmn!f game. · , ,
. Mo~ehead poss1b\t _could ma~e
some big plays, too,jf 1t can av?1d
turnov~rs. The Eagles had five m:tf!°.~~pti~rs ?!1d l~t fr~-~?,!~- '.1t,
Dayton. 'Ifw~ keep that ?P, 1t W!ll,
be a long day, Ballaaj sa1fi: ··cc,:.
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lfelta Dental to splltfrom Anthem: Directors
ofpelta·Dental Plan of Kentucky yesterday · '
_3:mJoved_ a plan to make Delta~ jndependent compa0
ny;:effective Dec.-31. Delta is managed by Anthem ·
Bliie Cross-Blue Shield under a joint operating ·
.rgteement that is more than 25 years_oldDelta said no
layoffs or downsizil)g willbe necessazy because of the
separation of the Louisville-based companies, Tlfe .. · .
move was necessary; Delta said, so it could focus ori· ·.
:providing dentaUnsurance, :ivhile Anthem coiicen- . '"·'
:traThs on health insurance. Delta is the state's.largest .
21~1 benefits carrier. ... · ··•._ ,. .., .· - -· _· ·
-
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Patton to. 'call· session
after. Thanks· vin ·-~ ·,.
,;.•./\"'<'.;I"\ ;:.\Jr;;-i::-•,• t , ~

_,.,,g, ·,-<,-l
0

. Go-:. Pa_ul Patto_n said be's planning to calla spe-

cial I_egi_slativ~~~1on aft~. T~sgiving t'o make
~1ble chang~ m workers'. compensation:·:we:.do._ .•
have a problem, Patton.told 776 people attending the
20th Kentucky Labo_r _Management. Conference banquet at Kentucky Dam Village Convention Center i:Jn •.:
Wednesday., "Betw~ now.and the end of the .year;
~e hope ~o have i:\ plan.t!Jat _wi~,\York oµt fqr,_\he tM,st
mterests of the worker and ousmess ~-Patton said
The special session would be the sta'te's fifth attempt
t? fix wo_rk~' compensation in the past 24 years,
smce_legislatI~_n_ ~~ga~ _q_n_the l_llll~ in 1972. . ---""

! -

,..
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Fraternities shouldn't caiTy ~
bl~e for "~g accidents:!
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As times change, -·state higher
education embraces past
ANALYSIS
By MARK R. CHELI.GREN
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. - It seems almost evecything about higher education is changing. Students are different. The people who hire graduates and, for that matter, the people who
already employ them - are looking
for different things.
The traditional lecture format for
teaching is found wanting. Even the
campus itself is inadequate to the task
of providing what seems to be the demand for higher education to be almost all things to all people.
The political winds are changing.
With money tight, policymakers are
beginning to ask for indications that
the hundreds of millions of tax dollars
poured into universities annually are
being used for something other than
to support people who sit around
thinking great thoughts.
Yet in Kentucky, higher education
itself seems resistant to change, clinging desperately to a moribund way of
conducting business that can best be
described as: Give us more money
and leave us alone.
Gov. Paul Patton has taken on the
daunting task of trying to make clear
to the universities that that isn't good
enough.
"It seems at some times when we
look at our universities, they are the
citadels of the status quo," Patton
said.
So Patton created the Commission
on Higher Education Institutional Efficiency and Cooperation. The commission is composed pnmanly of the
presidents of the eight state-supported universities and others who work
in the system or have ties to it.
It is supposed to advise the Task
Force on Postsecondary Education, a
group composed o_f legislators _and administration officials who will have
the job of actually putting something

together for the General Assembly to
enact.
As its name implies, Patton charged
the commission with coming up with
some new ideas for doing business in
hit:Jier education. Among other
things, he asked for:
■ Specific suggestions on reducing
duplication among the institutions.
11 Making academic programs and
courses easier to transfer.
■ Changing procurement and contracting practices and maintenance
programs. He proposed turning some
services over to private concerns if
appropriate.
The preliminary recommendations
that emerged from the commission
last week contain specific suggestions
on exactly none of those topics.
Instead, the suggestions follow the
general theme of:-Give us more money and leave us alone.
The commission said a new university of a sorts is needed, an open or
virtual university available to anyone
with access to a computer. But the
commission said that the new university should be funneled through the
other eight universities and that they
should get the money and the enrollment credit (that means more state
money as well.)
A new statewide electronic library
is needed. A technology initiative is
needed to give money to institutions.
Incentives are needed to encourage universities to cooperate. A trust fund
should be created to reward universities that have good academic programs. A scholarship pool is needed
to keep good students in Kentucky.
The whole taxpayer-funding scheme
f9r higher education should be re-

vtewed.
And what about the suggestions for
· efficiency?
Institutions should conduct "an efficiency survey of administrative
functions." Each institution should
identify areas of service to students
that "tt intends to improve through
more efficient administration." Insti-
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■ HAZARD

IPatton delivers $5.5 million forcommunity-college: Gov. Paul
li>atton, who has made higher education a focus of his administration,
delivered a check for $5.5 million for construction of a classroom and student center at Hazard Community College on Saturday. "We simply must
have more education in a quantum leap, and it must be better," Patton
said. "We must have higher quality education through out this nation."
College officials said the new building would provide space for 14 new
classrooms and 32 new offices. "There is certainly no doubt that at this
campus we need more classroom space," Patton said. Money fcir the facility
is part of a capital construction package approved by the 1996 General
Assembly. Ground-breaking for the project is expected next spring with
completion by the fall of 1998.

tutions should "identify areas of administrative and management activities which could be improved through
interinstitutional cooperation."
And the commission said the process of stale review of higher-education programs should be made less
burdensome.
Roy Peterson, Patton's education
secretary, said in August that the
whole package was not exactly what _
the governor had in mind.
·
And Gary Cox, the executive director of the Council on Higher Education, said the recommendations
sounded more like a budget request
than a menu for efficiency.
The presidents hunkered down.
Western Kentucky University's Tom
Meredith said Peterson's complaints
lacked specificity. Murray State University's Kern Alexander said Cox
missed the entire message of the recommendations.
Besides, Alexander complained,
Patton has said all along that he
would be willing to spend more money on higher education.
But the presidents may be the ones
missing the message. Yes, Patton said
he is willing to direct more money to
higher education, but only if the universities show they can spend it better.
And the legislature. which has long
sheltered the universities from many
of the political and spending pressures that have been inflicted on oth•
er public agencies, is also changing.
The retirement of Sen. Mike Moloney of Lexington, the longtime
benefactor of the University of Kentucky and higher education m general
from his perch as chairman of the
Senate Appropriations and Revenue
Committee, is a significant factor.
And those remaining have a new
attitude.
"'Why put more money into a system tnat's dysfunctional and recalcitrant?" asked Sen. Joe Meyer, D-Covington, the chairman of the Senate
Education Committee.
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Patton presents check to college
HAZARD - Gov. Paul Patton delivered a $5.5 million check for construction of a classroom and student center at Hazard Community College yesterday.
. College officials said the new building would provide space for 14 classrooms and 32 offices.
"There is certainly no doubt that at this campus we
need more classroom space." Patton said.
Groundbreaking is expected next spring with completion by fall 1998.

•
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Famous alumni
back new house
for UK fraternity
BY JIM WARREN
HERAUrlEADER STAFF WRITER

They've built empires in business, politics, horse
racing and other fields, but they've never forgotten
their days as fraternity men at the University of Kentucky.
Former members of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
chapter have pitched in more than $2 million to build a
new house on Rose Lane for the college members.
Fund raising is continuing toward an estimated
construction cost of $3.5 million. UK wiU help, if necessary, by selling about $500,000 in bonds. But backers
hope to raise the full cost
Chapter officials are billing the 'project as one of
the three or four largest fraternity houses in the country, with a main building and annex totaling 33,000
square feet.
·
They hope the• house will be ready by August
1997, but it might not be finished until January 1998.
The main mover behind the effort is Lexington
businessman and thoroughbred breeder W,T. Young,
who was president of the chapter when he was a student in the late 1930s.
After touring the old house last year, Young decided it had deteriorated so badly that it needed replacing.
'
"We kind of laughed when he-said, that, but in a
week Mr. Young· had a fund."
raising plan rolling," said Andy
Mayer, last year's chapter president. "It's amazing what he can
get done."
Young downplayed his role.
"It's basically a university project," he said. But another fundraising participant, former Gov.
Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt, a
chapter member at UK in the
1940s, also gives Young much of
the credit.
"He got the rest of us chapter
alums interested in it and contributing to it," Breathitt said.
"When Bill gets on a project, he really gets on it."
The new building will be constructed on the site of the old
house, which was torn down a few
weeks ago. The site is between the
Sigma Nu fraternity and the Newman Center Catholic parish.
Chapter members are living in
apartments and houses around
town until the new building is complete.
It will be the first new fraternity or-soro11ty house built on UK's
campus in about 20 years, accord-
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MSU regents take a firm stand·
The Morehead State uni- new ·concealed weapons law,
versity Board of Regents has which take effect"Oct. 1. The
made it clear: No guns on law allows law-abiding citicampus. Good.
zens over the age of 21 to obMorehead State's Student tain permits to carry conCode of Conduct has long cealed weapons. However, ..it
prohibited students from car- also allows local governrying weapons on campus, ments and universities to
but regents recently extended create their own policies.
that ban specifically _to inMorehead State is fortuclude concealed weapons and nate in that there have been
to encompass faculty, staff
and ·campus visitors. The few gun-relatep. incidents on
only exceptions to the policy campus over the years. Exare weapons used for ROTC tending the student gun ban
instruction, university- to include university emowned weapons used by ·the ployees and visitors will help
MSU rifle team, and security assure that it remains so.
Keeping guns - hidden or
personnel.
The policy was adopted· to· ·otherwise - off campus will
clarify any confusion that' · make .Morehead State safer
may be caused by the ·states for all.

UK's Fraternity Houses
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1. Fann House
2. Kappa Alpha
3. Phi Kappa Psi
4. Lambda Chi Alpha
5. Phi Sigma Kappa
6. Pi Kappa Alpha
7. Alpha Gamma Rho
8.SigmaChi
9. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
·10. Sigma Nu
11. Sigma Phi Epsilon
12. Alpha Tau Omega
De/11, Tau Delta, ~ Pf ,ro Pfli Grnma De/11,
fratemities ha.fl houses located off canpus.
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SOURCE: University of Kentucky/Sigma Alpha Epsilon

ing to university officials. The old
Sigma Alpha Epsilon house was
built in the mid 1960s.
Officials say the university also
helped in the construction of some
of those houses, so its support of
the new fraternity house is not unprecedented. When completed, the
new house will be owned by UK,
then leased back to the fraternity.
According to the UK l)evelopment Office, facilities would include
a dining room, study room, computer room, recreation room, bicycle-storage room and 25 dorm
rooms for about 60 members.
Both Young and Breathitt say
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon alumni
fund-raising plan could serve as a
model for other UK fraternities or

sororities with houses that need to
be updated. Breathitt noted that
some may have to be moved to conform with future plans.
UK's long-range plan - which
outlines campus development for
the next 25 years - has "fraterajty
row" moving around the n~w
house. They would build in the
western half of an area bounded .1,y
Rose Lane and Pennsylvania,
Woodland and Columbia ;ivenues.
"There's an interest in replacing
the SAE house, and we're just helping the university do it,"· Young
said. "The university is enthusiastic about it, and it might help other
fraternities and sororities that are
in similar need."
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,,,;;.;., .. -~'"-'··•, .,, ·"
·B RICHARD WILSON ' ~- · 1-' ~'::
C ·er.Journal "' ··,~- '··'
.c,,."..otm ..• ,.,, ,,, •''"'':·,. ·H.. '"
--FRANKFOR'lt'Ky. -·Technology'is
not a panacea that Kentucky can·rely
on to educate·its people for·the 21stcentu~ workplace, a consult~! said
·
Yeste ay. .. . . . . •
"One of the concerns that we:see
when education needs are large and
money is short is that technology becomes the silver·billlet. ... I trunk it
·
·mvesting 1'n
takes more than- JUSI
technology• to _solve --tlrls," · Dennis
Jones told the Task Force on· Post·
seconda,y·Educatign. ·" --~ _:..
Jones president of the National
Center for Highef'Education··Man•
agement Systems, outlined a number
of issues the task. force, headed by
Gov. Paul Patton,should deal with as
it prepares proposed·changes in lrlgh•
er education to be sent to the legislalure next year. He also reviewed a
host of statistics showing that Kentuckians lag berund many other
states in education. . . . .
He said that in 1990 more than,a
third of Kentucky's adults had not fin·ished .)rlgh school, a proportion•·ex-~ ·
ceeded only by Mississippiamong_.l~
mostly Southern states. Only LoulSI·
ana and West Virginia had lqwer per- _
centages of people with associate degrees and only West Vi~ans trailed
· Kentuckians·m,bachelor s d_egrees._
Kentucky is near the bottom of all
states in the proportion of high school
graduates who get college degrees.
"The further .up the (educational)

llicisejustbeginiling college or,lhl>se

.

· 1·a·:.i!le·p;.~y"o·u· g0 1th8!-leSs"Well ~ i~ jo

n'eediQg bS.Sic literacy,training and~'a

with' degree ~odui:tiorl," he
::
Jones sal th~se Jill!'~,- p -.. .
1
f:~~';t':i~~~a~:~
--because_ they.mean that about 7~,_rcent-- of·the potential employ
2010 are already in the·work __ .. · ·
He also told the _panel tpat the.',Ei!fuca•
tional' shortcommgs· w_ill ~ect:i{en•
tucky's future per-capita_ mcoinw,_ecause people· with ·more Jorma!,!l,.µcation earn mo)'e,' · .:.: ·. _,_ · "!" .
He noted that the ave.rage m~.
tii)Y
income .of someone WIthouI a, gh
schoohliplomil. is $900, ~~~. with $2,600 for someone with .
~calaureate ilegree and $5,400i .,_..~a
perspn_)YI'th. \l.graduate
., . . . or
,. . prof~1on
.,, . -m: ·
al degree:··'··' · · "'· :· --~- · .,".'.\,:·
Patton said it was clear to himsiJjat
Kentucky was Iaggingcm::it~~e<luR'·
tional · •efforts ·beypnd rui:h· .s~wl.
•What is·not clear;he ·sruil, ISi~I
needs to be done about' it.. · ~·,;:.;
The question -a~ou_t tech~q!l®'
'came ·when· Sen. Nick Kafomr.P·
Bowling Green, asked_ Jones
spond to a proposal PY st~t~ umve!S!·
ty presidents to begm a virtual.,um.versity" - in wfiich the schqols
would pool courses that are oR~_red
through distance learning, suc)!;.as
satellite interactive television or,-IP,e
Intemet'!':~O-;;. ~ .... ..&-L~; .;":E.,.i ~..

lot of coaclrlng and support and.encouragement.".
,c

~t;~

"b'as1cs 'ooukflo'se o~t hii~
Th

But he also cautioned that .such

'''r"•·.·

:x?..~t:J r:G....,;;,tY·J,;;~1:._
:,.;J£t"3fh.iJ .-rr~?\';: I
1

d~:~i~
~:~~I~s~~":ii~i%=t
er-based course offerings were,not

,m

envisioned · as being for· eveiybody.
But he said they were a way to-offer
opportunities to people who could not
get to a campus or outreach center.
Most state universities· are already
offering some instruction.by distance
•
1earrung.
h. h - - d ,
,
Patton, w o as cite re,orms m
lrlgher education as Iris administralion's top priority,.has said he will ask
the legislature to devote more money
to universities·
if their
can
come
up w,'th sa'vmgs·
· •. -....leaders.
· .....
·.•'You can't. meet .that need unless
you.have.some kind of quantum leap
in efficiency. And I know.of no way to
get a quantum leap in efficiency except through technology," he said.
Patton said he has an open mind on
the virtual-university issue.Jones urged the task force to study
ways to raise Kentuckians' education
·
1eve1• to keep students fro m dro ppmg
out of lrlgh school and college, and to
create conditions for a more competilive research and development environment.

·w,~-
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Hi~er~il ex.:pert-warns,.:,
against high~tec)J'. ~_6lutio11
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. By..ANGIE MUHS·
HERAU>-lEADER EDUCATION-WRITER

FRANKFORT -::- A consultant
hired by Gov. Paul Patton to reform
Kentucky's higher education systern yesterday, rattled ·off more than
an hour's worth of glociiny.statistics
about the state's education rates.so
·.far.
,.
• c.··.
•
I •
And he held out little hope that
the college presidents' main idea so
far - a "virtual university" that
would offer courses through dista
learning·.:...: would solve the
myriad· ofproblems.
'c. ·
· "One otthe concerns we see' is
when the educational needs are
large and money is short, te.chnology becomes a silver bullet," said
Dennis Jones, president of the National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems. "I don't
think it is."
.
·
Jones told the task force that
Kentucky lags badly behind competitor states in categories such as
the number of people who have fin.
ished high school and earned bachelor's degrees.
Another key problem, Jones
said, is that the state's universities
lag far behind other states in the
amount of money they receive for

rice

•

research and development .
"If you·are serious about moving into the economy of the 21st
century, it's going to be awfully
hard to db it without a stronger research university than you have
now," Jones said.
Patton, who acknowledged that
he·has been one .of the most enthusiastic backers of technology, said
he hasn't come to any conclusions
about the presidents' suggestions.
He did say, though, that he
would probably favor a partnership
among existing universities, rather
than setting up a new entity, as
several Western states are trying to
do.
Other legislators and Jones also
debated how Kentucky could try to
convince more people that they
need to pursue college degrees or
other postsecondary training.
· "Is there access to higher education, or is there not the impetus
from the individual to acquire
that?" said Senate President John
"Eck" Rose, D-Winchester.
Jones also cautioned the task
force that the state's problems vary
dramatically from region to region.
" 'One size fits all' solutions are
not likely to be successful," he !kid.
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College with Prestonsburg,
Southeast Community College
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By ROBB FRE_OER_ICK.
•• . 2 ,. ~
·...,,:_K"'-~~•t/·;
: OTTAWAY NEWS SJ;R',2!:ttl,b' f j,1" Ii :

:, wAsHiNriio'N -,.~A"i!rn1"ifig1.
frators .. at,.Prestonsbllfg., Com-:

munity. College •eiji~cted, :i>r11p,

1eins when:;th)!y,-launched~the:
school's: fi~sf video-linked
classrooin': iii.sf. year; ~°Th~i
. didn't.antic;ipate.,the· bne;,that
· is still giviiigl:hem,troiiljl~;'fi~ '
.';"It's.always being use,d;'.\~e)lorah ]1qy~;1hEJ c0Ueg~-~,1>re~fdent, ···safd Jif. the room .. ,
"There's .always soriieori( in
there: The problem is, ·we'rf.already at capacity~"·'.:-·:;'" ':''.·,
Not for long. The scho·o1, ,
working in ' coajunction . with
three:; cith~r 'comniurtity· :colleges and·t11J•center.fof ~ural
Developm~rlWµi'!Somerse't;~;
arid·with''some· heJp ·.fro.m
Washington ,,,W.'fs''about to add
a second :hMech: conference
room.'' Flbyd'.'··nopes·· se,veral
,.
will'fi'll'""•'-l"!..:;0ii.:.~'J<?.t:fr.l'
'Illore•
·, o ow... ,-,,·.... ,... •.
.,. By usirigreiil-tiiiie·vTdeo·and
audio. ·broadcasts,' with ·-·rii1cril'
.PllQ.nes~ t:h!i,L!l.!!ow..PJ!rti!eiP@t.s .
on either end to join in the dis- ·
cussion, the rooms J.in.k sti,t- '
dents ..to ·similar: classrooms
across thel::.,,.sfate: 'Students ~at
Prestonsburg can follow a lecture that originates.in_Som~r',
•set. They' cruFinterrupt when
.they have.:questions· or compare notes~ with "'studentsJo_n
the either end ,,,c.,,,,,cs,,:,- J·" r!i,
·. ,

. ~ 2-R"!,~-d.:th.;-?'"~

· The Daily Independent, Ashland, ~ntucky,
Monday; September 23, 1996
.

Patto:nbiis tour
coming. to area
ASHLAND - Gov: Paul
Patton· will bring his ·
"Patton to the People" bus
tour to.Eastern Kentucky
· during.the·second-week of
October.•.:•,· ,,,;c, ;,,.. . ·
On Oct. 8, the governor,
.along with Lt Gov. Steve, ..
Henry and several Cabinet
heads, will- be.at the Adron
Doran University Center on
the Morehead .State .
University campus at 1 p.m.
.and at Ashland Community
College shortly before 4 p.m.
On Oct. 9, the entourage
will be in Paintsville at the
Mayo Vocational School at
9:30 a.m. and in
Prestonsburg at the Jenny
Wiley State Resort Park·
lodge atl:30 p.m.
· The trip concludes Oct. 10°
with an a.a:m. appearance
in the Pikeville. College
gymnasium and a 1:30 p.m.
stop at the Hazard
Community College
auditorium.

:~.
~~~;:f~~~~~Zs ~:
contribute money for new
c1rnsr~~!fi~:nd ~~:=~~~al
classroom work,· the rooms

do is :iin:i: ~~s~:si:~tsn!~i!~
level the mountains," she ·ex- and interviewing seminars.
plained. "It's a tremendous · Lectures and debates at each
problem for people to get out of· the colleges will .be broadto some of these places. This •is cast to the other campuses.
a way to open up these places Economic development teams
and to bring technology into will be able to compare ideas
communities that otherwise •and explain how certain initiawon't see it."
tives worked.
That technology carries a
The project won't replace
hefty price tag, though,. and classroom lectures and other
that has brought the govern- traditional teaching techment into the equation. Last niques, but it does have promweek, the Commerce Depart- ise; said Floyd, who has lecment announced a $383,270 tured on-line.
grant for the Somerset center..
"Students really seem to
The money will cover the costs enjoy the setup," she said. ·"It's,
of teleconferencing e_quiplllent interactive, so they can really
that will link the center and participate. It's actually a lot
nearby Somerset Community offun."
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RICHARD WILSON·:·-:--~·;
Don Harker, president of MACED,
·11te Courier.Jo~,.. ·· . · ·
said· his ol'ganization,welcomes·the
··
·. ·,·
·
scltool,,wbich·he said.helps to fulfill
· BEREA; Ky.'.,:.:.The-N~ Opportuni- MACED's mission "to provide rety School for Women is severing its sources·and opportunities in Appala-·
ties with B~ College.
,
chia to build sustainable, prosperous
'The program;-whicli has helped nu- and· equitable communities:"' '
merous low-income Appalachian
Stephenson founded the program
.women tum their lives around since it three years. after·,her ,late husband,
~ in 1987, will -~nie a non- Joluj. ~ e ~ College's seventh
profit, •.affiliate· of the ·Berea-based president.. The ·t11ree-week program
Mountain Association for Community · t~aches wome.n job-findi!1!! skills,
. and Economic Development on Nov. ·gives:·.them ·:computer ·,training, and
;: I. : , , . . · . · . ·· · ·· : · work·. experience, and ·.tries. to boost
' The.move came after Jane Stephen- their, self-<:<>nfidence. The school. is
son, founder of the program, learned · free to participants· and.is funded by
.that it would be subject to.a review grants and contributions.,-.., 0 ··: under Berea. Coll~e•s new co.liege ....,Since,,its inception, 211- .women
strategic plan, which. Wl!5 adopted have graduate_d from,the program; 70
· earlier .this year. The review, ·which percent of them .are currently. em. includes all 12 ·of the college's out- ployed or in school for further trainreach programs; is to· decide •which mg, And 800 other · women . are
, ·p?Qgrams to retain and whether to. reached each · year through the
modify them, a risk the New Opportu- school's job-skill and leadershipnity School would've had to.take if it -development "Workshops offered
remained at Berea. . ·
throughout Appalachia,· · .. · .
· "The New Opportunity School has
.Yesterday, Berea College President
been so successful in its current form, Larry Shinn· wished Stephenson and
prompting many opportunities for fu- the .women's,schooL"continued.suc·ture expansions and.new.clirections, cess: _;••,., , ... ,: ,;.'. •··· ·... , · :
that.it is to our advantage to join with
"The New Opportunity School proMACED/ an organization that will al- .vides a tremendous service to lowlow us to ~lore new options and to . income women in the Appalachian rebe creative,' Stephenson· said yester- gion," he said. "Jane Stephenson is a
day. :The decision to move .the pro- dedicated, devoted and creative leadgram and retain its. current form was er who will continue to .accomplish
made by Stephenson and the school's great things for the individuals whom
advisory board..
the program serves." · .
. ·
•··

. By

"I want to hear from the
people on the issues that are
important to them," Patton·
said in a prepared·
·
statement. "We want to
know what they think of the
job we're doing in .Frankfort
and we want to let them ·
know where they can turn.
. if they need help."
··
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JACKSON, · Ky. - ,The .Jackson
banker who was charged with vandal·
izing ,;.college banner at the Lees College Campus of Hazard Community
Colleg~ pleaded guilty yesterday to a
misdemeanor'charge of-crimiilal·inischief. · ·
· ·" ··
Greg I:.emons,admitted•in Breathitt·
District Court that he was one of two
men who;wearing business suits:and
car?}'ing a, stepladder, walked ue to-a
newly i•efuroished colle11e building
and spray-painted an awrung with the

•

-~,;r-:;~i'!-d:.nc tk"t:.
n,.-.,.;, ·:'·='-l:..tY.1-::.~~ ·r,..,.. - ---~~ ,·· . · ·•.--.:~: ·,.
·words, '.'Lees College.Campus.''.•The · the construction company that refuraiyninl! had.only the letters U!{.print- ·,bished the building;·and J. Phil Smith,
ed·on.1t.,,--.,·; ·· ,.. • -- ·
.. ··
former chairman of· Lees College's
· The added words seemed to spring trustees and-Lemons'· boss at First·
from the wounded pride some in National Bank of Jackson.
Jackson felt when the local college
All attested that.Lemons had paid
was taken. over this summer .by !lie . to. replace the awning and had •''.per•
state. community college system: No sonally apologized.'' .Each had asked
charges .hav1i_· b~n··rued against.the, .f.:ir. cnminal charges to be dismissed.
second.man-.in ..the ,case, .although
Lemons -was fined .$500 and ,senJackson Mayor Frank Noble said,po- · tenced to 30 days in jail; but was put
lice .are still pursuing leads.- ::·;;·
on probation. for ·4 ·year. He ·must do
_Affidavits were filed by-Edllughes, 30 hours .of community .service.
president of Hazard Community ColLemons couldn't be reached for
Jege; 'Dickie Vannarsdall, president
of· comment yesterday;·:
.._,.~..,_,
:... ~-. . ,.
·--""•-••V•·
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·Breathitt man fined,$500.m Spray-parntmg case
~'- -

.ev-~RE.N_ ~~!~l' :it;.
5oUTHtGTERN~l<airucKY 8UREAtt.....'>¥', •

:., . JA~K!3!}JL:;-:, :. ~ rioniwe~t
Breathitt . uitility' banker·· pleaded
guilty yestefclay~i..P vandalizing'•a
University,~.of ,Keiitucky.,.si!m,, in
broad d~yiigqt pn the's):r~tsiof
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Greg' Lenions, executive . vice
president. of.'First National Baruc,
was sentenced to a $500.fine and,30
' !iliurstif:'cbmmunityseryice at:the
Lees Cqll~je,_Gampus in Jack59~.
the county attorney ~d. An add1·: tional.i,eiialfy'cif30 clay's inia_ihvill
· .be waived· if Lemons commits no
"·~.E\{·.·9]!\
.•: ·". ~Jl\,~.'J. •11.~.J..~.f!:,i;r;, I
...
~0:To:~or:
his guilcy, plfl!, ·.

· .the felony.. charge,ag'ainst Lemons
was .reduced •-to. a misdemeimor
. count of criminal l!)ischief.:;·., ,,,:,,·
,On Aug, 30,Lemo~and.anothlicitll'. ilLbusiriess cl~thes, ·
walked; up'toari awning ~ng a
sniall. UK logo and spray,pamted
_'."Less. ~ll,ege~Campus; ~Vf:I' t_lie en-·
tire Jengtl:i iif the material, witness:. es ·said. The ·"Less"was apparently
a misspeiling, and the men cor;rect•
. ed.itto r~d-~~-.,4.,,-,,,,,°' · ·
~-•;•:fefuons)Jlicf~nia:c'!i!Stee. Of I
t_t'i'.ees'Coliege,'a,n institution ~ Jack:tor years: Last year, facmg _ft.
nancial -troubles/Lees mer_~ ~1th 1
-tlie Umverslty ofKentuclcy's community college system. _.
. Th~--·new school ·,_;as .. to be
known as the "Lees College Campus of Hazard Community College." But through an oversight,
the awning mentioned only ·UK
and was-scheduled to be changed,
an HCC spokeswoman said.
Instead· Lemons and the other
man took ~alters into their own
hands.
County Attorney Frank Fletcher said he didn't know the identity
of Lemons' accomplice and Lemons
wouldn't name the person.
Lemons' attorney, Emanuel

; er·man;

. son

"The o~ly way (L~mons' Jo!>)
might be affected Is I.might
promote him to preslde.!Jt,.
. I'm serlOU!f;"- ·, · •-:· ·

Turner;yester!fay .declined to com·,-·
.. ,...,. ,·- - -. PmL'SMITH ·
ment on the· second man' or· on .,
president of Lees College Inc: and
Lemons' .motivation for . spraypresident of first National B~nk'. ..
painting..the _,si!!11· Lemons has
.where lemons is an executive ·
made full restitution .and p_ersonal• ·, ':: -.• • •
• I
ly apologized to the pres1~ent of
.HCC, the contractor respon~1ble for thiruc Lemons would have comm\tthe awning, and th~ president of ted· .the._ vandalism.,.. He. also said
Lees College Inc.; which owned'the that on Sept. u _ the da):'. I:,en1__01_1s
. building, court records show.
was -charged with the cnme : "Lemons .!'has expressed_.d~p Lemons· appai:ently _W~l)\ t~- a
. remorse·.forhis actions," the three·· sporting event ID Mo,e4¢aa.. -·.;officials .said in nearly identical af.
Asked yesterday \viiether the
ftclav~ts,.....
.,.-.,,. ,..... .. guilty.plea would affect.Lemon~•·
, Th;·president _of.Lees ~liege position.at the bank, Smit~ to!d a
· Inc. is Phil Smith, who also 1s pres- reporter, "'f:he·o~ly way it m1ii:ht
ident of First National Bank and be affected 1s I,m1g~t promote:~
Lemons' boss:,,- , . '· • .--.
to president. l'm·sen?IIB,; And don t
Smith earlier had said he. didn't._ you ever c;iJI,m~ a~:t....
,_ .:..;~"-;""--- "~.;,,-,.
.
... , '

A sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University
606-783-2030

·:::::·totieffe~liave'.rerome ·a'.se-

·riaus~worry'.:for mariy'voteis this
;fa'll. hi"a:·natforial poll conducted.'re.-cently by7The;Wiishirigt9rt'Post,
'nearly'-60
;.bf·.tJi'ose' interrvi;lwed ¥id'tljeYtJ\(!imht'nsmg,:tu-·
;itiiiii ·co'sfs "irre'·ptittin1fhigher ooti' '
:cation oui-"of reach:"fcir' average·
:A;mericans. Aiixiety'.about that is'.
siie:outrimkoo'virtu'ally°everfother:
'dil!nestic
of voters, includ;iwg"fear cif·"ciime ancf'tlie hehlth,'of
'<the flatioh's ~eco~:t;-'.f~!-::.r:~ ·r--~? ..•
~Do~lg'.~tew_l[t;:~lleg~ Bom,-d\
'presid~t, satdtbe_ findings offer an j
importanf, warmng about -~the,
·dilemma facing a growing number:
of families: either think twice about i
sending ch_ildren to college, ·or-i:isk :
·being burdened by loans. But he
said some public fears about rising
college costs are exaggerated:: ·
_ "For most" Americai:is, the fact
remains that,c61lege is still accessi:
ble, especially.:irt,!ightii>Uinancial
aid currently, available,"-Stewart
said. "Focuiiingtoli;'.riiiicli on. the
highest-priced institutions overstates the problem· :jnq _unduly
-a-lanns
the public"
· ,_,. _,.·,:,, •
..
. . !~ ..~;_,,_'...c~; .,

percent

concern
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6:giciups tci,-~CQrps money:"slx Kentucl<y cirgariiiaiionswill share niore than $2 million to
use'l.54 AmeriCorp~ members' in 1997, according to a
n_ews release yesterday from U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford's
office. PresidenfClintmi begari tlie rtatioiiiil service· program in 1992 for-college students to earn.money for·
tlieir education; the l'elease said. "The rewards WIii be I
disfuouted as ,fo!li/w~:·Chiistian'County Public Schools, i
-IS-members to.tutor.and mentor students; Community · I
)\ction Coun~il !<#'f:a}'..e_tte and Bourbon counties, 18 _ I
members to tutor arid·mentor students; Eastern Ken-.
tucky University;.22 memberSto coordinate service:
I
'learning programs; Homeless and Housing Coalition of
Kentucky, 40 members to build or rehabilitate IO\f'.\:-..-c
income housing units and to provide educational.activi·ties for children; Morehead State University, 31 ;7,,. ·"
members to tutor; mentor aiid counsel 600 at-risk' stu- ' [
dents; and SimpsmrCounfy Board of Education, 19"full- ,
time 311d six part-time members to tutor second-graders
one-on-one to raise reading scores.
c•
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~OfTtt°E:DAIL);_INDEl'EN~ENT .:-,:'."'~:··
r,
-.... 0 ,,~ _ ;"&'.. _ ,~:-, .•-,: ;>_.•.:_-_;_
' ASHLANii~ ::'),Dr.~ Chai-t!lf
;Dassiili~e, Ple.~ldif~t of.,¾~~1,,
(com_fuurt_iJ¥'.t@olJe~E:"}-~~~J~~;;;
,leade(:.a~0Rg~tliree:
f,"mal1~(!!.t.
ilar.0' 'oSition1°affCenr:..
;~:;A~ili~niraulff~~~J:i¼-'.,
0
'.lege ·iri oca1a· .,F1a., accordmg
. -,
· ,.,r.. ,.."...... --- rts fr· -. tha.
• ·t•to newspapl)r:r.JJp_o ., .. 0lll~ _.,
'·city-.t,·_- -R,~\',f't:t, . ·;:tr-t-t:J_;,_:
-·1-Th
.. ,,, ..,,.~-·"'"_j ····c~u·r·r'·ed·z:1•n •
~
e. vacan1,y. oc __ ... ~-- . .
' February
· -------_-~--·:s:--wnen-·~w•"''-..::-·
uuam c·'-am-,
~
1
pion-,-l~ft ,,"illl'.'~side~cy ~ -,,·
~egatttfJ!tljii~tiIT~ti!]~6
0
e sc ..?,?,~,)lfl!l.s,:. ~;.•. :,,,, ,e Jo
byNov:-11:c:~•~;--i, _,,,_,.
.
Dassance revealed his candidacy •to ~talf and fa~ulty _at the
college_ -m a l~tter issued la~e
Mon~..He.s~d,~~-ha~ keJ?t.It
to hims_~Jf._ ~cl,_ ~~~!1- surp~15e9~at :?O.,f>.ne ,he!~s~eme_d to
_pick ·1t·,!lp, from ;-Flc:n;1da _newspapers:;-that re~or_ted thr~_e
months ·ago on his mterest .m
the jo\);{l\f"c'l:,;,'it~t:~•.f:;t;:· •1: !, ·
He went.tcl'!!).e'Oclilii <:~PUS
;,last week·.fot.:interviews
ancLa !
• teain:· t'rom.0.ffi~'.schootwiii.be,at:
; ·ACC ·oi{Tiiut!;'a~y·.and · Fri9ay
do.
~il_lk.;t9 ·;~!~ :!ffi~ facul,tr, J
f0 Memcers "of'llie'team· are Jim
Hinsa_n; interim president, and I
. Judith'•Woo"d· assistant to ·the I
:Presid~nt;7:/ilopg-witii ·-hci'ard:
members Will ¥:by and Cyntht_
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,._ en,,_ U?1can'._presi en '
·,af.,the Stat9.rYp1vers1tY,.of-.N__!;.'Y.
_Yofk' ·Coll!!te-,ef..~echn?logy;
w~o has'.~~o been mter"'.ie:,ved
_at Ocal'a.-:and_ Dr .. W1ll1~m
Proc_tor, execu!1ve ~rrectoi,cof
·F10:1da's Po~t-se~ond~ .. Education Plannmg Co!IID11Sey1on,
, ··

~

... ~ ~ . , -

1 <~-....

··- ~- ----

1 ;--

' • ..,•.•-.;.1:~:,-<'>:;:.•.--:--2...~--.,,;,.

-- ... -.~:-..-.-••··-~-.,.... ~ -

"The Ocala-Star-Banner'·~--- te
.
_
• ··$,.· ,
on. Friday. that:
the
chmce
P·
b .
.D
pear~ to be etw_een assance
and Duncan, w1E11~ Dass~~ce slig_l!!!Y ahead._. --=.,.'::.{;,7
:.:. •
. · Dassll?ce Sl!,Icl;!J: fr~end _11°111.1·
nate~ hlll!-for the pos1tfo_n, and ·
ith:i_t · :wh1le1,,he had1;1 t be_e~
,thmkmg abput leaVlllJil · Ash
!8:lld: Ce_ntral~or_ida}~_l)d .?1,n
mh1s eye for yell!"J:••·'-"
-..
, ""I
• - got to
. . know about
· .·-the
..... .
s_~hool while I was at Jac~f>n
·ville (Kent Campl/,S) ancl,.,de- ·
.
th if I ever h a d.·=•.
"•n•-op> I
-c1ded . -en
· · --·,-• -I
,portumtyto go thereas _p_re_Sl·
dent, I woµld. ~e co~UW!Y
c?ll!lg!l system _m Flond <J.·t,n,s I
di)f~rent from Kentucky. -11t's;a
_state system,:but locally.governed, and I. aI:,vay_s ~anted: to
experience. an mshtut1on .~1th·
that kind of- -autonomy, · he
said. -· - ,;,<·:'.:.ij';!¥: . . .', i
. The opening JS :the_ only one ·
he has conside:ed · smce. co~ing here, he said, ·even though
he was nominated :at another
school.
.
.· ,
.
· Dassance 'said .. lie ·informed
University of Kentucky, :officials of his candidacy right
from the star:t, -and Bruce .Leslie, chairman of ACC's Aclvl- socy Board, -said_ he ~a:d also
been· told. ,Le_sl!e said .ACC
isn't lookin1{ for a repl:3-cement.· ;-· · :;'.~:.,:· · · ,_., .
. "Until he" is s_elected and advises me:·!1e wishes ~a acce~t
·that. pos1tlon,. he's ~till. pres1-dent····of
ilie ·co_llege here. ,His
·
-.
performance has ·not suffered
dii"'the least during the time
he's considered this other position. _ ·
"""7"~c-- ---.s:-:--;:·· "He has"sha.red with:iµe_~at.
iie\; ver{'bapp~ .in As~la,ndi
and we're certamly §af1sf1ed1
with his job perfohni!nc.~;:'... '
·
·
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':.',. - ~

..ti,i~~ r~4-~

_ .

pent~lO years-~at
.,.i!~SJ!PCe '<'!_
•• ""'-_,.: , . · • .,,.,,"_ ~
"'.~
~...;.:..-.t.il":e
.]a ;i. ·.seven
•..J~
9
¥~im;ifil!J!.,.d,,.
::.,·.,':
as provost'. an VlCe p\!r·e···s~1a~e-·n·t
of studer1t.affairs ·_ before
·comiriicherlf'in· August 1992.
His' §election:-was: mad£( froin
.the..:Lex}.iJ,gt,on' caiiipus;>ba~ed.
on, E~i:oP.im~n-!1~tion from ~a
~qmmittee.;·from _J,\.Shland_ that
· 1 d d Leslie'·.,: - . .. ~ · -ll;il~ss~hce_is a)1ative of~erinsylvama with a _bachelor,s _de.. ·· ..fr om
· · -,, ·Graye · c ·ty· College
gree
1
in that·state,. a master'.s f~om
Michigan·State University and
. · •
-.
a . doctorate-from· ··the ·· Umver.
sity,of Virginia:I:Ie began his
career -in· 1968 a_s a counselor
and ins·truct_or ·at -Cayu!1a
Counfy Commimity.College m
Auburn, N.Y.,_ moving to
- Howard community College in
Columbia,· Md.; and then- becoming dean .of. students at
Piedmont.Virginia Coinmtiility
College in Charlottesville. Next
. came thejob.in Floriq.a. · ·
. A total•·or_- 75 _names were
considered· for :the· .Ocala position cut down _in stages·- to
reach the current short list.
"When I canie here, I truly
didn't .know whether· it would
be for. my entire career. I
didn't intend for _Ashland Community_ College_ t<> take.. me
somewhere else." ,_, __ · ·
In ~is letter t~· _the faculty,
he.- said·- the. dec1s10n to take
part_ in the ~earch l!fOCess··at
Ocal~: was difficult a~.1. am
certainly happy·at ACC, -.
_
"It's ·wrehching'for·us,"'-he
.
said Tuesday.· '_'Sarah and I are
still talking' about. that."· Hi_s
wife is a scien·~e teacher at
Paul G: Blazer High School:
·Das_sance said'he has no:aspirations to mo"'.e ~a a_fom:year·college._ "Th1s·1s the part
of education I like best, and I
feel 'it's the· most important,
with its open,door access and
-egalitarian nature."

Philip Morris to receive honor
Jefferson Community College to thank
company for·contributing $612,000
AsSOCIATED PRESS

LOUISVILLE - Philip Morris
U.S.A., which has come under attack from tobacco opponents and
even some fonner employees, will
be honored at a reception this week
by Jefferson Community College.
The community college said in
a statement that it "is pleased to be
affiliated with upstanding corporate
citizens• like Philip Morris.
The reception at the campus administration building Wednesday
will recognize Philip Morris Companies and Philip Morris _U.S.A. for
contributing $612,000 in scholarships to community college students during the last 15 years. This
year alone, 119 students are receiv-

ing Philip Morris scholarships.
"Recently, our community has
been exposed to a number of negative stories regarding Philip Morris," college spokeswoman Kathryn
Kaag said in a letter announcing
the reception. The two-year college,
which is part of the University of
Kentucky community college system, "wants to share a positive sto-

ry" about the company, she said.
The tobacco giant has come under attack nationally for playing
down smoking's health risks and
allegedly suppressing scientific evidence that nicotine is addictive.
Several women who have worked
at the company's Louisville cigarette plant have filed sexual harass-

ment lawsuits against the company,
and one of them won a $2 million
verdict.
· The community college's decision to honor Philip Morris was
"truly outrageous," said Edward L.
Sweda, senior attorney for the Tobacco Products Liability Project at
Northeastern University in Boston.
Sweda said that Philip Morris
"has put out public statements undermining basic scientific research"
and that its leading brand, Marlboro, accounts for 60 percent of illegal cigarette sales to children.
Kaag said that community college officials routinely honor significant donors, and Philip Morris did
not request recognition.
"We're not in the business of
countering anything," Kaag said.
"We want to recognize Philip Morris for the good things that they do
for Jefferson Community College

and for this community."
The event will be paid for with
money left over from a Philip Morris grant for a mentoring program,
Kaag said. She said no state dollars
are spent for events honoring

donors.
And there won't be anyone
lighting up a cigarette at the event.
Kaag noted that smoking is prohibited in all campus buildings.
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Waving· the technological W@d
Advantages of Virtual University are elusive __:__ but its costs are, tangible
remarkable thing about hu~an n_ature, and pub"If you are serious about moving into the economy
lie debate, is the persistence with which we emof the 21st century, it's going to be awfully hard to do
brace things that have never worked.
it without a stronger research university than you have
Getting something for virtually nothing falls into
now," warned Dennis Jones, a consultant hired by Gov.
this category.
_
·
Paul Patton to advise Kentucky on reforming higher
We are reminded of this by the proposal by _Keneducation. Jones wame_d against the "silver bullet'' thetucky's public university presidents to create a "Virtual ory that a wave of the technological wand can take
University." The idea is to expand the reach of higher
away our problems.
education by beaming classes to the hollers and homes
Distanc~ learning can save rrioney-'but it will )Je
that are now out of the reach of learning centers. And the students' money. Staying at home and keeping a
of course it is supposed to reduce the cost. Television
job is cheaper than moving to a university town. sets, after all, cost less. than professors.
·
We have reservations about the concept of virtual'
Reaching those students throug~ technology will be
education. We worry that supplanting.personal .contact costly, warned Laverne Lindsey, the associate vice
with "interactivity" could take away an essenti_al _part
chancellor who oversees distance learning at the Uniof the learning process: the .give and take between ·· "' .,, :versity of Tennessee. "It's the most expensive thing in
teacher and student and among students in a·. class. Its_- the world to establish distance education learning cenprimary role may be in offering higher level and grad- ters," she said.
.·, ·
- ·.",
uate classes to students already working.
,;,.
'· ·. _We urge Patton and th~ univ~ity·p~esidents to
We are, however, convinced of a couple cifthings
heed the-voices of experience, 'not the.irrational hopes·
about any Virtual University. If it is to succeeci in de-_ - that have historically engendered quick fqces and foollivering high-quality education, it will riot be cheap. ·. hardy budget savings. Kentucky must have quality
And it will not solve the fundamental problems Kenhigher education - however ifis delivered - and
tucky faces in higher education.
.
quality
comes-at
·
·
. •··- .11.....
..,_ .... ;. .
......
~· .. . a~ cost. "_ -,-,;,,- -"l:!'•,.·

A
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Unity gathe~ing
celebrates MSU
diversity, cari·ng
By MADELYNN COLDIRON
OFTHE

DAILY

INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - The keynote
speaker for Wednesday's
"Unity Celebration" at Morehead State University suggested that the administration
conduct an audit.
·
But it wasn't a financial
audit Sharon Fields had in
mind. Fields, a minister and
director of Midway _College's
Leadership and Cµltural Diversity Center, suggested an
audit to learn more about who
makes up MSU's student body,
faculty and staff.
.-, ·.. '
"Do you really· know your
neighbor?" Fields asked, pointing out that it's difficult to
hate someone you truly know.
The purpose of the daylong
unity event at MSU was to eel'
ebrate diversity and· people
caring about people; said
Michael Mincey, vice., president for student life.
IIi- her speech; Fields suggested the unity gatherings be
continued throughout the
year, breaking into smaller
groups so individuals,can .get
. to know each other. .:·. -- .
SurveYf1;lg, ,gi~f srow~ ~of.
about 75,': mcluii1!)g,;._about..l\
dozen African A'.lnericans··
other than , the, black :.~tuq_!!nt
choir, -Fields.:said;" ;'.'~k{wlicf
iifhere ton,ight .. r.oi>kfijt•moii$','

not here tonight. Where are.
your international students?
Where are your commuter students? Where is·-the faculty;
the administration and staff?.
Where are the people of downtown (Morehead) and Rowan
County?
·
_
"Hopefully · in. the future
when you have these activities, you will include a greater
portiori-ofthe community."
Part ofthe cause of discord
in the United States is that the
nation has never reconciled
with the groups it has treated
badly, like Native Americans,
African Americans and Japanese Americans, Fields said.
"All our·,people at:one time·
or another have been subjected
to cruelty by other Ame_rican~
in this country," "!';he said. '.'We
must begin, hopefilll.y on this
campus, in :this. community, to
learn·to rei:oni:ilEtwith one an-.
other."
Mincey said the idea for
Wednesday's· celebration was
borne of administrative discussions of the university's goals
and obje_ctives. _In·• the past,
there have been diversity programs in · residence halls and
otheI,JEl~l/,~s,.:~l!.iity.:~'.,Y.e. n_(tyElr ·
had ·a program;that ·brmgs ev,
eryliody· together- m"ahinlfiea'
effort to _cel~brate Qiversttrt · ··

Several student organizations helped coordinate the
event, which also included discussion groups, cultural displays and student readings.
Similar activities on diversity
are planned, said Madonna
Weathers, director of student
development. .
· · '. _During the spring semester
this year, an alleged gaybashing incident sparked con-.
cern about intolerance on campus, and prompted a r~y. ; _
Mincey said Wednesday s
celebration 'was not meant .to
counteract that incident. "I
think it's just part of our forward thinking," he said. · _ ;
He told the audience gathered to. hear Fields that the
un1versity has ."opened the
lines of communication" and ·
made it . clear that MSU will ·
not tolerate acts of violence
and-hostility; . .
. -. ,,_ ,

Lii<iNGTON

·HE'~m"1ixm1riot.--,f,".l

a"FliioAY, SiP,ill'a'rn·~7;'1.996 ' ..

WEST LIBERTY - ~ r

Dl

· AndelllOII, 75, Route -1,'tetirai'lid•

. ucator; husband of Elizabeth Arii
i derson, died Wednesday. Setvices·l
p.m. Sunday, Potter Funeral H<iine.
V!ii!lation ~ p:m. Sa~t#;iilifrl1
butions suggested to the 'Woods-·
- ~ .._ :~~~
,
-·bendCo
. = : ~mwr_J&:~.
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UK main. camp.us has-·$-·1.2
million less than expected
BY ANGIE MUHS
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

The University of Kentucky's Lexington campus is grappling with ·a
shortfall of nearly $12 million- fore•
ing some last-minute budget cuts.
.
· University officials are blaming the
problem largely on an internal miscal·
culation of tuition revenue.,
.. ,
The Lexington campus had expected a $400,000 surplus of tuition revenue·
from the 1995-96 . budget year that
would have carried over to this acade- .
mic year, said Jim Cliapman, assistant
chancellor.
Instead, the campus fell short by
. $3991500, he said. That adds. up)o.
deficit of nearly $800,000.
.
·. · .
The additional shortfall comes froni
two other programs:..:... costing nearly.
$370,000 - that administrators had expected to pay for out of an anticipated
surplus at the end of this year, Chap-.
man said.
: · .- ·
· ··
· Now ·administrators don't ·count o~ .
· that surplus.
_- ,
.
Elisabeth Zinser, 'the·. Lexington
campus chancellor;acknow!edged thatthe problem would hurt several academic colleges.
. ...., , _
But she defended the·· campus's.'
planning, saying that projections and .
--.- •
-- .
· - ---·f,--..,---"--'- ·
, predict10ns were. only' that : · J'. .. . ...'
'
"Those things do happen 'because
uncertainties will come into play," she
said. "Nobody should blame anybody.'·
It's just that these things happen." .
Zihser also noted. that the Lexil)g-.
ton campus - which .covers· all academic programs except the medical center
and the. community-college system - ·
has a nearly $250 million budget ''This
is a complex operation," she said.
· Howev~r, Zinser said she ,is working with other officials to see how-the
campus could improve its budgeting .
process. It probabl:f.::wi!Fnrre its own
. budget officer, she'said:· \.•'J;ii; ; - ·" · .,
- - The problem with 'tli~twtion estimate arose primarily because of:a de-crease in the.number of out-of-state students who enrolled in .fall 1995, Chapman said.
.
: .... . ·· · .
Out-of-state students· pay .tuition
and fees that are triple those ofKentucky residents.
. . . . · .. . .. ,
"If you lose a thousand -out-of-state .
students and gain a thousand 'in-state
studen~, it'_s like yo~ las~ 2,0()()/_ Ch,apman said.· · .
· ...,, . '. ..-,- .,· . .
· Chapman said Jl!1L..Lei@gt_gn canipµs had counted _on havini.fi!li>lus of_ ·
tuition because 1t always·had'had one
-' sometimes as much as $l'iriillion. .
; .. Wlieneverthat happeiiec:t~" ·as:ad- ·.
'ministraiors thought it woula..this·year
- campus administrators generally
used that surplus money to-finance onetime projects.
" · ' •.. , ·
In.retrospect, it was a.mistake to assume 'the surplus would be.tliere, Chapman said.
. .
. ·
,.' tObviously, it would.,l~l!_e been.bettel','.ll we'd· never suggesteiUhei,r, were
gairig. to get. these
f.::C~P)lla- n
said: "I hate to call th · 1!id.wish.we
could call them unreiillzel}'~timis, .
But in people's eyes, t!reY"il:i:utii:'.';" ·' , '.,

a

'd£5.

~:L
..r:.•tn~-A ·~,-~~ll"i•::11:·~~U~J;'
. ;~~i.l;J'! ,;_,,'.,;;,s...rf.,\J.Q.
.

Part of the shortfall was distributed among different colleges based
on whether they lost enrollment,
Zinser said.
She acknowledged that that
meant that some colleges were af·fected more than others, a point
·that was echoed by several deans.
UK's College of- Engineering
was one of the hardest-hit, having
to return nearly $200,000 to the central office.
However, its plans to offer epgineering courses in Paducah and a
project to enhance the engineering
pmgram were not cut
The college had been slated to
get more money to help cover instructional costs created in part be- .
cause of the number of Malaysian
students coming to UK after taking
their first two years in the Metro. politan College program.
Because the junior and senior
years are the most intense, the college had planned to use the money
to provide more lab and design sections, Dean Thomas Lester said.
· He .said the college will ·now
have to cancel some lab sections,
meaning· class sizes in labs will go
up.
·•

"There's definitely more of a
load on the instructor," he said.
Some other deans, though, said
they weren't as affected.
Richard Furst, dean of the Gatton College of Business and Economics, got a budget cut of $20,000..
The Lexington campus also discontinued paying for some exchange
students' fellowships, meaning that
his college will have to pick up the
tab, he said.
But Furst said the college had
been holding some money in reserve after hearing earlier that there
might be a budget problem.
·"Even when (Zinser) wasn't sure
· there would be a problem, she alerted us that there might be," he said.
Douglas Boyd, dean of the College of Communications and Information Studies, said he didn't foresee much of a prohlem; The shortfall meant that $25,000 earmarked
for a media research project will be
delayed a year.
. :. ',/.· .
"Clearly, we as academics and
administrators don't like to see a
delay," Boyd said. "But a delay of a
year is a very miri& problem for

·US."
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c~pus =proJ-ect_.,~i

for ··socialjustlCf
·

''

·

;'. i: ..

' · •I

growth from· last spring, when.a
black student was attacked in .ari'
~en folks at West Virginia apparently racially motivated:inci-,
University started talking about so- dent. The incident led to j:frotesfs
cial justice, Mary Jane Hitt remem- al)d.forums about how the UK cambers a lot of people who thought it pus could be more w~lcoining,,tq
wouldn't last.
· · · ,. :... ;.- · people from different groups.
"There. were people who·
But since-then, the effort's ·scope
· thought th,is.;was·.just the latest has-expanded, said Lauretta Byars,.
fad," Hitt said Wednesday, ."They•, UK's·- vice chancellor ,for<ininorify.
··thought we would abandon it."
.. · affairs. . · .. ·: :--_. _·.:: ·': ,_ ;_::-;;:
. .·_Instead, West-Virginia Universi"~J;nitially, in the spring,. it was
- _ty'~_Office.of_Social)\ls.tice has been
in response to the r~cial.il)tjdent,•:'
·around for mne years - and now, · Byap;,said. "But· I thinkj_t's gro_w ·
1
. the l.Jniirersity of _Kentucky is. the beY.ond that. It's looking_ at ev.ery ,
: latest school to Cp!J§ip_ei: s_etting;)JP'·. m~!Jlber.pf~e uniyen;ity 001)ll)l1JI¥,;.
a similar pro~,,:,,
., ... ,·.. ,-. , f:l3;ind ·fmdmg out how,we can. be
The theory b~liind the concept . su9portive of the view they bring."
is simple, said Hitt, who is director
1lut.students from UK Lambda,
of the Wes\ Virginia office.
. . ·, which represents lesbian, .gay and
"Social justice is simply doing bisexual students, complained la§t_
· the right thing,'' .she said:- ---·-: :-week that they weren't"includedin.
I _,:-UK's·-interest·fu.the program, iri- - the-committee's-work until-now.·.:.;:
eluding the visit of Hitt and another ·
Matt Solberg, the group's 'pres~
WVU official last week, was part of. dent, said members are ·concerned
· aii>efforf it's pilling the,"Irli:lusive·1 abouHfoiiig ,omitted lf:UK's"effoi'f
'"""-'--'Co'"
· uoiff". '"'ms~,<lFfaeatiii_
· ~,,--;
· · · -·· .........,,,,,_.
-i\$
~....,,.. mm
- - - - 4 - - ., , ..
nso""""'' groups:-:
., .·">'>-<
! ,".: .Tliat project,}iii;lifrri;::i~ an auk_ .. -~ c;j,-'f/ "$tt:JLIS":I.C~-~-- ~~~
'·-c..J..t.1i~,~A•'··--, -rh.::..~--·••,,,,.:>"••t:.;.":;,: .:...:-.,(..,,.'i.L1!.~, ~-'1.,,. i,;,.__ .,.,_' ,·~~--•·-"+,-·~~,..-~ 1 ~
., . . . . BY.ANGIE MUHS
•
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JUSTICE: Group

trying to make
some changes·.
. c~~IO'\ILl!!J.) .

pace.
· "We· think there's been more
talk than we want to see, but they
have backed it up with some action," said Malone, a· junior who
also serves on the committee.
"Right now, we're just trying to
push to make sure it doesn't slow

West Virginia's Office of Social down."
Justice, for instance, has councils foChancellor Elisabeth Zinser,
cusing on African-American affairs, who oversees the Lexington camdisabled people's concerns, women's pus, said she thought the West Virissues and sexual orientation issues. ginia visit would help UK find
"We want to be included," said ways to coordinate their efforts.
Solberg, a political·science senior.
"We're doing good things, but
"If they don't include us, it sends a you may need to formalize some of
real funny message like, 'You can't them," Zinser said. "There is a need
be discriminated against, but you're for what we're doing to be pulled
not welcome.' "
together in some fashion."
So far "at UK, the committee has
Faculty member Nikky Finney
made some changes. The amount of said Wednesday. that she hoped UK
diversity training in UK 101, anori- officials were truly committed, to
entation class, was ·-doubled.. The the project.
· ··
UJllVersity also is sponsoring semi' ·
·
· ··
nars for faculty members on such
"What we're doing now cannot
topics as students' racial attitude~· · be. the. result of .. an uproar,'.' she
and how to deal with controversial said. "This cannot be a reaction to a
subjects in the classroom.
•
reaction."
:
·
It .also increased the budget for
. _But Juanita Fle~ing, the special
the Black Student Union by $5,000, . a~1stant. to the president for acadeand held convocations for black : m1c affairs, ,argued that the effort
freshmen and students in the med- · wasn't a reaction. · · ' ·
·
ical center.
.. . . .• . .
...., . ·-· - .--.. "[think it would be a ni.isrepreWallis Malone, president of the sentation to say that the University_
Black Student Union, said she is of Kentucky has· not been conhappy to see the. changes; but· 'cerned. ·about:these issues," she
sometimes still is -impatient at
·- ...the.....said.
-- . ~"~' ,-:._.,__•-·- - . , ,.
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KSU may help state_
•
raise a new crop:
.freshwater shrimp···.
Associate·d Press

.. -·

; Nevertheless, there are .so many
uncertainties about the economic viaPARIS, Ky. - Researchers at Ken- bility of shrimp farming that Tidwell
tucky State University are rewriting thinks it's too soon to dramatically inthe book on aquaculture and may be· .crease production.
developing an alternative source ·of ·-- The· marketing structure is nil;'and
income for the state's farmers at the the logistics are difficult - the only
same time.
way·to harvest shrimp is to drain the
The new crop: freshwater shrimp._ pond.
.. :·.: :_ .. , · ..
Aquaculture textbooks say KenShrimp don't do well in holding
tucky is too far north for shrimp pro- tanks; in close quarters they eat each
ductton. But six years of shrimp har- other. So growers must have enough
vesting is proving that freshwater buyers on hand to sell almost their
shrimp do quite well in the state. ·
entire crop - they hope for 1,000
Susan Harkins' farm in Bourbon pounds an acre - when they drain a
County is one of four KSU shrimp pond.
demonstration projects. This is HarHarvestin~ has to take place "during
kins' first year, but the others have two weeks m .early• fall. before cold
been at it at least two years.
· weather kills the shrimj>,-whicb have
"Everyone who tried it added been selling for $6 to $8 'ii pound.
ponds.the second year," Harkins said, · lf;shrimp are to become a real al"I think that's a good sign."
: . teniative for Kentucky farmers, a proThe shrimp experiment . started · cessing, plant must be available for
when Kentucky distillers.were look• .. cutting.and freezing,.sald Walt Rybka
.ing for uses for-grain·-residue·frcim 'of Morehead, who is hauling in his
their whiskey production. KSU had second shrimp harvest as :part of the
already-discovered that catfish thrive KSU research.
·
..
on sour-mash residue, so the reTidwell said there also is a need for
searchers tried shrimp.
a nursery where nearly microscopic
· When the shrimp grew unexpected• shrimp from Texas could be raised to
lylarge,-Jim Tidwell, KSU's coordlna- stocker size.
.._,,,,... ,.•. -~~ - tor of aquaculture and.·natural reNow the small shrimp.. are flown
sources. thought it was a flake, but he from Texas in plastic bags. They are
saw that they grew even bigger the natives of Southeast Asia.
following year.
But the long-term prospects for
"We think v,e've figured it out,". he U.S. aquaculture seem p!'(lmising, ,Al·
said.
--~ 1. _-: :':-'!?'!-)!8'"w:vi._c,'. rea_dy,.balUJie .shrimp,.~at~!! in the
Kentucky••is LWarnr :enough-for,. Umteit·states. come:from .farms; and
shrimp t<i grow, but. cold11enougb;to · ·the trend :.is expected to contmue,as
delay sexual maturation~be said.. As a •concern· grows _about 'depleting· ·the
result, shrimp -just. keep:.eating.,and oceans.
- .. · - ... ,,, •· - · :"'.
. putting on baby.fat..... ,G1SSl/'Cl<1'1, i-,,i'.'-,Sluimp could 1make 'ii,rifcecfit-foc,
: ,. •"In4>r_o~uct1on _. ~l#P/!_111,rj" ;,_~i's ·:CJ<~ntl/ckt,s.~pan:ti~iie 1tqbacco Jfaiin,
:!~eJil:"]1_~,1! ,~1!!,d,~~looi1ii1':nr)ti'.:~f!!;,:.wlii)_ \.!!'!d:<!Mir;crops! on:rweek, •
0

ends. After the pond is set up with
aerators, it takes 15 minutes in the
morning and 15 minutes in the afternoon to feed the shrimp; Tidwell said.
I "If you waiii to go off for the'week."
end, it's no big deal," he said. And ·the
growing season is only four months
long.
·
.
.
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BY Lucy MAY
· HeRAu>-LEAo,R EouCATIDN WRITER

They've been three of the strongest·
suppcrters of the 1990 .Kentucky Education Reform A~t.
·
They're also powerful CEOs and the
founders of the Kentucky Partnership
for School Reform.
And all of them are going through
major transitions at their companies:
■ John R.. Hall is retiring from Ashland Inc., Kentucky's largest company in
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po:,vered CQrp?rate ~upport the partner- 10'.year corrumbnent which we mtend_ to
.ship has provided s1nce'1991?
keep. It doesn't matter whether Oz Ne!-·.
'. · .; , ·
. '.'Naturaily, there have been ques,. son or Jim Keily is CEO," Nelson said,
teims of revenue.
,
,
,·.·
. tions about what effect the retirements referring to James P. Kelly, who will ,be
■ Oz Nelson is retiring froin United · will have on the partnershii:>," said Car-, nominated to take .Nelson's place at
.Parcel. Service of America Irie.,· the olyn Witt Jones, the partnership's direc-. UPS's Novem~'.board meeting. ·
state's larg~t private-s~tor ~mployeL . · tor.. "Most of those have been laid to rest
Nelson's additional year as chairman
■ 'And David Jones i&: seeing Huby th~ CEOs who have reminded every- ,will ·give Kelly a chance to get a handle
mana Irie. - Kentucky,'s second-largest one that they made a 10-yeai- commit- on the company's internal business, Nelcompany in terms ·of revenue -i- through. ment, and that commibnent remains in son said: ,Toward the end of that· year,
a change iri leadership'.
,· ·
.
, place." ·
. · . . ·
' Kelly will start goi!lg to hieeting~ with
So_ what will this all mean f9r KERA,
In fact, Nelson has agreed to.stay on Nelson to get up to speed on partnership
the school reform law they have so pas- as chairman of the partnership for
activities, too, Nelson said.
sionately supported? Can proponents of year_ after his retirement.
· , ,
Jones said he plans to stay persorialKERA· ,conti,:iue to{ount on the high' "From UPS's. vi~wp~int,. we made a ly involved i~_ the partner~hip even
'
after · he· retires from Humana,
whenever that may be.
.
"I expect to be continuously in--volved," Jones said. "If it turns out
whoever ends up succeeding· me
has an interest in that, then I won't·
stand in the way. But I've always
been intereste~ in education. I think
that's the passport for young peo-.
pie.".
' .
•
· And Dan Lacy, Ashland's vice .
· president of communications, said ·
Ashland also will continue its com·mjbnent. Lacy said.he expects Paul
Chellgren, the company's new CEO,
,to be· involved in the partnership.
·-;But he doesn't know exactly how or
:to what extent.
"You have to .remember ·the
partnership has evolved over the
years," Lacy said. "There are 60
:some members, and they're all important. How, .much time will be
needed on Mr. Chellgren's part isn't
,known."
While the partnership is bigger
than Ashland, Humana and UPS,
:those companies' three CEOs have
-~come the face and voice of the or-.
ganization. Their .companies, after

a·

all, make lots of money and employ.
lots of people. .
,
· .
·
The public listens •to ·leaders
. like that, said ,state school board
<;:ha~n )qi;eph Kellr, 11 • , , ;: ·
, "These, are people who understand wlilit: it'-takes·to;be.succes~ful. They, understand how hard it is
to compete," Kelly said. "They hav.e
: so much cr~qibility with students,
·. educators and the general public.\
While" s,uch leadership ,can;t Ile
.easily replaced; Kelly said, he
pects tht partn&s!Jih ~o cotitijiµ~
lie a powerful· ally for KERA and .
Kentucky children. .
;. . Indeed, corporate interest in ed, ucation has varied in otlier parts of
'. the coµntry, but it .has b~ri strong
and steady.• in Kentucky, _. sai~
.. Robert Sexton, executive director of
the Prichard Committee for Acade-·
mic Excel,Iepi:e,,w~jcq .\s,~eP.~te_
from the.'palinersh1p even th9ugh
they share <iffic:i? iiP¥te:;:j/ •·i,:•, t_
. Kelly said he kriows that.if Ne~son, Hall and Jcines have anything
to say about it; Keniuclbr's corpo,
rate commibnent will continue to
sirong for lopg time to come. .
And I:lelson can't say, strongly
enough that,his 'coinp;my's1commit,

·ex/p ,

a

ment is

be .

r0n: ",cwe. ~~:-tmt~q~¥!s~':

cally fully sti11 behmd_ the pai-tner1
ship's reform work::

..
■-■■·
'. l·,•.
. Herald-~qder,ne,'.,,~, ,e{ear~he,:
;:;,!7.n _Farr_qr•-f1'!/;i~fffed to, th~s

